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Abstract
In wastewater treatment, nitrogen removal is becoming increasingly challenging to meet the more
stringent standards and regulations. At local wastewater treatment plant, nitrogen removal is
challenging when the plant was experiencing shock loadings. Thus, improving the nitrogen
removal is urgently needed at the wastewater treatment plant. It is found that more than 30% of the
total nitrogen loading to the plant is contributed by returning the high ammonia strength lagoon
supernatant separating from the anaerobically digested sludge. Technology improvement facilitates
the nitrogen removal efficiency. Nitrogen is conventionally removed through complete nitrification
processes. However, the processes may consume a large amount of oxygen to treat high ammonia
strength wastewater. In this case, a more sustainable treatment using partial nitrification is preferred.
The first part of this thesis was testing the applicability of integrated fixed film activated sludge
(IFAS) technology to handle the shock loading conditions. The second part of this thesis focused
on investigating the applicability of the IFAS technology in treating the high ammonia strength
supernatant.
Complete nitrification was employed for low strength wastewater treatment. The complete
nitrification oxidized ammonium to nitrite by ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB), and further to
nitrate by nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB). For the partial nitrification, the process oxidized the
ammonium to nitrite, instead of nitrate. The partial nitrification process saved 25% of the oxygen
requirement, as compared to the complete nitrification process. If combining the partial nitrification
with the denitritation process, the combined processes can even save 40% of carbon sources
requirement for the denitritation.
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In the first part of this thesis study, a bench top IFAS reactor was operated to investigate the
ammonium removal efficiency and the stability of IFAS reactor in response to sudden operational
condition changes. Suspended flocs and attached biofilm were the two major biomass aggregates
in the IFAS reactors, the differences of the microbial structure and biodegradation kinetics of these
two aggregates were explained in detail.
The second part of this study investigated the impact of ammonium concentration on the
establishment of partial nitrification microbial community in an integrated fixed-film activated
sludge (IFAS) reactor. Partial nitrification was achieved successfully under room temperature
when the NH4+-N concentration in the feeding was greater than 400 mg/L. The ammonium nitrogen
concentration in the digested sludge supernatant determined the free ammonia concentration,
which was identified as the key controlling factor for the partial nitrification process. Molecular
analysis confirmed that AOB abundance increased and NOB number reduced at high ammonium
loading conditions. Compared with biofilm, suspended sludge played a major role in ammonium
removal, which contributed to 66% total ammonium conversion. The impacts of feed water
characteristics, including the ammonium concentration and the percentage of raw digested sludge
liquor supernatant in the feed, on microbial population dynamics and nitritation kinetics were
elucidated. It was observed that increased ammonium concentration in the reactor feed led to the
enhanced specific ammonium conversion and nitrite accumulation rates but reduced microbial
community diversity. The increased raw supernatant percentage reduced specific ammonium
conversion and nitrite accumulation rates and led to an increased microbial community diversity.
Microbial community structures varied significantly in suspended flocs and in attached biofilm.
The production and composition of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) were important
parameters of bioreactor performance. The characteristics of EPS from nitritation- and
nitrification- dominant processes in the IFAS reactors were compared. The results showed that the
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loosely bound EPS (LB-EPS) mainly consisted of polysaccharides, while tightly bound EPS (TBEPS) were composed of polysaccharides and protein in variable ratios. The quantitative polymerase
chain reaction and EPS composition analysis (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and threedimensional excitation and emission matrix fluorescence) demonstrated that the microbial
community structure determined the TB-EPS composition. Higher abundance of AOB was related
to higher amide or amine like substances content and more aromatic and tryptophan protein like
substances in TB-EPS. The decrease of heterotrophic bacteria and nitrite oxidizing bacteria
correlated to a decreased hydrocarbon-like substance and humic acid like substances in the TBEPS. Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation studies demonstrated that the adsorption of TBEPS to solid surface was stronger and less reversible as compared to the LB-EPS, which
emphasized the importance of protein in cell adhesion.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES
1.1.Background and motivations
Nitrogen (N) is an essential element for microorganism growth. Together with Phosphorus (P),
high concentration of N in the water body will lead to the eutrophication (U.S.EPA, 2007). Also,
high concentration of ammonium in water bodies will lead to the acute death of fishes and the other
aquatic lives. In other cases, the ammonium nitrogen also will lead to the acidification of soil and
break the balance of the ecosystem. The ammonium nitrogen concentration in the domestic
wastewater that enters the local wastewater treatment plant is around 30mg/L to 50mg/L. Based
on the surface water quality guideline for use in Alberta (Alberta et al., 1999), the total nitrogen
and limit is 1.0mg/L. It is important to remove the N in the municipal wastewater before disposal
into natural water reservoirs.
Gold Bar Wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) is located at Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The
treated wastewater discharge from Gold Bar is one of the three major contributors (the other two
are combined sewer overflow and storm water outfalls) of pollutants to the North Saskatchewan
River. According to the Approval to Operate (#361975-00-00), the limits for ammonium-N in the
treated water are 5mg/L in the summer and 10mg/L in the winter. There was round 101,475 million
litres (ML) of wastewater conveyed to the plant in the year of 2016 (EPCOR Water Services Inc.,
2017). The plant achieved the limits required by Alberta Environment and Parks. However, as the
population in the city of Edmonton expands and the standards for the effluent quality become more
and more stringent, the Gold Bar WWTP is seeking ways to improve the nitrogen removal
efficiency to better service the communities. The schematic diagram for the wastewater treatment
processes at the Gold Bar WWTP was shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. The wastewater treatment processes at Gold Bar treatment plant.

Nitrification and denitrification processes are the most conventional processes to remove the
ammonium from the wastewater. Nitrification composes of two steps: the oxidation of ammonia
to nitrite which is mediated by the ammonia oxidizing bacterium (AOB) and the conversion of
nitrite to nitrate by the nitrite oxidizing bacterium (NOB). Both the AOB and NOB are autotrophs
which utilize inorganic compounds for growth and energy production. Denitrification process
refers the conversion from nitrate to nitrite and further to nitrogen gas. The denitrification process
is usually carried out by denitrifiers. Most of the denitrifiers are heterotrophic bacteria that utilized
the organics as carbon source for energy production and growth. At most of the conventional
wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs), biological nutrient removal (BNR) systems are designed
to remove nitrogen and phosphorous in wastewater (Jeyanayagam, 2005). In the aerobic sections
of a BNR system, nitrifiers (AOB and NOB) conduct the nitrification processes. In the anoxic
sections of a BNR system, denitrifiers carry out the denitrification processes with the addition of
2

external carbon sources. In terms of the nitrogen removal, the nitrification process is the rate
limiting step, and thus the nitrification efficiency is critical to the success of a BNR system.
As the standards for the effluent from the wastewater treatment plant are becoming more and more
stringent and the population of the city is expanding, there is an urgent need for the plants to
improve the nitrification efficiency.

1.2. Scope of research and objectives
In order to improve the nitrogen removal efficiency of the municipal wastewater, an integrated
fixed-film activated sludge (IFAS) technology was proposed for mainstream biological treatment.
The IFAS technology integrated the biofilm supporting carriers into the conventional activated
sludge (CAS) system to provide surfaces the organisms can grow on and provide longer solids
retention time (SRT) for the organisms, especially for the slow growers.
IFAS technology had been well studied for the improvement of the mainstream treatment. However,
it was hypothesised that the organic carbon loading had an impact on the nitrification efficiency.
According to the BOD5 concentration in the influent entering the WWTP (Figure 1.2.), a
fluctuation in the BOD5 during the year of 2016 was observed. To investigate the nitrogen removal
efficiency under different BOD5 loading, a project focusing on the stability of the IFAS reactor
under different organic loading was brought out. The main objectives of this study included:
1. To investigate the nitrogen and COD removal efficiency under different organic loading;
2. To compare the microbial community in suspended flocs and attached biofilm;
3. To investigate the extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) dynamics under different
organic loadings.
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Figure 1.2. The fluctuation of the average BOD5 concentration in the raw wastewater entering
the Gold Bar wastewater treatment plant during the year of 2016 (data obtained from EPCOR
Water Services Inc., 2017).
Tracing back to the sources of the nitrogen, the thickening lagoon supernatant was a big
contributor of nitrogen entering the plant. As shown in Figure 1.1. the thickening lagoon was
designed for the storage of digested sludge from the anaerobic digester. The solids in the sludge
would get settled and the supernatant was pumped back to the headworks. The supernatant only
accounted for 1% of the total flow entered the plant. But due to the high ammonium content
(800-1200mg/L NH4+-N) in the supernatant, it accounted for more than 30% of nitrogen
loading entering the plant. This might lead to a consequence that during extreme conditions
(like the shocking loading period) the nitrogen removal became challenging in the mainstream
treatment. In this scenario, a side stream treatment for the lagoon supernatant was proposed.
The conventional way to remove the ammonium nitrogen was through complete nitrification.
However, the complete nitrification consumed large amount of oxygen which elevated the
energy input and cost for maintenance. The partial nitrification was suggested for the treatment
of high ammonium strength wastewater because it saved up to 25% of the oxygen that required
4

for ammonia oxidation. Partial nitrification was easily achievable under high temperature 3035 C. But heating up reactor to such high temperature demanded high energy input. It might
be more economically feasible and energy saving if achieving partial nitrification under lower
temperature (20-21C). Moreover, combining the partial nitrification with the denitritation
process would also reduce the external carbon addition by 40% for complete nitrogen removal.
Moreover, the lagoon supernatant was alkalinity deficient. Large amount of external alkalinity
addition would elevate the chemical cost for future application in larger scale reactors. The
denitritation process turned out to be an alkalinity producing process and could also be a
potential source of alkalinity to support the partial nitrification process. Considering all the
possibilities, a study on the treatment of the high ammonium strength lagoon supernatant using
partial nitrification and denitritation processes was also included in this project. This study was
separated into three sections based on the processes involved: the partial nitrification, the
denitritation process, and the combined partial nitrification and denitritation in one reactor. The
objectives in the first section included:
1. To test the feasibility of the partial nitrification process in treating high ammonium strength
wastewater;
2. To elucidate the kinetics and stability of the partial nitrification process;
3. To investigate the impact of feeding water characteristics on the performance of the reactor
and the microbial community dynamics in suspended flocs and attached biofilm;
4. To compare the EPS from complete and partial nitrification processes.
The partial nitrification process converted the ammonium to nitrite, and the denitritation process
converted the nitrite to nitrogen gas with the addition of organic carbon. The process was carried
out by heterotrophic denitrifiers. By combining the partial nitrification and the denitritation
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processes, we could achieve complete nitrogen removal from ammonium to nitrogen gas. The main
goals for this section of study included:
1. To test the feasibility of denitritation process treating the effluent from the partial
nitrification reactors.
2. To calculate the removal kinetics and use the kinetics for future reactor design.
When the partial nitrification was applied to treat the high ammonium strength lagoon supernatant,
the deficiency of alkalinity in the raw supernatant would cease the partial nitrification. Alkalinity
that recovered from the denitritation process could be utilized for the nitrification process if
operation mode was well designed. Based on this, the objectives for the third section of study
included:
1. To test the feasibility of the combined partial nitrification-denitritation system
2. To monitor the nitrogen species conversion during the treatment
3. To calculate the alkalinity recovery and the organic carbon addition during the treatment.
The following flowchart summarized the organization of this thesis and the objectives for each part
of studies (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3. the organization of the studies covered in this thesis.

1.3. Thesis organization
The structure of this thesis is listed below:
Chapter 1 is a general introduction of the nitrogen removal in local wastewater treatment and the
challenges the plant is facing. The motivations and objectives for the project are well described in
this chapter.
Chapter 2 is a literature review of the work that had been in the field of nitrogen removal. More
specifically, the nitrogen removal processes (including conventional nitrification, partial
nitrification, denitritation, anammox) and the microorganisms that mediated the processes are well
discussed in this chapter. The technologies that applied in this study are also reviewed.
Chapter 3 is based on a published paper. This chapter elucidates the impacts of C/N ratio on the
performance; the bacterial community structure in both the suspended flocs and attached biofilm;
and the EPS characteristics of the integrated fixed-film activated sludge (IFAS) reactor that
operated under sequencing batch mode.
Chapter 4 is based on a published paper. This chapter elucidates the establishment and the
performance of the partial nitrification reactor treating synthetic high ammonium strength
wastewater.
Chapter 5 investigates the impacts of feed characteristics, including the ammonium concentration
and the raw lagoon supernatant percentage in the feed, on the microbial community dynamics and
the nitrogen removal kinetics in partial nitrification reactor.
Chapter 6 characterizes and compares the tightly bounded extracellular polymeric substance (TBEPS) from the complete and partial nitrification processes. The contribution of EPS components
to the adsorption to solid surface is also studied in this chapter.
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Chapter 7 demonstrates the inhibitory effect on partial nitrification by the alkalinity shortage in the
lagoon supernatant. To solve the problem, an innovative design of a combined partial nitrification
and denitritation system, which would recover the alkalinity from the denitritation process, is
proposed in this chapter.
Chapter 8 presents the general conclusion and recommendations for the future studies.
The appendix includes supporting information for different chapters.

1.4.References
Alberta, Water Management Division, Alberta, Environmental Sciences Division, 1999. Surface
water quality guidelines for use in Alberta. Alberta Environment, Environmental Sciences
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EPCOR Water Services Inc., 2017. Gold Bar Wastewater Treament Plant 2016 Wastewater
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Jeyanayagam, S., 2005. True confessions of the biological nutrient removal process. Fla. Water
Resour. J. 37–46.
U.S.EPA, 2007. Biological nutrient removal processes and cost
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Complete nitrification and partial nitrification
2.1.1. Concepts and biochemistry
Complete nitrification refers to the biological oxidation of ammonia to nitrate. The complete
nitrification was also known as the conventional nitrification. It has been conventionally applied
in the WWTPs for the ammonium oxidation in the secondary biological treatment reactors. It
involves two steps, The oxidation of ammonia to nitrite and the oxidation of nitrite to nitrate. The
oxidation of ammonia to nitrite is usually carried out by ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB). The
second step is carried out by the nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB). The complete nitrification is
practical for the mainstream low ammonia strength wastewater treatment. However, for the high
ammonia strength wastewater, the application of complete nitrification will consume huge amount
of oxygen. Considering the economy feasibility, using partial nitrification would be more
applicable for the treatment of high ammonium strength wastewater. Partial nitrification refers to
the first step of ammonia oxidation. It is also known as the nitritation process. The nitrite, instead
of nitrate is the end product of the oxidation. By stopping the reaction at nitrite, the partial
nitrification could save up to 25% of the oxygen and lower the cost of operation. The partial
nitrification consist of three sub-processes (Bai et al., 2012; Sinha and Annachhatre, 2007):
Step 1 : 𝑁𝐻3 + 𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒 − → 𝑁𝐻2 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂

(Equation 1)

Step 3: 0.5𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒 − → 𝐻2 𝑂

(Equation 3)

Step 2: 𝑁𝐻2 𝑂𝐻 + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝑁𝑂2 − + 5𝐻+ + 4𝑒 −

(Equation 2)

Σ： 𝑁𝐻3 + 1.5𝑂2 → 𝑁𝑂2− + 𝐻+ + 𝐻2 𝑂

(Equation 4)

(∆G =-274.91KJ/mol N)
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Step 1 is the oxidation of ammonia to hydroxylamine (Eq.1). The membrane bound ammonia
mono-oxygenase (AMO) is the enzyme functioning in this process. The step 2 is the oxidation of
hydroxylamine to nitrite (Eq.2). Hydroxylamine oxidoreductase (HAO) is the enzyme functioning
in Step 2. Combining the three sub steps, we get the oxidation of the ammonia to nitrite equation
(Eq.4). The combined process is an energy generating process. It is also a rate limiting step for the
complete nitrification.
The oxidation of nitrite to nitrate is also known as the nitratation process. Two sub steps are
included in this process.
Step 4: 𝑁𝑂2 − + 𝐻2 𝑂 → 𝑁𝑂3 − + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒 −
Step 5: 0.5𝑂2 + 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒 − → 𝐻2 𝑂
Σ： 𝑁𝑂2− + 0.5𝑂2 → 𝑁𝑂3−

(Equation 5)
(Equation 6)
(∆G =-74.16KJ/mol N)

(Equation 7)

Compared to the oxidation of ammonia, oxidation of nitrite releases less energy and happens faster.

The enzyme functioning in this step is the membrane bound nitrite oxidoreductase (NOR). Figure
2.1 below demonstrated the two steps in nitrification processes and the enzymes and oxygen
requirements for each step.

Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of nitrification processes. AMO is the ammonia mono-oxygenase;
HAO is the hydroxylamine oxidoreductase; and NOR is the nitrite oxidoreductase.

2.1.2 Nitrifying organisms
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Nitrifying organisms are playing important roles in the global nitrogen cycle. Understanding the
microorganisms in the engineered systems becomes more and more important in the field of
wastewater treatment. As mentioned in previous section, the oxidation of ammonia is commonly
implemented by the AOB. Most of the AOB belong to the  -Proteobacteria. Among the AOBs,
the family of Nitrosomonas is the dominant family. Nitrosomonas europea / N. mobilis lineage was
the dominant Nitrosomonas detected in the WWTP (Koops et al., 2006). N. europea was
extensively detected in a WWTP treating low strength domestic wastewater, while N.mobilis was
detected in a WWTP treating industrial wastewater, revealing its tolerance to high salinity (Prosser
et al., 2014). Researchers also detected a high amount of Nitrosomonas oligotropha in laboratory
scale experiments treating industrial wastewater with high heavy metals content (Stehr et al., 1995).
Another genera of AOB, Nitrosospira sp., was seldom found in laboratory scale reactors, and rarely
found in a full scale WWTP (Prosser et al., 2014).
It was commonly believed that AOB was the only ammonia oxidizer until the recent discovery of
ammonia oxidizing archaea (AOA)(Francis et al., 2005; Treusch et al., 2005). Like AOB, AOA
was also found to carry the genes encode the subunit A of AMO (Treusch et al., 2005). The
difference between the AOA and AOB is that they used different pathways for the production of
nitrite from hydroxylamine. Specifically, NH3 is oxidized to hydroxylamine with the facilitation of
ammonia mono-oxygenase (AMO); the hydroxylamine is further oxidized to nitrite with the
facilitation of the hydroxylamine oxidoreductase (HAO) in the AOB. But AOA is lack of (HAO).
The oxidation of hydroxylamine in AOA is carried out through the reaction of hydroxylamine with
NO and H2O that facilitated by the Cu- containing enzyme (Bartossek et al., 2012, 2010; Kozlowski
et al., 2016; Walker et al., 2010). Moreover, the AOA was found to be more vulnerable to toxic
compounds than the AOB. Higher abundance of AOA than AOB was found in natural
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environments, but not in the industrial WWTP (Adair and Schwartz, 2008; Bai et al., 2012; Francis
et al., 2005; He et al., 2007; Leininger et al., 2006; Wuchter et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2008).

Another interesting group of ammonia oxidizer is named anammox bacteria (Strous et al., 1999).
The anammox bacteria is known as anaerobic ammonia oxidizer. Unlike AOB or AOA, the
anammox bacteria uses both nitrite and ammonia as substrates to produce nitrogen gas under
anaerobic condition, and the metabolic pathway for anammox process is elucidated in Equation 8.
The anammox based ammonia removal system was developed in Delft University of Technology.
𝑁𝐻4+ + 1.32𝑁𝑂2− + 0.066𝐻𝐶𝑂3− + 0.13𝐻+ → 1.02𝑁2 + 0.26𝑁𝑂3− + 0.066𝐶𝐻2 𝑂0.5 𝑁0.15 +

2.03𝐻2𝑂

(Equation 8)

The anammox process is a promising process as it requires no external carbon addition for complete
nitrogen removal. However, the start-up time of anammox reactor was around 10 months or longer
(Rikmann et al., 2018), except for cases that enriched anammox sludge was used as seed and system
was well controlled (Christensson et al., 2013; Kowalski et al., 2018).

More recently, the discovery of comammox, which is known as complete nitrifier, was discovered
(Daims et al., 2015; van Kessel et al., 2015). The comammox bacteria would oxidize the
ammonium all the way to nitrate in a single cell. The discovery of comammox refreshed our
knowledge about the roles the organisms played in the nitrogen cycle. Upon date, only one species
of comammox, named Candidatus Nitrospira inopinata, was cultured (Daims et al., 2015).

For the nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB), was widely spread in the Proteobacteria. The most
common genus found were Nitrospira and Nitrobacter. The Nitrospira belongs to the class of
Nitrospirae, and Nitrobacter belongs to the -Proteobacteria. Researchers had found that these
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Nitrobacter has lower affinity towards the nitrite than the Nitrospira. Nitrobacter would compete
over Nitrospira when the substrate is abundant, and vise versus (Nogueira and Melo, 2006). More
interesting, the Comammox bacteria discovered so far all fall in the genera of Nitrospira (Daims et
al., 2015).

2.1.3 Achieving partial nitrification
The key to achieve partial nitrification was to eliminate the NOB bacteria while proliferate the
AOB in the same system. It had been well studied that temperature, low DO, short HRT and
inhibitors would be the factors affecting the growth of NOB. the impacts of these factors will be
well illustrated in the following paragraphs.

2.1.3.1 Temperature
AOB competes over NOB under high temperature as the specific growth rate of AOB is higher
than NOB under such temperature range (Figure 2.2). Literature pointed out 20-25 is turnover
temperature for AOB to grow faster than the NOB (Hellinga et al., 1998; Peng and Zhu, 2006).
The commonly use temperature range for partial nitrification technologies is from 30 to 35 C to
ensure the elimination of NOB and the proliferation of AOB (Hellinga et al., 1998; Mulder et al.,
2001; Nhu Hien et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2010). However, partial nitrification was achievable
under low temperature if other operational parameters was well controlled, for example dissolved
oxygen (DO), solid retention time (SRT), intermittent aeration pattern, inhibitors etc.
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Figure 2.2. The impact of temperature on the growth rate of AOB and NOB. The red dashed line
refers to the common temperature range for partial nitrification. The green dashed line refers to the
turn over temperature for the AOB to grow faster than NOB. This figure is after Choi (2007).

2.1.3.2 Dissolved oxygen (DO)
It was reported that the DO half saturation coefficient of AOB is 0.2-0.4 mg/L, and the value for
NOB is 1.2-1.5 mg/L (Picioreanu et al., 1997), indicating that the AOB has a higher affinity
towards DO. The AOB could compete over NOB under low DO environment (Peng et al., 2004).
Previous studies reported that maintaining solution DO below 1mg/L was critical for achieving
partial nitrification (Sinha and Annachhatre, 2007; Tokutomi, 2004). However, some researchers
also reported a DO level greater than 1mg/L for optimal nitritation. For instance, Ciudad et al.(2005)
found that nitritation was achieved at a DO level of 1.4mg/L. Peng and Zhu (2006) suggested a DO
ranging from 0.5mg/L to 1.5mg/L was suitable for partial nitrification. Ge et al. (2014) reported
that 1.5-2.0 mg/L DO was the optimal range for their reactors. These results underlined that the
DO in a range of 0.5 to 2.0 mg/L might be the optimal range for partial nitrification.
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2.1.3.3 Free ammonia (FA), free nitrous acid (FNA), and free hydroxylamine (FH)
Anthonisen et al. (1976) conducted a classic study on the inhibition of NOB and AOB by the FA
and FNA. They proposed two equations (Eq. 9&10) for the calculations of FA and FNA based on
the ammonium-N concentration, nitrite -N concentration, the temperature, and pH.
FA as 𝑁𝐻3 (𝑚𝑔/𝐿) =

Where 𝐾𝑏 ⁄𝐾𝑤 =𝑒 (6344/273+℃)

17
14

×

46

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎 𝑎𝑠 𝑁(𝑚𝑔/𝐿)×10𝑝𝐻
𝐾𝑏 ⁄𝐾𝑤 +10𝑝𝐻

FNA as HNO2 (mg/L) =14 ×

Where 𝐾𝑎 =𝑒 (−2300/273+℃)

𝑁𝑂2− −𝑁(𝑚𝑔/𝐿)
𝐾𝑎 ×10𝑝𝐻

(Equation 9)

(Equation 10)

The reported inhibition range of FA on the NOB and AOB are 0.1-1.0 mg/L and 10-150mg/l,
respectively. Moreover, the inhibition range of FNA on the NOB and AOB is 0.22-2.8 mg/L
(Anthonisen et al., 1976). Then, the mechanism for FA inhibition on NOB was found. FA is a
competitive inhibitor of nitrite oxidoreductase (NOR) (Yang and Alleman, 1992). Further, the
inhibition mechanism of FNA was found. A proton donated by FNA interferes with the pH

gradient for ATP synthesis (Glass et al., 1997). Up to now, FA and FNA were still reported as the
most effective inhibitors on NOB (Hellinga et al., 1998; Nhat et al., 2017; Wang and Gao, 2016).
Free hydroxylamine (FH) is an intermediate of nitrification. Scientists reported that the
hydroxylamine has an irreversible inhibition effect on the NOB under anoxic condition (Hao and
Chen, 1994; Stüven et al., 1992). FH exhibits acute toxicity to NOB and contributes to the nitrite
build up and achievement of partial nitrification.

2.1.3.4 pH
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The growth range for pure AOB and NOB cultures are 5.8 to 8.5 and 6.5 to 8.5, respectively
(Princic et al., 1998). It was reported that when pH under 6.5 or higher than 8.9, the inhibition of
nitrification was detected (Ruiz et al., 2003). Other reports demonstrated that the optimum range
for AOB was 7.5 to 8.0 or 7.4-7.8 (Claros et al., 2013), and for NOB was 7.6 to 7.8 (American
Water Works Association, 2006). In this case, using pH control only to eliminate NOB seems
impossible. It was also suggested that the pH was related with the FA and FNA concentrations
(Anthonisen et al., 1976); and further influence the partial nitrification (Peng and Zhu, 2006) as
mentioned in the previous section.

2.1.3.5 Operational mode
It was reported that the partial nitrification was easily achievable if the reactor was operated under
sequencing batch mode. A review survey revealed that more than half of the full-scale partial
nitrification/anammox applications were operated under the sequencing batch reactor (SBR) mode,
followed by the granular sludge application and moving bed biofilm reactor (MBBR) (Lackner et
al., 2014). It had been demonstrated that the SBR was favorable for the establishment of partial
nitrification-denitritation for following reasons:1) the SRT in the SBR was long and led to a
significant increase of internal decay, which provided the denitritation process with external
organic carbon source (Gustavsson, 2010); 2) the SRT was usually started with a feeding phase
under anoxic condition, the hydroxylamine formed under this condition proposed a potent
inhibition on the NOB, which might also contribute to the establishment of partial nitrification
(Peng and Zhu, 2006); 3) the length of the SRT was easily controlled (EPA, 1999); and 4) the
required volume of an SBR was smaller than the continuous flow reactor, which lowered the capital
cost for installation. However, some studied showed a higher process stability and reaction rate in
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the continuous flow reactor. For full-scale applications in the future, the cost of different operation
mode and reaction rate should be considered.

2.2 Denitritation process
Conventional denitrification process is described as the conversion from 𝑁𝑂3− to N2 by

heterotrophic bacteria. The process actually involves the conversions from nitrate to nitrite, nitrite

to NO, and further to N2O and N2 (Figure 2.3). Each sub-step of the process was facilitated by
different types of microbial enzymes.

Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram of denitrification and denitritation processes. Nar is the nitrate
reductase; Nir is the nitrite reductase; Nor is the nitric oxide reductase; and Nos is the nitrous oxide
reductase (adapted from Bothe et al., (2007)). Per gCODrequired/g Nreduced for denitrification and
denitritation are shown in boxes.

Generally, the heterotrophic denitrifying bacteria produce all the enzymes for denitrification, while
the other organisms produce one or some of the enzymes. Heterotrophic denitrifiers usually carried
out the reduction of nitrate to nitrite. In some cases, the bacteria mediating dissimilatory nitrate
reduction to ammonia (DNRA) could also reduce the nitrate. Besides, the nitrite oxidoreductase
can reduce nitrate to nitrite under anoxic condition (Freitag et al., 1987), indicating the potential of
NOB to reduce nitrate. The reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide is the central step for denitrification
because it is an essential step for the energy conservation for denitrification, anammox and nitrite
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dependent-oxidation of methane (N-AOM) (Schreiber et al., 2012). Organisms capable of
mediating this step include heterotrophic denitrifiers, DNRA, anammox, N-AOM bacteria, AOB
and NOB. The next step is the reduction of NO to N2O, which is also an energy conservation step,
but for denitrification only. Except for the anammox organisms, all the other organisms involved
in the reduction of nitrite to nitric oxide can perform this step. The last step of denitrification is the
reduction from nitrous oxide to nitrogen gas. This step is facilitated by the nitrous oxide reductase
(Nos). The nos gene clusters that encode the Nos enzyme are only found in denitrifiers. It leads to
the consequence that organisms having nir and nor genes but lacking nos gene will release NO or
N2O during the denitrification processes (Stein and Klotz, 2016). The accumulation of NO in the
reactor will reduce the denitritation rate, although the inhibition mechanism is not confirmed yet
(Fux et al., 2006; Gustavsson, 2010). The inhibition of N2O on the denitritation has not been
reported yet. However, the emission of N2O will lead to a serious of environmental issues, which
will be further discussed in next section.

External carbon sources are needed for the denitrification process. Traditionally, methanol was
used as a cost-effective external carbon source (Hellinga et al., 1998). Later, the biofuel industry
by-products were used as a more cost-effective COD alternative (Mulder et al., 2006). Phenol
(Queiroz et al., 2011; Ramos et al., 2016), sodium acetate, glucose, glycerol (Kulikowska and
Bernat, 2013), starch, and ethanol were also utilized as carbon sources for the denitritation process.
Other options include the COD-rich condensate from sludge drying (Mulder et al., 2006), the
volatile fatty acid (VFA) (Scherson et al., 2014). Denitrifying organisms have different preference
and utilization efficiency for different carbon sources (Güven, 2009). The selection of COD sources
depended on the scale of application, the availability of carbon sources, the utilization efficiency
and the budget for chemical cost.
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2.3.Nitrous oxide production
Nitrous oxide is a type of greenhouse gas (GHG). It has 200 to 300 times GHG potential than CO2.
The release of N2O needs to be well monitored and controlled at plants. The biological nitrous
oxide production was concluded through two major pathways: the incomplete denitrification
(heterotrophic), and the nitrifiers denitrification and oxidation of hydroxylamine (autotrophic).
Moreover, the nitrous oxide formed through the abiotic reaction of NH2OH with NO2- (Duan et al.,
2017). Also, scientists revealed that the nitrous oxide production pathways by AOB and AOA are
different recently. Briefly, the production of N2O by AOB was through the enzymatical nitrifiers
denitrification, but the production of N2O by AOA was through the non-enzyme driven hybrid
formation through the reaction of NH2OH with NO and H2O (Kozlowski et al., 2016). Combining
the information above, there are four different pathways for N2O production (Figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4. The schematic diagram for N2O production pathways. Cu-enzyme is a Cu containing
enzyme(Bartossek et al., 2012; Walker et al., 2010). Other enzymes were previous defined in
Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.3. blue arrow represents the process mediated by NOB, orange arrows
show the process mediated in AOA, green arrows show the process mediated in AOB and the red
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arrows are for processes mediated by heterotrophic denitrifiers. The dashed arrows indicate the
process is abiotic process.

The major contributor to N2O producer during nitritation-denitritation processes was debatable
(Massara et al., 2017). Incomplete heterotrophic denitrification was reported as the biggest
contributor to the nitrous oxide production in a case study treating landfill leachate (Gabarró et al.,
2014) and in a batch experiment (Domingo-Félez et al., 2017). Other studies claimed the nitrifiers
denitrification under low DO condition was the major contributor for N 2O and they suggested that
avoiding excessive nitrite after nitritation and maintain the DO at 1.5mg/L would reduce the N2O
production (Desloover et al., 2012; Frison et al., 2015). The bright side of N2O was that it could
be used as an oxidant for engines in high-performance vehicles or rocket motors. Scientists had
explored a new technology to recover the N2O from the denitritation process. Scherson et al. (2014)
introduced a new technology named “CANDO”, which recovered N 2O from denitritation process
and then combusted N2O with CH4 to improve the energy generating efficiency from the
combustion.
Overall, future works are required to understand the N 2O production pathways in depth and validate
the contribution of different pathways to the overall N 2O production.

2.4.Integrated fixed film activated sludge (IFAS) technology
Date back to 18 years ago, rope-like Ringlace integrated fixed-film media was employed by
Randall and Sen (Randall and Sen, 1996) in municipal wastewater reclamation facility, Anne
Arundel County, Maryland, USA. They proved that the integrated fixed-film activated sludge
(IFAS) is a promising technology that capable of enhancing the nitrogen removal without the
additional construction of reaction tanks. It saved millions of dollars for the projected construction
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cost. The key for the IFAS technology was to combine the attached biofilm and the suspended
sludge in the same reactor. In this way, the SRT was extended and the autotrophic nitrifiers could
be retained in the system.
There are two major types of media incorporated into the IFAS systems: the fixed media and mobile
media. The fixed media refers to the media that are fixed in place in the reactor, for example the
rope-like media mentioned above. However, the rope-like media turned out to face serious
operational problem, such as the unwanted worm bloom (Copithron et al., 2006). The worm bloom
would lead to the collapse of the whole system. To solve the problem, more and more advanced
media had been invented, for example, web-like fixed media (BioWeb), plastic sheets-like
tricking filters had been employed in IFAS technology. The structured plastic sheets designed with
specific aeration system had been proved to control the growth of red worms. The mobile media
refers the media that are mobile and free moving in the IFAS reactor, instead of being fixed in
place in the reactor. The foam pads and sponge were the first type of market available mobile media.
The foam pads were marketed as CAPTOR technology by Simons-Hartley Ltd. The Foam pads
with a specific density of about 0.95g/mL were placed in the reactor in a free-floating fashion with
a screen used for media retention (Metcalf and Eddy, 2003). Air knives were used for screen
cleaning. Pads were withdrawn and cleaned by a pad cleaner. The sponge media was developed by
Linde AG. Compared to foams pads, the sponge blocks were more heterogeneous in shape and size.
Same as foams, retention screens are required to prevent the loss of media (Metcalf and Eddy,
2003). However, the frequent replacement of foam pads and sponge due to the fragility of these
mobile media raised the cost of long-term operation. A new rigid type of mobile media was
marketed by AnoxKaldnes. This rigid, polyethylene media had a life of more than 10 years,
according to the practical experience. Further, no backwash of the media was required because the
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media was self-maintained. Retention screens were still required.

The advantages and

disadvantages of the fixed and mobile media are listed in the following table.
Table 2.1. The comparison of fixed and mobile media. Figures adapted from Johnson et al.
(2005) and Ye et al. (2010).
Fixed
Mobile

High surface area provided high
efficiency
Low cost
Low land requirement
Upgrade the existing system without
construction of extra reaction tanks
Enhanced activated sludge activities
Less sludge production
Easy, quick and inexpensive installation
Can use existing aeration system
No in-basin screen needed
Disadvantages -Subject to unwanted growth of red
worms, in case of worm bloom,
chlorinate RAS and anoxic treatment is
needed.
-Periodic cleaning for specific types of
fixed media
-Locations of aeration system and
media module need to be justified to
meet the removal efficiency goal
The durability of the media material
need to be considered
Advantages

Easy installation
Not subject to the growth of red
worms
High rate of bio-kinetics with less
production of sludge
Enhance
nutrient
removal
performance without additional
construction of reaction tanks

-Retention screen required
Maintenance issues with huge
number of carriers
-Finer influent screening required
-Subject to filamentous organisms
growth
-Air knives required for screen
cleaning
-Typically required coarse bubble
diffusers
-Insufficient mixing in the reactor
-Relatively high cost, if consider the
modifying construction
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Till now, the IFAS technology improved notably. The technology had been applied into wastewater
treatment of different scales world widely (Borchert et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2005; Johnson and
McQuarrie, 2002; Ye et al., 2010, 2009).
The mobile media was selected for this study to test the feasibility and stability of IFAS reactor in
the mainstream wastewater treatment through complete nitrification-denitrification and the sidestream treatment through the partial nitrification-denitritation.

2.5. Other partial nitrification related technologies
Regarding the application of partial nitrification process in the treatment of high ammonia strength
wastewater, there are several technologies available. The first well-known technology is called
“Single reactor system for High Ammonia Removal Over Nitrite process (SHARON)”. The
SHARON process was first developed using a bench top reactor by the Delft University of
Technology and later applied in full-scale Dokhaven WWTP at Rotterdam (Hellinga et al., 1998).
The SHARON process was operated under high temperature (35C) in order to proliferate the AOB
and eliminate the NOB. The SHARON process can be combined with the denitritation process or
the anammox process.
The CANON process refers to the completely autotrophic nitrogen removal over nitrite. This
technology was also developed at Delft University of Technology and was based on the presence
of nitrifying and anammox bacteria in the flocs (Nielsen et al., 2005; Sliekers et al., 2003). The
processes in their studies was flocs based or granular sludge based. Spatial separation of organisms
and processes was discovered. Under oxygen limited conditions, ammonia was oxidized to nitrite
by nitrifying bacteria resided on the outer layer of big flocs (>500m in diameter), and then nitrite
reacted together with the remaining ammonia to form nitrogen gas by anammox bacteria that lived
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in the internal layer of the flocs. More interesting, they also found the nitrification was carried out
mainly by the small flocs (<500m in diameter) in the reactor, and the anammox activity was
carried out by the big flocs. Figure 2.5 demonstrates the spatial distribution of AOB and anammox
in the flocs of different sizes from the CANON system.

Figure 2.5. The distribution of AOB and anammox in the small and big flocs from the CANON
system.
The OLAND technology is short for the oxygen limited autotrophic nitrification denitrification.
This technology was developed in the Laboratory of Microbial Ecology in Gent (Verstraete and
Philips 1998). Kuai and Verstraete (1998) were the first to introduce the term OLAND. At first,
this process was believed to attribute to nitrifiers, but further investigation showed that anammox
bacteria were also responsible for ammonium nitrogen removal. That make the OLAND and
CANON are quite similar. But some scientists still believed that the OLAND technology took
advantages of the denitrification activity of the aerobic nitrifiers (Ahn 2006). Generally, two steps
were involved in this technology: ammonium oxidation to nitrite and nitrite reduction to nitrogen
gas all by nitrifying bacteria.
The DEMON system had ammonia-oxidizing bacteria (AOB) in it, which converted half the
ammonia to nitrite. A second anaerobic biological process used the anammox bacteria to convert
the nitrite and remaining ammonia directly into nitrogen gas. The theory behind this technology
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was similar to the CANON and OLAND technology. But the true key to the process success was
the patented control strategy and patent pending biomass separation device, which enriched the
specialized slowly growing biomass. This enhanced process robustness and treatment capacity
(Nifong et al., 2013).
ANITAMox technology was marketed by Veolia Water Technologies. The first full-scale
application was in Malmo, Sweden. This technology can be operated under MBBR or IFAS based.
For MBBR based system, a biofilm stratification concept was used, similar to the CANON
technology. While the concept for this IFAS based system was the separation of AOB in the sludge
and anammox organisms attached on the biofilm. The IFAS based system turned out to be three
times faster than the MBBR system (Lemaire et al., 2013). The concepts for the IFAS based and
MBBR based systems were compared in Figure 2.6. The company brings out a new seeding
strategy called “BioFarm”. This BioFarm is well maintained anammox reactor and filled with K5
carrier to support the growth of anammox. For new ANITAMox installations, BioFarm provides
3% to 15% of the carriers to the new reactors. This idea can shorten the reactor start-up time from
9-12 months to 2-5 months (Christensson et al., 2013, 2011).

Figure 2.6. the comparison between the MBBR and IFAS based ANITAMox systems.

Another new innovative technology that take advantages of partial nitrification process is called
coupled aerobic-anoxic nitrous decomposition operation (CANDO). This technology was
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developed by Stanford University (Scherson et al., 2014). The technology is divided into three
major parts:1) partial nitrification from ammonia to nitrite, 2) recovery of nitrous oxide gas from
the partial denitritation of nitrite; and 3) N 2O conversion to N2 with energy recovery by either the
catalytic decomposition to N2 and O2 or the use of N2O to oxidize biogas CH4. As the first and the
third steps were previously established under full scale, the major breakthrough of Scherson et .
al.’s study was the nitrous oxide recovery strategy, in which they found that decoupled dosing of
carbon sources and nitrite can maximize the production of nitrous oxide. Adding acetate in to the
bioreactor under anaerobic condition increases the poly-hydroxybutyrate (PHB) production in the
cells. After, nitrite is added to the reactor and reacts with PHB to form N2O.

A floc-based four stages hybrid system named new activated sludge (NAS ) was developed by
Colsen, The Netherland. This hybrid system consists of partial nitrification, anammox, denitritation,
and nitrification processes. It is designed to treat the effluent from the digested food-processing
wastewater to dischargeable level (Desloover et al., 2011; Lackner et al., 2014).

The technology for partial nitrification is improving and developing. Even through the anammox
become a hotspot recently, the un-stability and long starting up time of anammox reactors are still
big challenges for applications. Considering this, the partial nitrification and denitritation are
chosen as the main subjects for this study due to the fast start-up, stability and high biodegradation
efficiency of partial nitrification and denitritation.
As mentioned before, the IFAS based reactors were used in this study. A small bench top IFAS
reactor (1L) was used to test the stability of complete nitrification-denitrification processes under
different C/N ratio. Two more bench top IFAS reactors (6L each) were operated to test the
feasibility of partial nitrification for the treatment of high ammonia strength lagoon supernatant.
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These two reactors were operated under sequencing batch mode as the partial nitrification was
easily achievable under the sequencing batch mode.
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CHAPTER 3. WASTEWATER AMMONIUM REMOVAL USING AN INTEGRATED
FIXED-FILM ACTIVATED SLUDGE-SEQUENCING BATCH BIOFILM REACTOR
(IFAS-SBR): COMPARISON OF SUSPENDED FLOCS AND ATTACHED BIOFILM1
3.1. Introduction
Nitrogen (N) and phosphorous (P) are essential elements for microorganism growth. High
concentrations of N and P in a water body will lead to eutrophication, posing threats to aquatic life
(U.S. EPA, 2007). Also, a high free ammonia concentration in water is toxic to aquatic life. High
ammonium concentration will lead to a high free ammonia concentration under high pH condition.
Therefore, it is important to remove N and P from wastewater before releasing it into natural water
reservoirs, thus nitrification efficiency is critical to the success of secondary biological wastewater
treatment.
Integrated fixed-film activated sludge (IFAS) technology was developed to improve the efficiency
of biological nutrient removal (BNR) in wastewater treatment plants worldwide. In the IFAS
configuration, biocarriers are integrated into conventional activated sludge reactors to provide
surface area for the bacterial attachment and growth. Biocarriers can also provide a longer solids
retention time (SRT), as compared to the conventional activated sludge process, to facilitate slow
growing nitrifying growth and promote nitrification (Kim et al., 2011; Onnis-Hayden et al., 2007).
The potential effects of IFAS reactors on nutrient removal enhancement, especially nitrogen
removal, had been extensively studied (Copithron et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2005; Johnson and
McQuarrie, 2002; Onnis-Hayden et al., 2011).

Two main types of IFAS media that are

commercially available: fixed and mobile media. The mobile media was used for this
1

This chapter has been published: Shao, Y., Shi, Y., Mohammed, A., Liu, Y., 2017. Wastewater ammonia removal
using an integrated fixed-film activated sludge-sequencing batch biofilm reactor (IFAS-SBR): Comparison of
suspended flocs and attached biofilm. International Biodeterioration & Biodegradation 116, 38–47.
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study as it facilitate high oxygen and nutrient transfer in reactors (Ye et al., 2009). Compared with
continuous flow reactors, the operation of sequencing batch reactor (SBR) is more flexible. For
full-scale application of SBR, parameters (like pH, concentrations of substrates, and dissolved
oxygen) could be monitored by online analyzers. Biodegradation processes can be easily controlled
by adjusting the timers or programed controllers. No clarifier is needed for SBR since the
sedimentation will take place in the reactor itself (U.S. EPA, 1999). In this study, A combined
IFAS and SBR technology was applied. The combination could improve the nitrification efficiency
of conventional SBR and reduced the capital cost of upgrading existing reaction tanks.
Previous researchers suggested that the operational conditions of wastewater treatment reactors,
including temperature, pH, and carbon/nitrogen (C/N) ratio, would affect the composition of the
bacterial community (Bassin et al., 2012; Xia et al., 2008). The C/N ratio significantly affects the
growth of and competition between heterotrophic and autotrophic nitrifying bacteria. The chemical
oxygen demand (COD) represents the carbon source and energy source for heterotrophic bacteria.
Nitrification is composed of two steps. Ammonium is used by autotrophic ammonia oxidizing
bacteria (AOB) to produce nitrite in the first step of nitrification. In the second step of nitrification,
nitrite is oxidized to nitrate by nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB). When heterotrophic bacteria are
present in a reactor, a high COD will promote the growth of heterotrophs and increase the
competition between heterotrophs and autotrophic nitrifying bacteria for space and oxygen,
affecting the nitrification efficiency negatively (Bassin et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2011; Onnis-Hayden
et al., 2011). However, the acclimation of heterotrophic bacteria on the support media in a reactor
can also facilitate the biofilm development of nitrifying bacteria. Extracellular polymeric
substances (EPS, also known as “slime”) are high molecular weight substances secreted by bacteria
that enhance the attachment of bacteria to the support media. Heterotrophic bacteria produce high
quantities of EPS, whereas nitrifiers are slow growing bacteria that usually lack EPS (Furumai and
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Rittmann, 1994; Tsuneda et al., 2001). Bassin et al. (2012) found that the EPS secreted by a large
amount of heterotrophic bacteria enhanced the biofilm accumulation of nitrifying bacteria during
a reactor startup stage.
To promote the efficiency of biological wastewater treatment using IFAS technology, it is
important to understand how the bacterial community changes in response to different operational
conditions (Xia et al., 2008). Attached biofilm and suspended flocs are two major bacterial
aggregates in an IFAS reactor. However, few studies have focused on bacterial community changes
in both attached and suspended phases of a bioreactor and the related EPS production in response
to different organic loadings. This study investigates the bacterial community compositional
differences in biofilm and suspended activated sludge under different organic loadings in a bench
scale IFAS reactor. The nitrifying activities of bacteria in both phases were analyzed with emphasis
on comparing the impact of the organic loading on both suspended and attached phases that
including (1) bacterial community dynamics—i.e., the distribution of AOB, NOB, and
heterotrophic bacteria; (2) EPS production dynamics; and (3) nitrification and COD removal
efficiency. The design of this experiment provides guidelines for a full-scale application of IFAS.
The comparison between suspended flocs and attached biofilm enables a better understanding of
the stability of these two aggregates in response to operational condition changes.
3.2. Method and Material
3.2.1. Reactor operation
One reactor (800 mL) was operated in sequencing batch mode with decreasing COD concentration
in influent over time from September to December 2014. Synthetic wastewater (see Appendix A
for recipe) was used as reactor influent (Zeng et al., 2003). Ammonium-nitrogen concentration in
the influent was kept at around 50mg/L. As the COD concentration decreased and the ammonium
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nitrogen did not change, the C/N ratios were 10:1 in Phase 1, 5:1 in Phase 2, and 3:1 in Phase 3.
Sodium acetate was used as carbon source to adjust the C/N ratio.
Each cycle of the sequencing batch reactor (SBR) was 4 hours and 48 minutes, which included 5
min of feeding, 3 h and 50 min of reaction, 40 min of settling, and 13 min of fluid withdrawal
(Figure 3.1). The volume exchange ratio was about 37.5%. The hydraulic retention time was 12 h
and 48 min. The reactor was filled with polyethylene carriers 50% by volume (Bioflow 9) (RVT
Process Equipment GmbH Company). The carriers were cylindrical with 9 mm diameter, 7 mm
height, and a specific area of 800 m2/m3. The carrier density was 145 kg/m3, which is lighter than
water. The low density enabled carriers to suspend and circulate in the reactor. Before Phase 1, the
carriers were cultivated for one month to develop the biofilm. Air was pumped and diffused to the
bottom of the reactor to provide oxygen to the reactor and drive carriers to flow throughout the
reactor. The dissolved oxygen (DO) level in the reactor was maintained at 7–8 mg/L in all phases.

Figure 3.1. IFAS-SBR configuration and sequences for one cycle.
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Reactor influent and effluent were sampled every day (or every two days when the bioreactor
stabilized). The system was considered stable if the effluent characteristics and mixed liquid
volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) were unchanged for one week. All samples were filtered (0.45
μm pore) before being analyzed for COD, NH 4+-N, NO3--N, NO2--N concentrations with reagent
kits (methods 8000, 10205, 10206, 10207, respectively, Hach Company, Loveland, Colorado)
within 2 hours of collection.

3.2.2. Biodegradation kinetics
To better understand nitrification activities, SBR cycle tests were conducted at the end of each
phase. Mixed liquid samples were collected at the start of the reaction (0 min) and 5, 10, 15, 25,
35, 50, 65, 95, 125, 185 min, and the end of the reaction (230 min). The pH of the samples was
measured at the sample collection points. Samples were centrifuged at 3000 g for 1 min, filtered
(0.45 μm pore), and analyzed for COD and NH 4+-N. The NH4+-N uptake rate was determined as
the linear regression of NH4+-N concentration over time divided by the VSS in the system (Bassin
et al., 2012).

3.2.3. Biomass in activated sludge and biofilm
To determine growth in the suspended phase, mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) and MLVSS
were measured at the end of each C/N ratio conditions using Standard Methods 2540B (APHA,
2011). The biomass attached to carriers was measured using standard methods with modifications.
Briefly, five carriers were gently rinsed with demineralized water to remove loosely attached
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biomass, then soaked with 25 mL ultrapure water in polyethylene centrifuge tubes. Carriers were
sonicated for 10 min, then vortexed at maximum speed for one minute to detach biofilm from the
carriers. The detached biofilm was measured using Standard Methods 2540B (APHA, 2011). The
biofilm TSS and VSS were measured using Standard Methods 2540E (APHA, 2011).

3.2.4. Extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) analysis
EPS in the activated sludge was extracted using the formaldehyde–NaOH method with
modifications (Liu and Fang, 2002). 10 mL sludge was collected in a 15 mL polyethylene
centrifuge tube and 0.06 mL of 36.5% formaldehyde was added to the tube. The tube contents were
mixed by inversion for several times and stored at 4 C for one hour. After one hour, the solution
was mixed with 4 mL 1 N NaOH and stored at 4 C for three hours. The tubes were then centrifuged
at 6000 g for 20 minutes and the supernatant was collected, filtered (0.22 μm pore), and dialysed
for 24 hours. To extract biofilm EPS, carriers were sonicated in ultrapure water for 10 min, then
the liquid mixture was treated with the method described above. Polysaccharides in the EPS were
analyzed by methods developed by DuBois et al., (1956). EPS protein content was determined
using a Coomassie (Bradford) Protein Assay Kit from Thermo Scientific (Bradford, 1976). EPS
production per biomass was calculated by dividing the EPS production by the VSS in the biofilm
and the VSS in the activated sludge, separately.

3.2.5. q-PCR analysis
Duplicate DNA samples were collected at the end of Phase 1, and the beginning, middle, and end
of Phase 2 and Phase 3. Biomass DNA was extracted with MO BIO PowerSoil® DNA Isolation
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Kits (MoBio Laboratories Inc, Carlsbad, California). Total bacteria, AOB, NOB, and
denitrification bacteria were analyzed by qPCR (Bio-Rad Laboratories (Canada) Ltd., Mississauga,
Ontario). Information about the primers and target genes is provided in Table 3.1. To identify AOB,
primer sets amoA-1F and amoA-2R-TC targeted the gene encoding subunit A of ammonia
monoxygenase (amoA) only in betaproteobacteria (Risgaard-Petersen et al., 2004). To identify
NOB, the 16S rRNA gene of Nitrobacter spp. and Nitrospira spp. were targeted by corresponding
primer sets. Details about denitrification primers and target genes are included in the supporting
material (Appendix B-2).

Table 3.1. Primers required for q-PCR analysis and target genes.
Primer

Nucleotides sequence 5’-3’

Target

References

AOB

amoA-1F
amoA-2R-TC

GGGGTTTCTACTGGTGGT
CCCCTCTGCAAAGCCTTCTTC

Risgaard-Petersen
et al. 2004

NOB

Nitro 1198f

ACCCCTAGCAAATCTCAAAAAACCG

amoA
gene
of
betaproteobacteria
AOB
Nitrobacter spp. 16S
rDNA

Nitro 1423r
NSR 1113f

CTTCACCCCAGTCGCTGACC
CCTGCTTTCAGTTGCTACCG

NSR 1264r

GTTTGCAGCGCTTTGTACCG

nosZ 2F
nosZ 2R
nirS 1f

CGCRACGGCAASAAGGTSMSSGT
CAK RTG CAK SGC RTG GCA GAA
TACCACCCSGARCCGCGCGT

nirS 3r

GCCGCCGTCRTGVAGGAA

narG
1960m2f
narG
2050m2r
nirK876
nirK1040
341f

TAYGTSGGGCAGGARAAACTG

907r

CCGTCAATT CMT TTG AGT TT

Denitrifier

Total
bacteria

Y. M. Kim et al.
2011

Nitrospira spp. 16S
rDNA
nosZ gene
nirS gene

narG gene

CGTAGAAGAAGCTGGTGCTGTT
ATYGGCGGVCAYGGCGA
GCCTCGATCAGRTTRTGGTT
CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG

nirK gene
total bacteria, 16S
rRNA

Hempel
2009

et.

al.,
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3.2.6. Statistical analysis
COD and NH4+-N removal percentages during the three phases were analyzed with single factor
analysis of variance (ANOVA) with R-programming software and reported as p-values; a p-value
smaller than 0.05 suggested that the difference was statistically significant. Other results from
different phases are also analyzed with single factor ANOVA to determine the statistically
significant differences.

3.3. Results and Discussion
3.3.1. Reactor performance
Figure 3.2 shows that during stable stages (the end of each phase), the COD in the effluent was
around 10 –20 mg/L and the NH4+-N concentration was lower than 0.1 mg/L. COD removal was
95.9 ± 2.6%, 98.6 ± 1.5%, and 92.2 ± 1.6% in Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3, respectively. The
COD concentrations in the influent were different in all three phases, which affected the percent

COD removal. NH4+-N removal was 99.93 ± 0.03% in Phase 1, 99.90 ± 0.04% in Phase 2, and

99.93 ± 0.004% in Phase 3. The ANOVA test showed that in the three phases the COD removal
percentages were statistically different from each other (F critical = 15.99, p <0.0002), whereas

NH4+-N removal percentages were not statistically different (F critical = 1.596, p = 0.24). The
NH4+-N removal efficiency did not change over the three phases while COD removal reached a
peak of 98.6 ± 1.5% in Phase 2. These data indicate that an IFAS-SBR is a good option for NH4+N and COD removal from municipal wastewater under all C/N ratio conditions tested in this study.
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Figure 3.2. (a) Influent and effluent concentrations of ammonia nitrogen, nitrate nitrogen, and
COD; solid triangle and square represent ammonia and COD concentrations in influent, empty
triangle, square, and circles show ammonia nitrogen, COD, and nitrate nitrogen in effluent. (b), (c),
and (d) are boxplots that show the COD and ammonia nitrogen removal percentage in Phase 1 (C/N
= 10:1), Phase 2 (C/N=5:1), and Phase 3 (C/N = 3:1), respectively. In all boxplots, the bottom of
each box shows the first quartile of the dataset, the bold line at the center represents the second
quartile (median) of the data points, and the top line of the box is the third quartile of the dataset.
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Based on nitrogen balance of the system illustrated by Haandel and Lubbe (2012) , the nitrogen
balance equation for stabilized system can be described below by Equation 3.1. No organic nitrogen
was added into the influent.
Molecular nitrogen gas (N2)=(NH4+-Nin − NH4+-Nef − NO2--Nef − NO3--Nef) × 37.5%𝑉

(Equation 3.1)

The unit for N2 is mg, NH4+-Nin, NH4+-Nef, NO2--Nef, and NO3--Nef are the concentrations of ionized
nitrogen species in the reactor. V is the volume of the reactor, and 37.5% is the volume exchange
ratio of the reaction. Detailed derivation processes of the equation are included in Appendix A-2).
The effluent nitrate concentration was slightly less than 30 mg NO−
3 -N /L in Phase 1 and rose to
40–50 mg NO−
3 -N/L in Phase 2 and Phase 3. Hereby the denitrification activities exist in the
reactors. The denitrification activities were the strongest in Phase1 when C/N ratio was

10:1(Fig.3.2). The production of nitrogen gas decreased as the C/N ratio decreased. This might be
related to the decrease of organic carbon in influent that inhibited the growth of heterotrophic
denitrifiers. Denitrification processes might happen during 40 minute settling stage when aeration
stopped to facilitate sludge settling, and anoxic condition was created. In addition, the inner layer
of activated sludge flocs and deeper layer of the biofilms might also be anoxic for denitrification
(Huang et al., 2015).
3.3.2. Biomass concentrations
For better comparison between suspended flocs and biofilm, the biomass data were expressed in
per reactor basis. As the C/N ratio decreased along the three phases, the biofilm biomass decreased
from 619.2 mg VSS in Phase 1, 540mg in Phase 2 to 225.6 mg VSS per reactor in Phase 3. The
activated sludge biomass decreased from 1664 mg MLVSS per reactor in Phase 1, 942.5mg in
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Phase 2 to 812.5 mg MLVSS per reactor in Phase 3 (Table 3.2). This observation could be
explained by a shortage of organic carbon in the reactor. Lack of substrate could lead to the
decrease of biomass (Brdjanovic et al. 1998). Further, as shown in Figure 3.3, the biomass
percentage in activated sludge (71%, 62%, and 76% in Phases 1, 2, and 3, respectively) was greater
than that in biofilm (29%, 38%, and 24% in Phases 1, 2, and 3, respectively) under all three C/N
ratios.
Table 3.2. MLSS, MLVSS and TSS, VSS on biofilm.
Phase1
C/N=10:1
Biofilm

Activated
sludge

Phase2
C/N=5:1

Phase3
C/N=3:1

TSS (mg/reactor)

792.0

612

259.2

VSS (mg/reactor)

619.2

540

225.6

VSS/TSS

0.780

0.876

0.833

MLSS (mg/reactor)

1664

942.5

812.5

MLVSS (mg/reactor)

1508

871

708.5

MLVSS/MLSS

0.862

0.92

0.872

When the biomass percentages of all three phases were compared, the activated sludge was the
most dominant in Phase 3, and the least dominant in Phase 2. It is possible that when the C/N ratio
decreased from 10:1 to 5:1, biomass in the activated sludge came out with the effluent quickly right
after the condition changes. The other contributor to the decrease of active biomass in the sludge
might be the endogenous decay, which might be caused by the decrease of C/N ratio. The decrease
of biomass in the biofilm indicated a sloughing of biomass from biofilm. An increase in the
percentage of the biofilm biomass over the whole system during the condition changes indicated a
higher stability in biofilm than in activated sludge and underline the advantage of IFAS application
over conventional activated sludge in response to a sudden C/N ratio change from 10:1 to 5:1.
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However, when the C/N ratio further decreased from 5:1 to 3:1, an interesting phenomenon was
observed. Instead of the fast wash-out of activated sludge, more biomass detached from the biofilm
(Table 3.2). As mentioned before, heterotrophic bacteria detachment of heterotrophic bacteria in
the deeper biofilm layer might intensify the detachment of nitrifying bacteria. As a result, the
biomass of activated sludge over total biomass in the reactor was the highest in Phase 3. In this
case, the activated sludge is a more favorable habitat for bacteria. Under this condition (C/N < 5:1),
the detachment of biofilm might somehow attribute to the increasing share of activated sludge
biomass. This process has been observed by other researchers and was defined as a “seeding”
process (Bella et al., 2014; Di Trapani et al., 2013).

Phase1
C/N=500:50

Phase2
C/N=250:50

Phase3
C/N=150:50

24%

29%
38%

71%

62%
76%

Biofilm

Activated sludge

Figure 3.3. Percentage of active biomass in biofilm and activated sludge during three phases.

3.3.3. Effects of the C/N ratio on nitrifying bacteria
Nitrifying bacteria displayed different retention behaviors in biofilm and activated sludge. Figure
3.4 shows that gene copies/total gene copies of AOB (amoA genes) and NOB (Nitro and NSR
genes) were higher in biofilm (1.5–7.7% for AOB and 4.2–10.9% for NOB) than in activated
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sludge (1.1–4.0% for AOB and 1.7–4.7% for NOB). Although the gene copy/total gene copies
were higher for NOB than for AOB in biofilm, it is too harsh to conclude that NOBs have a greater
affinity than AOB to biofilm. It is because the gene copy numbers in cells are variable. In another
words, the gene copies/total gene copies ratio was not representative of the percentage of a specific
bacterial population in total bacteria (Kim et al., 2011). However, the gene copy/total gene copies
percentage was still a comparable parameter for differ conditions. Higher percentages of AOB and
NOB gene copies/total gene copies in biofilm than in activated sludge suggests that the nitrifiers
preferred to stay in attached biofilm rather than in suspended flocs. It is known that biofilm
provides a longer SRT than the flocs, and therefore promotes the growth of slow growing nitrifying
bacteria(Choi et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2011). It has also been reported that heterotrophic bacteria
tend to stay in the suspended flocs rather than in biofilm because they have more contact with
organic carbon and oxygen in suspended flocs than in biofilm. Furthermore, alternative aerobic
and anaerobic conditions provided by suspended sludge favour the metabolism of certain
heterotrophic bacteria, such as phosphorus accumulating organisms (Onnis-Hayden et al., 2011).
The two main types of nitrifying bacteria behaved differently in different bacterial aggregates.
NOB genes (Nitro and NSR) were present in a higher percentage than AOB (amoA) genes in
biofilm. Similar results were discovered in Kim et al. (2011). However, in a study that used specific
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) technology (Mahendran et al., 2012) to measure the
abundance of bacteria, the relative abundance of AOB was found to be higher than that of NOB in
biofilm as compared to the suspended flocs in IFAS reactors. In Mahendran et al’s (2012) study,
two types of AOB, nitrosomonas spp. and betaproteobacterial AOB, were measured. The
discrepancy between these studies might attribute to different detection and quantification
techniques being used.
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Figure 3.4. (a) Percentage of amoA (AOB gene) gene in total bacteria on biofilm and activated sludge
during three phases. (b) Two NOB genera genes in total bacteria on both biofilm and activated sludge during
three phases. Phase 2 and Phase 3 are divided into three stages: beginning, intermediate, and stable.
Beginning stage samples were collected 1 day after the change of C/N ratio, intermediate stage samples
were collected in the middle of the phase, and stable stage samples were collected at the end of the phase.
In (b), NSR gene is commonly found in Nitrospira spp. and nitro gene is commonly found in Nitrobacter
spp. Error bars show the standard deviations.

The percentage of AOB genes in biofilm was highest in Phase 2 (7.2±0.3%), compared to Phase
1(4.4±0.3%) and Phase 3 (5.4±0.4%) (P=0.0001, P<0.05). In activated sludge, the AOB gene
percentages were similar in Phase 1 and Phase 2 (3.9±0.7% and 4.1±1.6%) and dropped to
1.1±0.1% in Phase 3(P=0.0044, P<0.05). In this case, the Phase 2 seems to be the optimal condition
for AOB. For NOBs, the percentage in biofilm was the highest in Phase 3 (10.9±1.6%), while
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activated sludge flocs recovered. It suggested that NOB in activated sludge flocs had the ability to
strive under really low C/N condition. Researcher had found that the development of nitrifying
biofilm could be very slow in the absence of organic compounds (Tsuneda et al., 2001). It is
because nitrifying bacteria cannot form biofilm due to a lack of EPS production. The EPS produced
by heterotrophic bacteria was usually utilized by autotrophs for biofilm development (Bassin et al.,
2012). In addition, previous studies showed that aerobic nitrifying bacteria usually reside on the
outer layer of the biofilm or floc, whereas heterotrophic bacteria (i.e., denitrifiers) usually reside
on the anoxic layer of the biofilm under the outer oxic layer (Feng et al., 2011). Detachment of the
inner layer of biofilm might have led to the sloughing off of AOB in the outer oxic layer, leading
to the decrease of recovery rates for nitrifying bacteria in Phase 3.

3.3.4. Ammonium removal
The NH4+-N concentration at beginning of the cycle (t = 0 min) varied from 19.32 to 22.4 mg/L
(Figure 3.6). In Phase 1 and Phase 2, ammonium was almost completely removed at t = 110 min.
In Phase 3, ammonium was completely removed at t = 70 min (Figure 3.6a). The specific NH4+-N
uptake rate increased as the C/N ratio decreased. The specific ammonium uptake rate was 5.28 mg
NH4+-N/gVSS∙ ℎ in Phase 1, 7.99 mg NH4-N/gVSS∙ ℎ in Phase 2, and 18.25 mg NH4-N/gVSS∙ ℎ in
Phase 3. A decrease in the C/N ratio might have led to a decrease in heterotrophic bacteria due to
a decrease in carbon source, causing the autotrophic nitrifiers to be more competitive than the
heterotrophic bacteria for space and oxygen (Lee, 2004), and further led to the increase of specific
ammonium uptake rate. However, the total biomass decreased in both biofilm and activated sludge
in response to a decrease in the C/N ratio. This indicates that the total biomass concentration is not
the limiting factor that affects the nitrification efficiency. The reduced biomass in the reactor may
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have enhanced the oxygen diffusion and materials transfer in these microbial aggregates (flocs and
biofilm). Oxygen diffusion would have a greater effect on the biofilm than on the activated sludge.
The diffusion resistance across the biofilm resulted in an up to 10 times higher half saturation
coefficient (Ko) of oxygen in biofilm than in activated sludge (Ko = 0.4mg/L). The higher the half
saturation coefficient of oxygen, the lower would be the transport of oxygen in the biofilm. The
diffusion resistance led to a DO concentration decrease in a shallow penetration depth of biofilm
(Pérez et al., 2005; Stricker et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2012). The reduced biofilm thickness at a low
C/N ratio could result in enhanced oxygen penetration into the deep layer of the biofilm (Zhou et
al., 2012), promoting ammonium nitrogen oxidation and nitrite oxidation in the biofilm. An
increase in the ammonium uptake rate from Phase 1 to Phase 3 might be the result of more efficient
nitrification activities in the biofilm. Moreover, as mentioned in section 3.2.1., a “seeding” effect
reported implied a detachment of nitrifiers from biofilm to the mixed liquor, which would also
enhance the nitrification activities in the mixed liquor (Bella et al., 2014; Di Trapani et al., 2013).
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denitrifiers during the settling stage. During the settling, there is no aeration and the resulting
anoxic environment encourages denitrification activities.
3.3.6. EPS production
EPS is a slime-like substance exuded by bacterial cells which changes the surficial properties of
the cellular surface, promotes cell adhesion to a solid surface (Sheng et al., 2010), and helps the
development of nitrifying biofilm (Bassin et al., 2012). EPS protects bacteria from sudden
environmental changes, exposure to heavy metals, and other potential dangers (Sheng et al., 2010).
However, too much EPS production can result in viscous bulking (van den Akker et al., 2010),
which might lead to the collapse of the reactor performance. This research showed the different
characteristics of EPS in the two types of bacterial aggregates (attached biofilm and suspended
activated sludge flocs).
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Figure 3.7. (a) EPS protein and polysaccharide content per gVSS for both biofilm biomass and
activated sludge in three different C/N conditions. In Phase1 the C/N = 10:1, in Phase 2 the C/N =
5:1, and in Phase 3, the C/N = 3:1. (b) Polysaccharide/protein ratio in EPS for both biofilm biomass
and activated sludge under three different C/N conditions. PN and PS refer to protein and
polysaccharide, respectively. Error bars show the standard deviations.

The production of EPS in biofilm in Phases 1 and 2 was similar (92.9±11.5 mg/reactor in Phase 1
and 89.7±19.2 mg/tank in Phase 2). In Phase 3, only 68.1±4.0 mg/reactor EPS was produced. A
higher EPS production may be related to a higher biomass on the biocarriers. However, the EPS
production per VSS (Figure 3.7a) was the highest in Phase 3 when the biomass on carriers was the
least (P=0.010). On the other hand, in suspended sludge (flocs), EPS production were the highest
(187.6 ±8.7 mg/reactor) in Phase 2, lowest (114.8 ±9.8 mg/reactor) in Phase 3, and
129.3±6.7mg/reactor in Phase 1. The production of EPS per gVSS in activated sludge increased
significantly from Phase 1 to Phase 2, then decreased from Phase 2 to Phase 3, indicating the EPS
production was affected by the C/N ratio. The bacteria might have secreted more EPS to protect
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themselves when the C/N ratio dropped from 10:1 to 5:1; that could account for the larger EPS
production in Phase 2. When the C/N ratio dropped to 3:1 in Phase 3, the COD provided could not
support the growth of bacteria, so bacteria started to consume the EPS as a carbon source
(Flemming et al., 2007), leading to a decrease in EPS production detected in Phase 3. All EPS
production results showed that these two types of bacterial aggregate were influenced in different
ways by the C/N ratio. When analyzing the EPS production in an IFAS system, separated analysis
on different aggregate types (i.e., biofilms vs. flocs) was necessary. The effects of the C/N ratio on
EPS production are complex and require further studies.

3.3.7. EPS composition
The polysaccharide/protein ratio in EPS affects the settleability of sludge (Shin et al., 2001).
Settling volume index (SVI) is commonly used to evaluate the seetleability of sludge. The sludge
volume index (SVI) is positively related to the carbohydrate/protein ratio. Van den Akker et al.,
(2010) pointed out that a high carbohydrate concentration reduced the compressibility of mixed
liquid and adversely affected the settling of sludge.
In this study, the compositions of EPS in the two aggregates (flocs and biofilm) were found to be
different. As shown in Figure 3.7b, the polysaccharide/protein (PS/PN) ratio in the biofilm was
greater than that in the suspended activated sludge, This result agrees with other studies(Zhang et
al., 2014). The different characteristics of EPS in biofilm and activated sludge may be associated
with their different settleability, flocculation capacity, and dewatering ability (Zhang et al., 2014).
For instance, the high PS/PN ratio for biofilm EPS observed in this study might be attributed to the
fact that polysaccharides help bacteria to adhere to solid surfaces (Tsuneda et al., 2003).
Furthermore, the PS/PN ratio also changed differently for difficult bacterial aggregate types (flocs
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and biofilm). In the biofilm, the PS/PN ratio decreased from Phase 1 to Phase 2 (from 17.1±0.1to
10.2±4.6) and increased from Phase 2 to Phase 3 (from 10.2±4.6 to 20.7±2.5). In the activated
sludge, a slightly decreasing trend in the PS/PN ratio was observed when the C/N ratio decreased.
Similar results were found in previous research (Ye et al., 2011). Nonetheless, changes in the
PS/PN ratio in activated sludge were smaller than those in biofilm, which may be attributed to two
possible reasons. Firstly, the PS/PN ratio in activated sludge may affect sludge settling (Shin et al.,
2001). If the high PS/PN biofilm EPS detached from the biocarriers and stay in the suspended flocs,
there would be a sudden increase of PS/PN ratio in sludge EPS as the C/N decreased. However,
the high PS/PN sludge might have been washed out from the reactor. The observed decrease of
biomass in activated sludge when the C/N ratio decreased supports this hypothesis. Secondly, the
polysaccharides in EPS, either from the detached biofilm or from the suspended flocs, might have
been consumed by the suspended activated sludge as carbon sources (Flemming et al., 2007).
Because the PS/PN ratio is highly dependent on EPS extraction methods, cation exchange resin,
EDTA, and steaming extraction methods have been used in other studies to extract EPS. Different
methods will lead to variations in EPS composition. However, a comparison of the PS/PN ratio at
different stages of a wastewater treatment study is still very important.

3.4. Conclusions
The IFAS-SBR was robust in removing COD and ammonia-nitrogen in reactor wastewater influent.
About 99% ammonia-nitrogen removal and 92–98% COD removal was achieved during reactor
operation. However, the nitrate concentration remained high when C/N ratio was lower than 5:1.
It can be explained by the insufficient microbial denitrification activity in the reactor when the C/N
ratio was low. The COD concentration and the length of settling time might be important factors
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in denitrification. Adjusting the reaction and settling time or creating favorable conditions for
denitrifiers would promote nitrate removal.

The results show that ammonium utilization by microorganisms is strongly related to the influent
C/N ratio. The ammonium uptake rate was high (18.25 mg NH4+-N/gVSS∙ ℎ) when the influent

C/N ratio was low (3:1). Even though the biomass concentration was the lowest in both activated
sludge and biofilm during Phase 3, the ammonium uptake rate was highest in Phase 3. This result

may be attributed to (i) a reduced biofilm thickness, which facilitated oxygen diffusion and material
transfer in the biofilm, or (ii) reduced competition pressure among bacteria. The q-PCR results
indicated that the biofilm was a more favorable habitat than activated sludge for nitrifying bacteria
when the C/N ratio was low. Moreover，percentage of AOB in suspended activated sludge kept
dropping when C/N ratio was 3:1, while NOBs were proved to have the ability to strive in both
biofilm and suspended activated sludge. Further study is required to determine whether biofilm or
activated sludge has higher nitrifying rate.

EPS works as a double-edged sword in the performance of the IFAS-SBR reactor. On one hand,
more EPS produced by heterotrophic bacteria could improve the development of nitrifying biofilm
and prevent the detachment of biofilm. On the other hand, thicker biofilm would result in stronger
diffusion resistance and lower the mass transfer of nutrients and oxygen in biofilm, compromising
the efficient removal of organic compounds and ammonia nitrogen. Therefore, control of the
biofilm thickness and the EPS production is important for successful application of an IFAS-SBR
to wastewater treatment. Biofilm EPS and activated sludge EPS had different composition and
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responded differently to the C/N ratio changes. When analyzing the effects of operation conditions,
biofilm and activated sludge EPS should be analyzed separately.
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CHAPTER 4. IMPACTS OF AMMONIUM LOADING ON NITRITATION STABILITY AND
MICROBIAL

COMMUNITY

DYNAMICS

IN

THE

INTEGRATED

FIXED-FILM

ACTIVATED SLUDGE SEQUENCING BATCH REACTOR (IFAS-SBR)2
4.1. Introduction
Economical treatment of high ammonia wastewater, such as those collected from digester
supernatants or thickening lagoon supernatants, is of urgent needs in many cities around the world.
In recent decades, several technologies, such as SHARON, CANON, DEMON, and OLAND
(Hellinga et al., 1998; Kuai and Verstraete, 1998; Nhu Hien et al., 2017; Nielsen et al., 2005;
Sliekers et al., 2003), have been explored to treat the high ammonium content wastewater. These
technologies differ in operational conditions and tools for controlling microbial communities that
drive the de-ammonification. That is, the process could contain a combination of ammonia
oxidizing bacteria (AOB) nitritation and heterotrophic denitrifiers denitrification, a combination of
AOB nitritation and anammox, or a combination of nitritation and denitrification by the autotrophic
nitrifiers. The common step in all these technologies is the nitritation process in which ammonium
is oxidized to nitrite by ammonia oxidizing bacteria (AOB)—a process also called “partial
nitrification”. Nitrite, instead of nitrate, is the product. Compared to conventional nitrificationdenitrification, nitritation can save up to 25% oxygen. If the nitritation was combined with
denitritation (nitrite to N2), the combined processes may save up to 40% of the external carbon
source addition (Peng and Zhu, 2006).
Elimination of nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) and enrichment of ammonia oxidizing bacteria
(AOB) are key to achieving stable partial nitrification (nitritation). Previous researchers have tried
to

inhibit

NOB

by

controlling

temperature,

pH,

dissolved

oxygen

(DO),

2

This chapter has been published: Shao, Y., Yang, S., Mohammed, A., Liu, Y., 2018. Impacts of ammonium loading
on nitritation stability and microbial community dynamics in the integrated fixed-film activated sludge sequencing
batch reactor (IFAS-SBR). International Biodeterioration & Biodegradation 133, 63–69.
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free ammonia (FA) and solids retention time (SRT) (Ali et al., 2016; Hellinga et al., 1998; Kuai
and Verstraete, 1998; Nielsen et al., 2005; Sliekers et al., 2003). Although high temperature
(>30°C) has been observed to successfully inhibit NOB, as AOB outcompetes NOB at
temperatures above 25 °C (Brouwer et al., 1996), high-energy input is associated with high
temperature. To date, the most effective NOB inhibition approach under temperature conditions
below 25°C has been the control of free ammonia (FA) and free nitrous acid (FNA) concentrations
(Gabarró et al., 2012). FA and FNA are the two inhibitors of AOB and NOB. A high FA
concentration favors AOB growth over NOB growth. However, the inhibition of NOB by free
ammonia is reversible, which means that NOB might recover activity over time. FNA inhibits
nitrifying bacteria by donating a proton as an un-coupler under intracellular environment. This
donated proton can affect the transmembrane pH gradient for adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
synthesis (Glass et al., 1997). The feasibility of the partial nitrification for the treatment of high
ammonia strength wastewater were discussed in this study. The inhibition of FA or FNA on the
NOB were also be elucidated.

To date, most of the existing technologies, that had been applied for high ammonium content
wastewater treatment, are sludge based (Ahn, 2006). The others, for example, the moving bed
biofilm reactor (MBBR), relies on biofilm only. Integrated fixed film activated sludge (IFAS)
system had been approved to improve the nitrification efficiency in the mainstream municipal
wastewater treatment. Use of moving bed carriers with appropriate retention grids in an IFAS
system mitigates the risk of losing active biomass. Suspended sludge further improves the ammonia
removal efficiency. Even though the floc based SBR systems have been proven to be successful
for high strength wastewater treatment, the addition of biofilm carriers can help to provide system
stability and improve process capacity (Nze et al., 2018). IFAS system are extensively used in
treating low strength wastewater. Investigating the microbial community structure is the key to
understand the functions of the two major biomass aggregates, suspended sludge and attached
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biofilm (Huang et al., 2016; Shao et al., 2017). A small amount of studies investigated the microbial
structure of partial nitrification related reactors treating high strength wastewater (Kouba et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2016; Wen et al., 2017). Different molecular microbiology techniques were
applied. Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) and next generation PCR became more
and more trendy in microbial community study because these technologies are cost and time
effective (Wen et al., 2017). However, among the literatures the authors reviewed, none of them
comprehensively present the different functions and the microbial community dynamics of the
sludge and biofilm during the establishment of nitritation in an IFAS reactor. Such information was
discussed in this study.

This study systematically investigates the impact of reactor influent ammonium concentrations on
the establishment of a stable nitritation process at room temperature. To better understand the
transformation of nitrogen species in IFAS systems under various influent ammonium
concentrations, two aggregates—attached biofilm and suspended sludge—are investigated with
respect to the ammonium removal kinetics. The microbial population dynamics in these two
aggregates for partial nitrification are also well elucidated using the combination of qPCR and next
generation sequencing techniques for the first time. The relationship between the ammonia removal
kinetics and the microbial community structure is also be well demonstrated in this study.

4.2. Methods and materials
4.2.1. Reactor operation
A bench top reactor (6 L) was operated in sequencing batch mode and filled with 40% polyethylene
biocarriers. These polyethylene biofilm carriers have cylindrical shape with a diameter of 15mm
and a height of 9mm. The effective specific surface area of these carriers is about 463m 2/m3. The
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reactor was operated for about 500 days. Synthetic wastewater based on the recipe in Shao et al.
(2017) was used as reactor influent. NH4Cl was used as the ammonium source and sodium acetate
was used as a chemical oxygen demand (COD) source. The COD concentration in the influent was
kept at around 200 mg/L. The NH4+-N concentration in the reactor feed was stepwise increased
from 100 mg/L to 800 mg/L (Table 4.1). Each cycle of the sequencing batch reactor (SBR) was 12
hours, which included 15 min of feeding, 10 h and 40 min of reaction, 40 min of settling, 5 min of
withdrawal, and 20 min of idling. The volume exchange ratio was 50%. The hydraulic retention
time was 24 hr. Air was pumped and diffused to the bottom of the reactor to provide oxygen to the
reactor. An airflow meter was used to adjust the airflow. During the reaction, the dissolved oxygen
(DO) in the reactor was maintained at 0.5–0.8 mg/L by an air flowmeter. A ribbon like impeller
was installed to ensure biocarriers were well mixed in the reactor liquid. The reactor was operated
at room temperature (20–23°C).

4.2.2. Analytical methods
The system was considered stable if the effluent characteristics and the mixed liquid volatile
suspended solids (MLSS) were unchanged for one week. Reactor influent and effluent were
sampled by collecting and filtering 15mL of the liquid samples using 0.45m filter at least three
−
times per week. Water chemistry (NH 4+-N, NO−
3 −N, and NO2 −N and alkalinity concentrations)

was analyzed three times per week using the Hach kits (Methods 8038, 10206, 10237, and 10239,
Hach Company, Loveland, Colorado).
Cycle tests were applied to elucidate the transformation of nitrogen species in the reactor under

−
different conditions. During the cycle test, the concentrations of NH4+-N, NO−
3 -N, and NO2 −N

were measured, and the reaction rates under different ammonium loadings were calculated for
comparison.
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Mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) and mixed liquor volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) were
measured weekly using Standard Methods 2540B (APHA, 2011). The biomass attached to carriers
was measured using methods in Shao et al. (2017). The biofilm thickness was measured with a
confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710). Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) were also
extracted from samples under different conditions. The extraction and analysis of EPS samples
were included in the supplementary material (Appendix A-4).
4.2.3. DNA extraction and molecular microbiology analysis
Duplicates of the sludge and biofilm samples were collected from the reactor at different
ammonium concentrations. Biofilm biomass was removed from the carriers and suspended in milliQ water before DNA extraction. DNA samples were extracted with MO BIO PowerSoil® DNA
Isolation Kits (MoBio Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, California). Total bacteria, AOB, NOB, and
denitrification bacteria were analyzed with the qPCR (Bio-Rad Laboratories (Canada) Ltd.,
Mississauga, Ontario). Information about the primers and target genes is available in the
supplementary material (Appendix B-2). Triplicates for each sample were measured in qPCR. The
quantity of the functional gene copies that obtained from the qPCR results were then normalized
by the dry weight of biomass (VSS), as copies/mg biomass. The functional genes copies under
different conditions were analyzed using ANOVA. Extracted DNA samples were further
sequenced on the Illumine Miseq platform by Research and Testing Laboratory (Lubbock, TX,
USA) to investigate the diversity and community structure. The primer set used in the sequencing
is 357wF (CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG) and 785R (GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC).
Sequencing data processing and taxonomic classification were completed with QIIME software
(Caporaso et al., 2010) using Silva database. Taxonomic classification of the microbial
communities was completed at phylum, class, order, family, and genus levels. The raw data was
accessible through the accession number included in the supplementary material (Appendix B3,4,5). The diversity analysis was based on the alpha rarefaction curves, which were plotted based
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on the metrics calculated in QIIME: Chao 1 metric, the observed OTUs, and phylogenetic diversity
metric.

4.2.4. Batch test and kinetics analysis
Batch tests were conducted to determine the nitrification rates of the different aggregates (attached
biofilm and suspended sludge). Four sets of batch tests were conducted in parallel: suspended
sludge, attached biofilm, suspended sludge + attached biofilm, and a control (no biofilm and no
sludge). (1) A set of bottles (900mL) were filled with 40 biocarriers from the reactor (attached
biofilm) in each bottle; (2) a second set of bottles were filled with 270 mL of washed suspended
sludge; (3) a third set of bottles were filled with 40 biocarriers and 270 mL sludge (attached biofilm
+ suspended sludge); and (4) a control set of bottles were filled with synthetic wastewater only. All
tests were performed in triplicates. Sludge and biofilm were washed before being used for batch
tests to remove residual compounds. Briefly, at the end of the reaction, 270 mL sludge was
collected from the IFAS reactor and was settled for 40 min. The supernatant was drained and the
sludge was washed with 1 phosphate buffered saline (PBS) three times before being used in
subsequent experiments. All bottles were filled with 270 mL synthetic wastewater substrate. The
substrate had a concentration of 400 mg/L NH4+-N and 390 mg/L NO2--N, mimicking the condition
of the reactor at the beginning of the reaction. Other compounds of the substrate were listed in
(Appendix A-6). All the bottles were then transferred into a shaker. To ensure there was enough
oxygen in the batch bottles, the shaking speed was set at 150 rpm. Samples were collected as the
reaction progressed. All samples were filtered (0.45 μm pore) right after collection. NH4+-N, NO2-N, and nitrate-N in all samples were measured using Hach kits. The ammonium uptake rate and

the nitrite accumulation rate in the different aggregates were compared. The ammonium uptake
rate was determined using the method in Bassin et al. (2012), which measured the linear regression
of NH4+-N concentration over time divided by the biomass in the reactor. More specifically, the
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specific rate of NH4+-N removal was calculated as the changing rate of NH4+-N concentration
divided by the dry weight of biomass (VSS). The specific nitrite accumulation rate was calculated
in a similar way, but in terms of mg NO2--N/(hr∙g biomass).
The biosorption capacity of the biomass in the batch tests was defined as the quantity of NH4+-N
removed by biosorption in 5 min (Guellil et al., 2001; Jacobsen et al., 1996).
𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑁𝐻4+ −𝑁 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒−𝑁𝐻4+ −𝑁 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑡=5min
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ(𝑔)

Where

the unit for capacity is mg NH4+ − N/L ∙ g biomass (Equation 1)

4.2.5. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using t-test and single factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) at
5% probability level with Microsoft Excel® software and reported as p-values. A p-value smaller
than 0.05 represents a statistically significant difference.

4.3. Results and Discussion
4.3.1. Reactor performance results
According to the measurements (Figure 4.1a), at 100 and 200 mg/L NH4+-N feed conditions,
complete nitrification was achieved as a high concentration of NO3--N was in the effluent. More
than 99% of the NH4+-N was oxidized, but no NO2--N accumulated in the reactor (Figure 4.1b). It
can be noted that when the condition was first changed from 100 to 200 mg/L NH4+-N feed, a short
period of nitrite accumulation was observed (Figure 4.1a). However, the nitrite accumulation did
not last long as the NO3--N became dominant again under 200 mg/L NH4+-N feeding condition,
after an extended time of operation (after around 100 days). When the concentration of NH4+-N
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further increased to 400 mg/L, there was an increase of NO2--N in the effluent, indicating the nitrite
accumulation occurred under this condition. About 48% of the incoming NH4+-N was converted to
NO2--N under 400mg/L feed condition, and this percentage increased to 90% (600 mg/L NH4+-N
feed) and 94% (800 mg/L NH4+-N feed) with an increase of influent NH4+-N concentration (Figure
4.1b). The 400 mg/L NH4+-N feed condition seemed to be the turning point from complete
nitrification to partial nitrification. At 600 mg/L NH4+-N feed, partial nitrification was established
quickly (within 50 days). Under 600 mg/L and 800 mg/L NH4+-N feed conditions, stable partial
nitrification well maintained in the rector. In addition, the colour of the reactor changed from a
light brownish colour to dark orange-brownish colour before and after partial nitrification
establishment.
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Figure 4.1. IFAS-SBR reactor performance in the reactor during reactor operation. (a) shows the
influent and effluent water quality along time. Ammonium nitrogen concentrations in the reactor
feed in different phases are listed on top of the figure and each phase is divided by dashed lines.
(b) shows the average effluent quality and the ammonium removal and nitrite accumulation
efficiency during the stable phase (last 10 days) of each stage.
Free ammonia (FA) and free nitrous acid (FNA) played important roles in inhibiting NOB. FA and
FNA concentrations were calculated based on Anthonisen et al.'s (1976) equations under different
NH4+-N loading conditions and are listed in Table 4.1. Under 400 mg/L condition, FA and FNA
concentrations were 9.61 mg/L and 14.5·10 -3mg/L, respectively (Table 4.1.). Previous studies
reported that the inhibition of Nitrosomons by FA ranged from 10–150 mg/L and the inhibition of
Nitrobacter by FA was about 0.1–1 mg/L. FNA inhibited nitrification at 0.22–2.8 mg/L
(Anthonisen et al., 1976). When the NH4+-N concentration in the reactor feed was 400 mg/L, the
results indicate that free ammonia (FA) seemed to be the major inhibitor of NOB, as the FNA
concentration in the reactor is much lower than reported inhibition threshold. It is noted that studies
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reported that FA inhibition of NOB was reversible (Peng and Zhu, 2006). However, long-term
stable nitritation in the reactor was achieved.
Table 4.1. Operational parameters of the reactor
NH4+-N in feeding

100

200

400

600

800

FA (mg/L)

0.97

1.83

9.61

18.70

15.84

FNA (𝟏𝟎−𝟑 mg/L)

0.52

2.50

14.50

18.60

38.60

MLSS (mg/L)

940

1050

1270

2330

2520

SVI (mL/g)

787

638

168

225

238

Biofilm thickness (𝝁𝒎)

80.3±2.8

76.9±14.3

60.4±15.6

122.8±45.8

133.9±29.5

543.3±

1050.1±

48.8

169.9

1871.7±
131.4

3765.0±
234.4

5147.5±
399.3

Alkalinity
addition
CaCO3 (mg/L)

as

Another reason for stable nitrite accumulation in the reactor might have been inhibition of NOB
by Free Hydroxylamine (FH) (Yang and Alleman, 1992). FH inhibition of NOB is irreversible as
suggested by previous researchers (Hao and Chen, 1994). It was pointed out that FH proposes an
acute toxicity to NOB bacteria and result in the nitrite accumulation in the reactor (Hu, 1990). FH
is an intermediate product of nitritation by AOB. As the nitritation in the reactor was extensive, the
production of FH could be high under oxygen deficient condition, allowing it to successfully inhibit
NOB activity. With the inhibition of NOB, the nitrate concentration in the reactor decreased. Most
of the NH4+ in the reactor feed was converted to NO 2-. The reactor achieved more than 97%
ammonium removal under all conditions except for the 400 mg/L NH4+-N feed condition under
which the reactor was not stabilized.
An IFAS system can prevent the production of excessive biomass. The MLSS in the reactor
increased from 940 to 2520 mg/L as the NH4+-N concentration increased (Table 4.1). A clear
increase in biofilm thickness was observed when the NH4+-N concentration increased from 400 to
600 mg/L (Table 4.1). The SVI was high (787 at 100mg/L and 638 at 200mg/L condition) when
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the reactor was performing nitrification. As partial nitrification gradually developed in the reactor,
the SVI decreased to about 240. It might be due to the fact that the AOB abundance is negatively
correlated to the SVI (van den Akker et al., 2010). The sludge settleability improved when the
NH4+-N concentration increased.

4.3.2. Impact of ammonia loading on ammonia conversion kinetics
Ammonia removal kinetics is another important parameter to evaluate the performance of the
reactor. The ammonium and nitrite are the two key components in the nitritation process. Results
show that the nitrite accumulation rate is slightly lower than the ammonium reduction rate (Figure
4.2). The discrepancy may be attributed to small amount nitrate production and nitrogen conversion
for cells synthesis. Under low NH4+-N loading conditions (100 and 200 mg/L NH4+-N feed), there
was no nitrite accumulation and most of the ammonium was converted to nitrate as described in
last section. The nitrite accumulation rates under these low NH4+-N loading conditions were zero.
As the ammonia loading increased, the ammonium reduction rate and the nitrite accumulation rate
increased (Figure 4.2). This might be related to the increasing population and activities of
ammonium oxidizing bacteria (AOB), as the condition favours the growth and activities of AOB.
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Figure 4.2. The impact of ammonium nitrogen concentration on the nitrite accumulation rate and
the ammonium removal rate.

4.3.3. Ammonium removal by biofilms and flocs
To investigate the conversion of nitrogen species in the reactor by different microbial aggregates,
batch tests were performed. Figure 4.3a compares the removal of ammonium by suspended sludge,
attached biofilm, and combined suspended and attached biomass. At the starting point, the
concentration of the NH4+-N in the controls was about 400mg/L. While the concentrations in the
other bottles, that were inoculated with biomass, were less than 400mg/L. Also, more biomass
inoculated in the bottle, lower the concentration of NH4+-N at the starting point (Data available in
supplementary material Appendix B-1). The low ammonium concentration (except for the control)
in batch bottles at the starting point may be explained by the fast biosorption of ammonium to
biomass (Wei and Hong, 2010). The biosorption of ammonium was associated with the EPS
secreted by cells (Sheng et al., 2010). Strong binding between functional groups in the biofilm and
flocs EPS, such as carboxyl, hydroxyl, phosphoric, sulfhydryl, phenolic groups, and heavy metals
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or other organic compounds has been reported to contribute to the biosorption. As shown in Figure
4.4, results showed that the attached biofilm had higher biosorption capacity (85.0±15.8mg NH4+N/g biomass), as compared to the suspended sludge (66.4±5.7mg mg NH4+-N/g biomass). This
coincided with EPS results (Appendix Fig. C-3), which showed slightly higher EPS content/
biomass in the biofilm than that in the suspended sludge. However, suspended sludge oxidized
ammonium and accumulated nitrite at a rate of 21.1 mg NH4+-N/hr ∙g biomass. While the rates
were 11.6mg NH4+-N/hr ∙ g biomass in biofilm. The variances were related to the microbial

community structure which were explained in detail in next section. The ammonium oxidizing rate
of this reactor was higher than the rate in Nhat et al.'s (2017) study, in which the feed water was
lack of alkalinity; and lower than what was found by Gabarró et al. (2012), in which the reactor
was added with alkalinity and operated under higher temperature (25&30C).
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Figure 4.3. Batch tests results show the conversion of nitrogen species by different biomass
aggregates: (a) oxidation of ammonium, (b) accumulation of nitrite in the same batch test. Control
groups are the no biofilm and no sludge groups. The attached biofilm means the test with biofilm
only. The suspended sludge represents the test with suspended sludge only, and the suspended
sludge + attached biofilm means the group with both the suspended sludge and attached biofilm.
Error bars show the standard deviations of replicates.

Based on the biosorption capacity and ammonium oxidation rates, the biosorption and
biodegradation were the two main mechanisms for the ammonium reduction in the reactor. Among
37% of ammonium reduced by biosorption, 20% was from the sludge and 17% was from the
biofilm. While among the rest 63% of ammonium reduced by biodegradation, 46% was contributed
by sludge and 17% was contributed by biofilm (Figure 4.4b). By comparing the suspended sludge
and attached biofilm, the suspended sludge was playing a more important role in ammonium
reduction because about 66% of ammonium was removed by the sludge and the rest 34% was
removed by the biofilm.
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content (Stehr et al., 1995). To further understand the diversity of AOB in this nitritation reactor,
more genetic analysis is required.
The results showed that Nitrospira functional genes per mg biomass decreased by more than 2 logs
when the reactor feed increased from 200mg/L to 400 mg/L NH4+-N (Table 4.2) (p=3.72×10-25 for
sludge samples and p=6.2 × 10-20 for biofilm samples). This confirmed that nitritation was

established at this high ammonium condition. Previous study by Blackburne et al. (2007) pointed
out that the Nitrospira has a low inhibition threshold concentration for free ammonia (0.04 to
0.08mg NH3-N/L). However, in the reactor, the inhibition of Nitrospira became evident only when
the free ammonia concentration was in range of 1.83-9.61mg NH3-N /L (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2. Quantification of functional genes per mg biomass in the sludge and biofilm
Functional genes

Sludge

NH4+-N
in
feeding

amoA

NSR

(AOB
functional
gene)

(NOB
functional
gene)

nirK

100mg/L

1.91E+08

1.67E+08

200mg/L

3.85E+08

400mg/L

nosZ

Biofilm

narG

AMX

3.90E+08 2.35E+08

1.06E+08

2.36E+07

2.17E+08

4.78E+08 2.40E+08

1.70E+08

3.66E+07

1.48E+09

8.37E+05

1.38E+08 3.10E+08

1.15E+08

1.18E+07

600mg/L

7.47E+08

3.51E+05

9.43E+07 1.71E+08

8.59E+07

1.68E+07

800mg/L

9.08E+08

4.92E+05

2.59E+08 2.40E+08

1.41E+08

2.94E+07

100mg/L

8.14E+07

9.02E+07

1.24E+08 9.62E+07

5.01E+07

5.30E+06

200mg/L

1.21E+08

1.59E+08

2.64E+08 1.81E+08

8.90E+07

1.18E+07

400mg/L

2.85E+08

1.38E+06

1.08E+08 2.19E+08

7.19E+07

7.64E+06

600mg/L

5.95E+08

6.45E+05

8.98E+07 1.47E+08

6.50E+07

5.87E+06

800mg/L

5.39E+08

5.94E+05

1.55E+08 2.36E+08

1.05E+08

1.49E+07
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Note: The units for all numbers are gene copies/mg biomass. amoA is the targeted functional
gene for AOB; NSR is for Nitrospira; nirK, nosZ, and narG are for denitrifiers’ functional
genes; AMX is for the 16s rRNA gene of Anammox.

nosZ and narG denitrification genes were not affected by the high ammonium concentration,
whereas nirK genes were inhibited at 400 mg/L NH4+-N and adapted to the new condition quickly.
The reductase that reduces nitrite to NO is coded by nirK genes. Nevertheless, it was reported that
some AOB species may carry the nirK gene, such as Nitrosomonas europaea-a gene cluster
(ncgABC-nirK) that encodes the Cu containing nitrite reductase (Prosser et al., 2014). The
relationship between the increasing nirK genes and AOB population in this study is unknown, more
detailed study on the origin of nitrification genes is required. Moreover, small amounts of anammox
genes were also detected in the reactor.

The bacterial community structures in suspended sludge and biofilm were similar. Similar numbers
of AOB functional gene per mg of suspended sludge and biofilm biomass were found. As the
suspended sludge shared more biomass than biofilm in the reactor, the total number of AOB
functional gene was higher in the sludge than in the biofilm. This result suggested that the sludge
was playing an important role in ammonium degradation, which agreed with the batch test results.
The results do not agree with those of Onnis-Hayden et al. (2011) and Kim et al. (2011), in which
more nitrifiers were present on the carrier media (biofilm) than those in flocs (suspended sludge).
However, in van den Akker et al.(2010), equal amounts of AOB were detected on biofilm and
sludge. All these studies involved the treatment of low ammonia strength wastewater with high
C/N ratios in a continuous mode. Since AOB are slow growers, they tend to stay in biofilm that
provides a longer SRT. In the present study, the SRT for suspended sludge was long (about 30
days), which explains the presence of AOB in suspended sludge.
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Comparing the sludge and biofilm data, the changes in the microbial community structure in
response to different ammonia loadings were different in these two biomass aggregates. Biofilm
provided more protection for NOB because it contained higher amount of NOB functional genes
than the sludge. Moreover, lower AOB functional genes in the biofilm than the sludge during
partial nitrification process, emphasizing a higher diffusion resistance and lower substrate
availability in the biofilm (Shao et al., 2017).

4.3.5. Microbial community analysis - Next generation sequencing
Next generation sequencing data provide the relative abundance of microbial genus. The Alpha
rarefaction curves gave the richness and the diversity of species in different samples. As shown in
Figure 4.5a, Nitrosomonas was the dominant AOB in all samples. The lowest relative abundance
of Nitrosomonas was observed in the seed sludge sample from local WWTP. The species diversity
was the highest in the seed (Figure 4.5b). When influent NH4+-N concentration increased from 100
to 400 mg/L, the relative abundance of Nitrosomonas increased from 2% to 14% in sludge samples
but changed from 5% to 4% in the biofilm samples. As mentioned in previous sections, NOB got
inhibited when the feeding contains greater than 400mg/L NH4+-N, which also marked the
beginning of partial nitrification. Relative abundance plot showed that Nitrospira was the dominant
NOB in the reactor before the establishment of partial nitrification. The relative abundance of
Nitrospira decreased from 19% to 0 % in the sludge, and from 38% to 0% in the biofilm when the
increase of NH4+-N in the feeding was from 100 to 400mg/L. These results agreed well with the
qPCR data that two log units deduction was observed in NOB functional gene when feeding NH4+N increased from 100 to 400mg/L. In addition, the richness of the species (Figure 4.5b) in the
samples decreased along with the increase of NH 4+-N concentration in the feeding, not only in the
sludge, but also in the biofilm. It indicated the inhibition of high ammonium loading on the
microbial community structure diversity.
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Figure 4.5. (a) shows the comparison of microbial community before (100mg/L condition) and
after partial nitrification establishment and in the seed sludge form Gold Bar wastewater treatment
plant. Genus at a relative abundance <1% were removed from the figure. Highlighted areas
represent Nitrosomonas (orange) and Nitrospira (Blue), which were the major nitrifiers in the
reactor. (b) gives the microbial community richness analysis. R1AS100 represented the community
in the sludge that collected under 100mg/L condition (before partial nitrification); R1AS800
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indicated the community in the sludge that collected under 800mg/L condition (partial
nitrification); R1B100 corresponded to the community in the biofilm under 100mg/L condition
(before partial nitrification); R1B800 indicated the community in the biofilm collected under
800mg/L condition(partial nitrification); and the seed represented the community in the seed
sludge.

4.4. Conclusions
Partial nitrification achieved greater than 97% ammonium removal with influent NH 4+-N
concentration of 800 mg/L in a laboratory scale IFAS. NOB was successfully inhibited when
influent NH4+-N concentration was greater than 400mg/L. Higher ammonium removal was
achieved by the suspended sludge (66%) as compared to the biofilm (34%), which may be
attributed to the higher AOB density in the sludge. Overall, the ammonium loading rate played a
major role in controlling microbial population and ammonium removal kinetics.
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CHAPTER 5. MICROBIAL POPULATION DYNAMICS IN A PARTIAL NITRIFICATION
REACTOR
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5.1. Introduction
Supernatant from lagoons used to thicken anaerobically digested municipal wastewater treatment
sludge contains high concentrations of ammonium-N (in the range of 800-1200 mg NH4+-N /L).
Returning the supernatant to the mainstream treatment processes imposes a heavy burden on the
mainstream treatment. As the standards for effluent disposal have become more stringent, the
development of environmentally friendly and economically feasible side-stream treatment has
become essential. Unlike conventional nitrification, partial nitrification, also known as nitritation,
entails the conversion of ammonium to nitrite without the subsequent oxidation of nitrite to nitrate,
thereby lowering the oxygen consumption by up to 25% relative to the conventional process
(Hellinga et al., 1998; Peng and Zhu, 2006). The key to successful partial nitrification is the
elimination of nitrite oxidizing bacteria (NOB) and the proliferation of ammonia oxidizing bacteria
(AOB). To date, high temperature (30-40C) operation has been the most common way to maintain
stable and efficient partial nitrification (Hellinga et al., 1998). In order to reduce energy costs
associated with heating nitritation reactors, efforts have been made to develop partial nitrification
under lower temperature conditions (Guo et al., 2010; Peng and Zhu, 2006; Yang et al., 2007). In
this study, partial nitrification reactors were operated at 21C. An integrated fixed-film activated
sludge (IFAS) system, that cultivated both suspended flocs and biofilm biomass, was utilized to
enhance biomass density in the reactor and to improve the process efficiency.
Although the performance efficiency and stability of the partial nitrification reactors at different
scales have been extensively studied (Aslan and Dahab, 2008; J. H. Guo et al., 2009; Kulikowska
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and Bernat, 2013; Liu et al., 2017; Zhang, 2009), the impacts of various feed water qualities on the
microbial community dynamic and reaction kinetics have not been elucidated. Reported studies on
partial nitrification microbial community composition have mainly focused on the population of
AOB and NOB (Cho et al., 2011; Gong et al., 2008; J. Guo et al., 2009; J. H. Guo et al., 2009; Sun
et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2007; Zhang, 2009). Heterotrophic bacteria can compete with these
autotrophic bacteria for electron acceptors (Shao et al., 2017; Sinha and Annachhatre, 2007), and
thus should be evaluated in the partial nitrification process. To date, only a limited number of
studies have reported the composition of the entire microbial community in nitritation process (Liu
et al., 2017).
Ammonium concentration is one of the essential parameters to be controlled to achieve partial
nitrification. It has been established that the nitrite oxidizing bacteria are inhibited in the presence
of high ammonium concentrations, with the primary inhibitors likely being free ammonia, free
nitrous acid, and hydroxylamine (Anthonisen et al., 1976). In a benchmark study, Anthonisen et
al., (1976) elucidated the conditions under which nitrite oxidation was inhibited. In general,
complete nitrification can be achieved in the presence of lower ammonium concentrations, while
partial nitrification is more likely to be achieved under high ammonium concentrations. A search
of the literature has revealed only two reports that compare microbial community structures under
complete and partial nitrification conditions (Ahn et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Caballero et al., 2013).
The work of Ahn et al. (2011) focused on the analysis of AOB and NOB using denaturing gradient
gel electrophoresis (DGGE), sequencing. The applied reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction (RT-PCR) was used to analyze the ammonia oxidation, nitrite and NO reduction for the
RNA samples. Dissolved oxygen and solids retention time were the parameters used to shift the
reactor environment from complete nitrification to nitritation. The NOB concentration and activity
decreased significantly when the environment changed from complete nitrification to nitritation.
Microbial communities in sludge samples from a partial nitrification and a complete nitritification
reactor were investigated using pyrosequencing by Rodriguez-Caballero et al. (2013). The authors
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reproted that the Nitrosomonas was successfully enriched in a partial nitrification reactor, and the
coexistance of Nitrosomonas (dominant AOB) and Nitrobacter (dominant NOB) was observed in
a complete nitrification reactor. In both studies, the impact of ammonium loading on microbial
population dynamics was not considered.
Most of the lab-scale partial nitrification studies employed synthetic wastewater (Ahn et al., 2011;
Cho et al., 2011; Rodriguez-Caballero et al., 2013; F. Ye et al., 2011; L. Ye et al., 2011; Zhang,
2009), and seldom used real or raw wastewater (Yang et al., 2007). The wastewater to be treated
in real-world applications is far more complex and may contain inhibitory substances not found in
synthetic wastewater. Therefore, it is crucial to investigate how the nature of the feed water would
affect the performance of the reactor and the microbial community composition before full-scale
applications.
In this study, the impacts of feed ammonium concentration and the percentage of raw anaerobically
digested sludge thickening lagoon supernatant on the dynamics of microbial community
composition were investigated in a bench-scale IFAS bioreactor. Biofilm and suspended flocs, as
the two primary biomass aggregates in IFAS bioreactors, were compared in terms of their microbial
community structure changes and their nitrogen conversion kinetics. This is the first report that
investigates the impacts of feed water characteristics on the microbial communities in an IFASbased partial nitrification system. The results from this study provide essential information for the
application of IFAS technology in partial nitrification systems treating high ammonium strength
wastewater.

5.2. Methodology
5.2.1. Digested sludge supernatant collection
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Samples of anaerobically digested sludge supernatant were collected from the Clover Bar sludge
lagoons at Edmonton’s waste management center. The lagoons are used to separate digested
biosolids and supernatant. The collected supernatant was stored at 4C to minimize the microbial
activity prior to its use.

5.2.2. Reactors operation
A 6L bench scale IFAS reactor was operated at 21C for 800 days under the sequencing batch
mode (volume exchange ratio of 50%). Each reaction cycle lasted for 12 hours. Dissolved oxygen
concentration was maintained at 0.5 to 0.8 mg/L during the reaction. The detailed operation of each
reaction cycle is included in the supplementary material (Appendix C Fig. C-6). The feeding
strategies for the reactor are listed in Table 5.1. The schematic diagram of the reactor is also
included in the supplementary material (Appendix C Fig. C-1). Polyethylene biocarriers were used
as biofilm support media. The diameter and height of these cylindrical biocarriers were 15mm and
9mm, respectively. The total surface area of each biocarrier was 1658mm 2. The filling percentage
of IFAS biocarriers was 40% by volume.
The reactor was operated for about 800 days to test 9 operation stages. The impacts of ammonium
concentration on the microbial community structure were tested in stages 1 through 5. During these
five stages, the reactor was fed with synthetic feed, the characteristics and composition of the
synthetic feed are available in the supplementary material (Appendix A-1). All the ammonium fed
into the reactor was in the form of NH 4Cl. Stages 6 through 9 were used to interpret the impacts
of digested sludge lagoon supernatant on the microbial community dynamics. During these four
stages, raw lagoon supernatant was introduced to the reactor; and the percentage of raw supernatant
increased step by step from 25% to 100%. Detailed composition of reactor feed water at all stages
is provided in the supplementary material (Appendix A-1).
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Table 5.1. feeding strategy for the reactor.
2a

3

4a

5

6

7

8

9

Duration of
65
stages (days)

54

143

89

141

81

104

55

62

NH4+-N
concentration
(mg/L)

100

200

400

600

800

800

800

800

800

Raw
supernatant
%

0

0

0

0

0

25

50

75

100

Process
achieved

CNb

CN

PN

PN

PN

PN

PN

PN

PN

Stage

1

a.DNA samples were not sent out for high throughput sequencing.
b.CN means complete nitrification, PN means partial nitrification.

5.2.3. Analytical methods
The NH4+-N, NO2--N, NO3--N, phosphorus and alkalinity concentrations in the feed water and
effluent from the reactors were measured using Hach kits (Methods 8038, 8507, 10206,
10209,10239, respectively). The total organic carbon (TOC) in the supernatant and in the effluent
was measured using a Shimadzu TOC analyzer. The metal cation concentrations in the feed were
determined using ion chromatography (IC). The mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) and mixed
liquor volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) were measured according to Standard Methods 2540
(APHA, 2011). The attached biomass on biofilm was determined by sonicating down the biomass
from the carriers and measured using the same Standard Methods. The attached biofilm thickness
was measured with a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 710).
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5.2.4. Cycle tests for nitrogen removal kinetics
Cycle tests were performed in the reactor to determine nitrogen removal kinetics. During each
cycle test, liquid samples were collected from reactors at pre-determined time intervals as the
reaction progressed. All samples were filtered (0.45 μm pore) right after collection and the
concentration of NH4+-N, NO2--N and NO3--N were measured. The specific ammonium conversion
rate was determined using the method adapted from Bassin et al. (2012), which measured the linear
regression of NH4+-N concentration over time. The NH4+-N concentration change rate divided by
the dry weight of the total biomass (The sum of suspended and attached biomass) in the reactor
gives specific conversion rate. The NO2--N accumulation rate was calculated in a similar way. The
ammonium conversion rate and the nitrite accumulation rate in the different stages were compared.

5.2.5. DNA extraction and sequencing
DNA was extracted from biofilm and floc using MO BIO PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kits (MoBio
Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, California). Details of the sample pretreatment process are available
in Shao et al. (2017). Extracted DNA samples were further sequenced on the Illumine MiSeq
platform by Research and Testing Laboratory (Lubbock, TX, USA) to investigate the diversity and
community composition. The V3-V4 regions of the 16S rRNA genes were amplified using primer
set 357wF (CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG) and 785R (GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC). Real
time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (q-PCR) was also employed to quantify the functional
genes of AOB and NOB in the DNA samples. The information about the primers and the qPCR
cycles is included in the supplementary material (Appendix B-2).

5.2.6. Data analysis
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Sequencing data processing and taxonomic classification were completed with QIIME software
(Caporaso et al., 2010) using Silva database. Taxonomic classification of the microbial
communities was completed at phylum, class, order, family, and genus levels. The alpha rarefaction
curves were plotted based on the metrics calculated in QIIME: Chao 1 metric, the observed OTUs,
and phylogenetic diversity metric. The impacts of environmental variables on the community
composition were analyzed using canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) with XLSTAT
statistical embedded Microsoft Excel® software.

5.3. Results and Discussion
5.3.1. Digested sludge supernatant characteristics
The ammonium nitrogen concentration in the digested sludge supernatant was 891.9±79 mg/L.
The phosphorus concentration was 185.6±10.4mg/L. The ratio of alkalinity as mg CaCO3/mg
NH4+-N was in the range of 3.5 to 4.0. The measured C/N ratio was less than 1. The metallic cations
concentrations are listed in Table 5.2. Six metals (Cr, Ni, Cu, Zn, Pb and Cd) have been reported
to inhibit the nitrification process in bioreactors (Peng and Zhu, 2006). As shown in Table 5.2,
four of the six inhibitory metals were detected in lagoon supernatant (i.e., Cr, Ni, Cu, and Zn) and
the concentrations of these metals were higher than the threshold inhibition levels reported;
indicating these metals may suppress bioreactor performance.
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Table 5.2. Comparison of the reported ranges of heavy metals inhibition threshold in
literature and heavy metals concentrations measured in this study.
Reported range of inhibition threshold, g/L
Cr
250-1900 (Cr(T))
1000-10000 (Cr(VI))

Ni
250-500

Cu
50-480

Zn
80-500

>150000 (38% >5000
inhibition)
0.7-785

3-860

3-5730

1900
(50%
inhibition)

References
(U.S.EPA, 1987)

(Lee et al., 1997)

3-1000

(Peng and Zhu, 2006)

17290 (50% (Kapoor et al., 2015)
inhibition)

Concentration of metals in this study
83.4±3.895%(Cr (52))
65.5±2.617%(Cr (53))

127.6±9.394%

147.7±
6.89%

100.2±14.056
%(Zn (64))
103.7±10.586
% (Zn 6(6))

5.3.2. Reactor performance
The reactor was operated at around 21C for about 800 days. Reactor performance in terms of
influent and effluent NH4+-N, effluent NO2--N, and effluent NO3--N concentrations is provided in
the supplementary material (Appendix C Fig.C-7). The reactor achieved complete nitrification
when the NH4+-N concentration in the feed was 100 and 200 mg/L (Stage 1 and 2), where most of
the ammonium (75 to 90%) was converted to nitrate (information available in supplementary
material). The partial nitrification was achieved when the NH 4+-N concentration in the reactor feed
reached 400 mg/L (information available in Appendix C Fig.C-7). Nitrite started to accumulate in
the reactor at this time. Stage 3 (400 mg/L NH4+-N feed condition) seemed to be the turning point
from complete nitrification to partial nitrification. Partial nitrification was stable when the NH 4+N concentration in the feed was higher than 400 mg/L (Stages 4 to 9).
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5.3.3. Microbial community composition analysis
5.3.3.1. The taxonomic classification of sequencing data at the phylum level
According to the sequencing data, there were 6 major phyla having relative abundances greater
than1% in the seed sludge obtained from the aerobic section of a biological nutrient removal
bioreactor (Figure 5.1a). Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes, as the two dominant phyla, accounted
for 57.0% and 28.4% of the total sequences in the seed sludge, respectively. These numbers were
close to the numbers derived in previous studies (Huang et al., 2017). Other phyla included
Verrucomicrobia (3.5%), Actinobacteria (1.8%), Saccharibacteria (1.4%) and Chloroflexi (1.3%).
The number of major phyla increased to 9 when the reactor was fed with synthetic feed containing
100 mg/L NH4+-N. Comparing the suspended flocs and biofilm, Nitrospirae increased from 0.03%
to 19% in the flocs (Figure 5.1b) and to 38% in the biofilm samples (Figure 5.1a). The
Proteobacteria decreased to 37% in the flocs and to 38% in the biofilm, while the Bacteroidetes
increased to 31% in the flocs, and decreased to 14% in the biofilm. The further increase of feed
NH4+-N concentration had an impact on the microbial community structure. The Bacteroidetes
increased to 73.3% in the floc and to 53.8% in the biofilm, as the feed NH 4+-N concentration was
increased to 800 mg/L. The increase of NH4+-N also led to an increase in the prevalence of Chlorobi,
Chloroflexi and Ignavibacteriae. However, the increases of these three phyla were more
pronounced in the biofilm than in the suspended flocs. Nitrospirae disappeared from the
community in both flocs and biofilm as the NH 4+-N concentration reached 400 mg/L. Nitrospirae
was the dominant NOB detected in the reactor under low ammonium concentration condition. The
disappearance of Nitrospirae confirmed that the nitritation process was successfully established
when the influent ammonia concentration was greater than 400 mg/L. The abundance of
Proteobacteria increased when the NH4+-N concentration increased from 100 to 400 mg/L, but
decreased when the NH4+-N concentration further increased from 400 mg/L to 800 mg/L.
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Raw supernatant
Seed sludge
Biofilm-800mg/L 100% Raw supernatant
Biofilm-800mg/L 75% Raw supernatant
Biofilm-800mg/L 50% Raw supernatant

Biofilm-800mg/L 25% Raw supernatant
Biofilm-800mg/L synthetic
Biofilm -400mg/L synthetic
Biofilm -100mg/L synthetic

0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

Acidobacteria
Actinobacteria
Bacteroidetes
Chlorobi
Chloroflexi
Cloacimonetes
Deinococcus-Thermus
Firmicutes
Gemmatimonadetes
Ignavibacteriae
Nitrospirae
Parcubacteria
Planctomycetes
Proteobacteria
Saccharibacteria
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Figure 5.1. The relative abundance of sequences at phylum level in biofilm (a) and suspended flocs
(b) of reactor 1. Phyla with relative abundance <1% are not shown in the figure.

The percentage of raw supernatant also affected the microbial community structure. The number
of major phyla increased to 12 when the reactor started to be fed with raw supernatant. In general,
the Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes were still the two dominant phyla in the reactor. The higher
the percentage of raw supernatant in the feed, the greater was the predominance of Proteobacteria
and the smaller was the proportion of Bacteroidetes in the samples. The raw supernatant seemed
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to have had a negative impact on the Chlorobi and Ignavibacteriae. In addition, no clear trend of
Chloroflex and Gemmatimonadetes response was observed.

5.3.3.2 The diversity analysis
The diversity analysis (Table 5.3) demonstrated the impacts of NH4+-N concentration and the raw
supernatant percentage on the diversity of communities. The higher the OTUs observed, more
diverse the community is. The seed sludge from the plant possessed the highest diversity. A similar
result was obtained previously (Huang et al., 2017), in which the seed sludge was more diverse
than the samples collected from the reactor. The increasing NH 4+-N concentration negatively
affected the diversity (Table 5.3). The increasing percentage of raw supernatant in the feed had a
positive impact on the community diversity (Table 5.3). As the reactor was fed with an increasing
percentage of raw supernatant, the diversity of the community increased gradually, which may be
attributed to the complex water chemistry in lagoon supernatant that enriches a diverse microbial
population, and the introduction of lagoon supernatant indigenous microbes into the reactor. The
alpha rarefaction plots of all the samples, which confirmed the diversity changes, are also available
in the supplementary material (Appendix C Fig. C-8).
There was little difference between the flocs and biofilm communities when the reactor was fed
with synthetic feed containing 100 mg/L or 400 mg/L NH 4+-N. However, when the synthetic feed
NH4+-N concentration reached 800 mg/L, the floc community became less diverse, while the
biofilm community diversity remained relatively unchanged. This result might indicate that the
biofilm could provide more protection to the organisms that resided in it from the environmental
stresses (i.e. the high NH4+-N concentration), as compared to the flocs. When the reactor started
to be fed with raw supernatant, both biofilm and suspended floc communities became more diverse
when the supernatant percentage increased. Again, the biofilm communities were detected to be
more diverse than the flocs communities.
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Table 5.3. The diversity analysis of flocs and biofilm samples.
Samples
Feed characteristics
Flocs
+
NH4 -N concentration Raw
Effective
OTU
(mg/L)
supernatant %
sequences
Observed
100
0
50190
1702
400
0
40415
819
800
0
53723
466
800
25
41167
666
800
50
33046
1004
800
75
31218
1121
800
100
29762
1089
Other samples
AS-gold bar
16948
1628
Raw supernatant 16845
1015

Biofilm
Effective
sequences
15714
15594
26732
34545
33246
34198
38049

OTU
Observed
949
536
558
686
1484
1294
1390

5.3.3.3. The CCA analysis
Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) is a powerful tool to elucidate the relationship between
the environmental variables and the variance of a microbial community structure (ter Braak and
Verdonschot, 1995). The environmental variables of interest in this study included the NH 4+-N
concentration and the percentage of raw supernatant in the feed, biofilm thickness, and mixed
liquor suspended solids (MLSS). Based on the CCA tri-plots, the directions of the vectors indicate
the directions of positive correlations with the environmental variables. The length of an
environmental variable’s vector indicates the strength of the relationship between the variables and
the microbial community structure (Wang et al., 2012). The origin of the tri-plot shows the mean
of the environmental parameters (ter Braak and Verdonschot, 1995). The samples are shown in
green in the tri-plots with IDs from S1 to S20. The numbers in the plots represent the centroids of
the niche for different genera. The projection of a genus along an environmental vector indicates a
weighted average of the environmental variable for the genus’s niche. A sample identification table
with corresponding sample descriptions is in the supplementary material (Appendix B Table B-4).
Moreover, the triplot also reveals the correlation between the environmental variables: where the
sharp, obtuse and right angles indicate a positive correlation, a negative correlation, and no
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correlation between variables, respectively. The projection of one variable on another shows the
strength
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Figure 5.2. Canonical correspondence analysis (CCA) analysis of Miseq sequencing data of flocs
(a) and biofilm (b). The red vectors represent the environmental variables that affected the
microbial community structure. The length of the vectors indicated the strength of the relationship
between these variables and the community structure. The green triangles in the plot represent the
samples. The circles represent the genus in the community. Genera in Bacteroidetes are colored
with orange, and Genera in Proteobacteria are colored in green. Genera in the other phylum are
not colored. Genera with relative abundance <1% were not shown in the plot.

Figure 5.2a is a tri-plot of the CCA analysis for all the flocs samples. Axis F1 explained 49.2% of
the community variance, and F2 explained 31.0% of the variance. From Figure 5.2a, all the
environmental variables, such as NH 4+-N concentration, MLSS, and the raw supernatant
percentage were strongly correlated to the variance of the community. Compared to the raw
supernatant percentage, the NH4+-N concentration and the MLSS are the more influential
environmental parameters that related to the community variance. The mean value of the
environmental variable-NH4+-N concentration in this tri-plot was ~640mg/L (at the origin of Figure
5.2a). Sample S1was collected under 100 mg NH4+-N /L feed condition, which explained why the
projection of the community along NH4+-N concentration vector did not appear on the positive side
of the ammonium vector. Samples S2 contained community that collected under 400 mg NH 4+-N
/L feed condition. The projection of S2 along the ammonium vector was in an area with moderately
low NH4+-N concentration. The rest of the communities were collected under high NH 4+-N
concentration conditions, explaining why they were located in regions toward the positive direction
of NH4+-N concentration vector.

Regarding the location of a specific genus, 93 genera in total were detected for seed sludge, raw
supernatant, flocs and biofilm samples (>1%). Detailed genus name and their associated kingdom,
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phylum, class, order and family names can be found in the supplementary material (Appendix B
Table B-5). The genera from the two dominant phyla (Proteobacteria and Bacteroidetes) are
colored with green and orange, respectively. Genera from these two phyla were widely spread over
all conditions, with the majority of the genera being present in the positive direction of the
environmental vectors.
In the flocs, 54 genera of interest (accounting for >84% of community sequences) were selected
for analysis. The projection of genera shown on the right side of the tri-plot, for example,
Arenimonas (82), BD1-7 clade (76), Truepera (36), Gemmatimonas (38), Flluvicola (13),
Phaeodactylibacter (26), the uncultured bacterium from Parcubacteria (43), the uncultured
bacterium from NS9 marine group (17), the uncultured candidate division SR1 bacterium (87), and
Comamonas (54) along the NH4+-N concentration vector were the highest, which indicated that
these genera dominated under high NH4+-N concentration. On the other side, the genera Nitrospira
(41), the uncultured bacterium from Cytophagaceae (12), Dokdonella (83), and Zoogloea (66)
presented in the low NH4+-N concentration condition. It was also interesting that the projection of
Nitrosomonas (60) along NH4+-N concentration vector was close to the origin, indicating that the
optimal NH4+-N concentration in the feed for Nitrosomonas dominance might be in that range
(about 640 mg/L).
The second environmental variable of focus was the raw supernatant percentage. From the tri-plot,
the raw supernatant percentage at the origin was around 36% (Figure 5.2a). Using this value as a
reference point and the projection of the genera along the raw supernatant vector, it was clear that
Arenimonas (82), Pedobacter (29) and Halomonas (78) had the highest tolerances towards raw
supernatant in the feed, among all the genera. In addition, genera that also tolerated the high raw
supernatant condition included NS11-12 marine group (23), Ottowia (55), and BD1-7 clade (76).
While genera Nitrospira (41), the uncultured bacterium from Cytophagaceae (12), Dokdonella (83),
Zoogloea (66), Thauera (65), Chryseolinea (51) and other genera nearby were eliminated under
raw supernatant conditions.
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It was also interesting that genera Arenimonas (82), Halomonas (78), BD1-7 clade (76), Truepera
(36), Flluvicola (13), the uncultured bacterium from Parcubacteria (43), Phaeodactylibacter (26),
Comamonas (54), and Gemmatimonas (38) were associated with a condition of high MLSS. Most
of these genera could either tolerate high NH 4+-N concentration or high raw supernatant percentage
in the feed. It was reported that most of these genera could survive under stressful conditions,
including high temperature, halophilic, or alkaline conditions (e.g. Truepera, Halomonas)
(Balderrama-Subieta and Quillaguamán, 2013; Milici et al., 2017). Conversely, those genera that
could not tolerate under high NH4+-N concentration and raw supernatant only dominated under low
MLSS conditions. This phenomenon could be explained by the positive correlation between the
MLSS and NH4+-N concentration.
Figure 5.2b illustrated the CCA analysis for all the biofilm samples. Axis F1 explained 47.8% of
the community variance, and axis F2 explained 29.5% of the variance. For biofilm samples, the
biofilm thickness, instead of MLSS, was chosen as the third environmental variable. The biofilm
thickness vector was positively correlated to the NH 4+-N concentration vector. The higher the
NH4+-N concentration, the thicker the biofilm in the reactor. As was the case for the tri-plots for
the suspended flocs, this tri-plot for biofilm also reveals that NH4+-N concentration was the most
influential environmental parameter on the variance of the microbial community. 50 genera were
selected for the plot in Figure 5.2b. They encompassed more than 80% of the sequences in all
biofilm samples.
In both Figures 5.2a and 5.2b, more genera were found associated with the high NH 4+-N
concentration and high raw supernatant conditions. High ammonium tolerating genera, for example,
Fluviicola (13), which was found in the floc samples, was excluded from the tri-plot for biofilm.
Similarly, some genera that were excluded from the tri-plot for the flocs, were included in the
biofilm tri-plot (e.g. Genus in Chloroflexi (35) and Amaricoccus (49)). The results underlined that
under different environmental conditions, the difference in microbial aggregate properties selected
different microbial communities. In the IFAS system, the diffusion resistance in biofilm was higher
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than that in flocs (Pérez et al., 2005; Shao et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2012). The differences in
diffusion resistance between the biofilm and suspended flocs might contribute to the microbial
population difference in these two aggregates.

5.3.4. The impact of feed characteristics on nitrogen removal kinetics and the microbial community
structure
The specific ammonium conversion rate increased from 4.5 to 12.6 mg NH 4+-N/g biomass∙hr when
the NH4+-N concentration in the synthetic feed increased from 100 to 800 mg/L. This revealed that
the ammonium conversion rate was positively related to the NH 4+-N concentration in the feed. In
addition, there was no nitrite accumulation when the feed contained 100 mg/L NH 4+-N, as partial
nitrification was not achieved under this condition. Further, the specific ammonium conversion
rates decreased from 12.6 mg NH4+-N/g biomass∙hr to 6.6 mg NH4+-N/g biomass∙hr when feed
water was changed from 100% synthetic feed to 100% raw supernatant.
Figure 5.3a and b demonstrated that there was a positive correlation between the specific
ammonium conversion rate and the AOB functional gene copies/mg biomass in the reactor
(correlation coefficient R=0.93 and 0.91 for flocs and biofilm, respectively). The AOB functional
gene copies/mg biomass in the reactor increased with the increase of the ammonium concentration
in the feed. Changing the feed from synthetic to raw supernatant led to a decrease of the AOB
functional gene copies in both the flocs and biofilm. These functional genes results confirm the
inhibitory effect of raw supernatant on the partial nitrification. The NOB functional gene copies/mg
biomass decreased with the increase of NH 4+-N concentration and the increase of the raw
supernatant in the feed, indicating the inhibitory effect of high NH 4+-N concentration and raw
supernatant on the NOB.
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nitrification when the fed was raw supernatant (stage 9). (b) The AOB and NOB functional genes
copies/ mg biomass in both suspended flocs and attached biofilm during these three stages
measured by qPCR. (c) The relative abundance of Nitrosomonas in % in both flocs and biofilm
samples measured by MiSeq analysis.
Figure 5.3c shows the relative abundance of Nitrosomonas spp. in the flocs and biofilm
communities under different conditions. The Nitrosomonas spp. was the dominant AOB detected
in the reactor. Under the complete nitrification condition, the proportion of AOB in the biofilm was
higher than that in the flocs. These results are similar to reported studies (Onnis-Hayden et al.,
2011; Shao et al., 2017). Once the partial nitrification was established under the high ammonium
strength condition, the proportion of AOB in the suspended flocs community became higher than
that in the biofilm community, which might be attributed to the higher biofilm community diversity
that may have been promoted by the greater biofilm thickness and high diffusion limitation in
biofilms under high ammonium feed conditions. However, after the feed water was changed to the
raw supernatant, the relative abundance of AOB decreased in both flocs and biofilm communities
as their community diversities increased. Together with the fact that more diverse community was
observed in the reactor when the feed was switched to raw supernatant, the decrease of AOB might
be attributed to the inhibition by contaminants in the raw supernatant, and/or the enrichment of
other microorganisms.

5.3.5. The comparison of AOB in the flocs and biofilm
To further investigate the microbial population dynamics in the IFAS system, the distribution of
AOB functional genes in the flocs and biofilm under different conditions were compared. As shown
in Figure 5.4, the flocs contained the majority of the AOB functional genes under all conditions,
emphasizing again the importance of the flocs in the IFAS system. It was also observed that the
percentage of AOB functional genes in the biofilm increased with the increasing raw supernatant
percentage.
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Figure 5. 4. The distribution of AOB functional genes in the flocs and the biofilm under various
feed conditions.

5.4. Conclusions
Partial nitrification was successfully achieved in the reactor when the NH 4+-N concentration
reached 400 mg/L. The inhibition of Nitrospira spp. (the dominant NOB) under such condition
confirmed the success of partial nitrification. For both flocs and biofilm in an IFAS rector, the
NH4+-N concentration was the most important environmental variable affecting their community
compositions. The ammonium concentration negatively affected the diversity of the microbial
community in both biofilm and flocs, while the raw supernatant percentage positively correlated to
the diversity of the communities. Besides, the microbial community structure in the suspended
flocs differed from that in the biofilm. Different genus of bacteria had different tolerance towards
the NH4+-N concentration and the percentage of raw supernatant. The ammonium concentration
was positively related to the specific ammonium conversion rate as well as the quantity of AOB
functional genes/mg biomass in the reactor; while the raw supernatant percentage was negatively
related to the kinetics and quantity of AOB/mg biomass. In the IFAS system, the floc was playing
a major role for the partial nitrification, but it was less resistant than the biofilm when raw
supernatant was introduced as the feed. The information included in this paper can provide
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guidance to better understand the dynamics of the microbial communities under different
operational conditions.
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CHAPTER 6. COMPARISON OF MICROBIAL COMMUNITY AND EXTRACELLULAR
POLYMERIC

SUBSTANCE

(EPS)

IN

NITRIFICATION

AND

NITRITATION

BIOREACTORS

6.1. Introduction
Compared to conventional nitrification, partial nitrification, also known as nitritation, is an energy
saving process to treat the high ammonium content in wastewater. Nitritation utilizes ammonia
oxidizing bacteria (AOB) to convert ammonia to nitrite and eliminates the growth of nitrite
oxidizing bacteria (NOB) in the bioreactors; the deficiency of NOB prevents the further oxidation
of nitrite to nitrate, limiting the need for additional oxygen consumption. The nitrification process
is easily achievable under low ammonia loading conditions, while the nitritation process is
achievable under high ammonia loading conditions. Extracellular polymeric substances (EPS)
secreted by bacterial cells are critical for cell aggregation, flocculation, biofilm development, cell
adhesion and biosorption (Flemming et al., 2007; Sheng et al., 2010), but can also cause viscous
bulking and biofouling in bioreactors. EPS can be classified into two major structural groups:
soluble EPS and bound EPS. Surface bound EPS comprises two layers: loosely bound (LB-EPS)
and tightly bound (TB-EPS). TB-EPS envelops the bacterial cell, while LB-EPS covers the TBEPS, forming an outer layer (Liang et al., 2010). It has been reported that microbial EPS are
composed of polysaccharides, protein, humic acids and some DNA. Although, polysaccharides and
protein predominate, the reported percentage of each component differs depending on the source
of biomass and the extraction method (Frølund et al., 1996; Sheng et al., 2010). It has been reported
that organisms vary in their capacity to secrete EPS (Stehr et al., 1995; McIlroy et al., 2015). In
general, it is believed that heterotrophic bacteria secrete more EPS than autotrophic bacteria
(Tsuneda et al., 2001). Moreover, the abundance of specific organisms also has been related to the
composition of EPS. Liang et al. (2010) observed an increased protein/polysaccharide ratio in EPS
samples drawn from a nitrifying sludge as its AOB population increased. For studies using
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integrated fixed film activated sludge (IFAS) bioreactors, van den Akker et al. (2010) reported that
higher AOB abundance was positively related to low polysaccharide content in IFAS suspended
flocs. They also detected equal amounts of AOB in the suspended flocs and biofilm. However, the
comparison between the EPS from the flocs and from the biofilm was not reported in their study.
A different AOB abundance analysis result was reported by Shao et al. (2017). A higher amount
of AOB was observed in the biofilm than in suspended flocs of an IFAS treating low ammonium
strength wastewater. A lower polysaccharides/protein ratio in the suspended flocs EPS than in the
biofilm EPS was also observed in the study. Meanwhile Zhang et al. (2014) reported a in-depth
comparison of compositions and functions of EPS from different sources of biomass, but the
microbial community analysis was not mentioned. At present, the characteristics of the EPS from
nitrification and nitritation integrated fixed-film activated sludge-sequencing batch reactors have
not been compared. In depth studies are also required to explore the relationship between EPS
characteristics and the microbial structure.
Further, the composition of EPS is related to its function. In the suspended flocs, EPS controls
sludge flocculation. It has been reported that flocs having EPS with higher polysaccharides content
is more vulnerable to viscous bulking than the flocs containing EPS with lower polysaccharides
content (Shin et al., 2001; van den Akker et al., 2010). Other researchers found that the removal of
surface protein led to the de-flocculation of microbial aggregates (Higgins and Novak, 1997). The
matrix formed by EPS in a biofilm has been referred to metaphorically as “the house of biofilm
cells”, emphasizing the importance of EPS to biofilm development (Flemming et al., 2007). In the
field of biofilm technology, researchers also point out the importance of biofilm EPS on cell
adhesion to a solid surface (Hwang et al., 2013, 2012), and have correlated higher EPS
polysaccharides content to a stronger adhesion of bacterial cells to a solid surface (Sweity et al.,
2011). However, the stability of nitritation biofilm and its relationship with the EPS composition
has not yet been investigated. This relationship might be important for evaluating the stability of
biofilm reactors.
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In this study, we tested the hypothesis that the differences in the microbial community structure
determine the differences in the characteristics of EPS. Moreover, the microbial community and
EPS components from different bacterial aggregates (suspended flocs and attached biofilm) were
also compared to elucidate the impacts of microbial aggregates’ forms on the microbial community
structure and EPS characteristics under the both nitrification and nitritation dominant conditions.
The impact of EPS composition on their capacity to adhere to a solid surface was also analyzed
using Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation (QCM-D).

6.2. Methods and materials
6.2.1. Reactor operation and DNA extraction
This study employed an integrated fixed-film activated sludge sequencing batch reactor. The
reactor had an effective volume of 6 L. It was fed with synthetic wastewater with increasing
ammonium loadings, which was achieved by increasing the ammonium concentration in the reactor
feed (from 100 mg N/L to 800 mg N/L). The detailed feeding strategy is available in Shao et al.
(2018). The COD concentration was held constant at 200 mg/L. The COD source was sodium
acetate. EPS samples were extracted when the ammonium nitrogen in the feed was 100 and 800
mg/L. The reactor achieved complete nitrification and stable nitritation under these two conditions,
respectively. DNA samples were extracted using MO BIO PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kits
(MoBio Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, California). Total bacteria, AOB, and NOB gene abundances
were analysed with quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) (Bio-Rad Laboratories
(Canada) Ltd., Mississauga, Ontario). The primers information, targeting genes and the qPCR
cycles configuration are available in Shao et al. (2017) and are also included in the supplementary
material (Appendix B Table B-2).
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6.2.2. Extracellular polymeric substance extraction
The extraction methods for different components of EPS were based on the methods reported by
Liang et al. (2010) with modifications. 10 mL samples of the suspended flocs or biofilm were
centrifuged at 2000 g for 15 min at 4 ℃. The supernatant was filtered through a 0.2 μm nylon filter

and recovered as soluble EPS. The pellet was re-suspended in Milli-Q water to a total volume of
10 mL. Then, 0.04 mL of 36.5% formaldehyde was added to the 10 mL mixture. Formaldehyde
was used to prevent cell lysis. Samples were then stored at 4 ℃ for 1 hr before being centrifuged

again at 5000 g for 15 min at 4 ℃. After centrifugation, the supernatant was filtered through a 0.2

μm nylon filter and recovered as loosely bound EPS. The pellet was re-suspended in Milli-Q water

to a total volume of 10 mL. 4 mL of 1N NaOH was added to each sample and the sample was

stored at 4 ℃ for 3 hr. Samples were centrifuged at 6000 g for 15 min at 4 ℃. 6000 g, instead of
10000 g (Liang et al., 2010), was chosen to prevent the lysis of cells. The supernatant was filtered

and recovered as tightly bounded EPS. After extraction, EPS samples were purified in a dialysis
membrane (3.4 kD) for 24 hr before further analysis. Polysaccharide and protein contents in the
EPS were determined by colorimetric analyses (DuBois et al. 1956, Bradford 1976). The
composition of functional groups in EPS samples was studied and compared using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and three-dimensional excitation and emission matrix (3DEEM) fluorescence. QCM-D was used to investigate the interactions of EPS and EPS surrogates
with a sensor surface. Detailed procedures are included in the following sections.

6.2.3. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis
All extracted loosely bounded and tightly bounded EPS samples were dry-coated on pre-cleaned
copper surface and then analysed by XPS (Kratos AXIS Ultra). XPS data were analysed using
CasaXPS software. Classification of the components of C1s peaks is based on the methods
proposed by Rouxhet et al. (1994). Briefly, the peak that fixed at 284.8eV (C-(C, H) bond) refers
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to the hydrocarbon-like substance. Components at 286.3±0.1 eV (C-(O, N) bond) include alcohol,
ether, amide and amine substance. A component at 288.0±0.1 eV(C=O) includes hemiacetal,
acetal, amide carboxylate and carbonyl material. The carboxyl bond O=C-OH corresponds to a
weak component or shoulder near 289.0 eV. Bar charts for all the EPS samples were generated
based on the percentage of each components with corresponding functional groups.

6.2.4. Three-dimensional excitation and emission matrix fluorescence analysis
The dissolved organic material in the purified EPS samples was analysed using excitation-emission
matrix (EEM) fluorescence spectroscopy. The scanning wavelength range was from 280 to 500 nm
for the emission and was from 200 to 400 nm for the excitation. The EEM data were further
analysed using the fluorescence regional integration, a quantitative integration technique adapted
from Chen et al. (2003). Briefly, the EEM was separated into 5 different regions according the
emission and excitation values: Region I & II are aromatic protein-like material; Region III is fulvic
acid-like material; Region IV is soluble microbial by-product-like substances, for example, the
tryptophan protein-like substances (Dong et al., 2017); and Region V corresponds to humic acidlike substances.

6.2.5. Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation analysis
A QCM-D E4 (Q-Sense AB, Gothenburg, SWEDEN) was employed to delineate the adsorption of
EPS and EPS surrogates to solid surface. Briefly, the change in frequency (∆𝑓) correlated to the

mass absorbed to the sensor area, according to Sauerbrey relation: ∆𝑚 = −𝐶∆𝑓/𝑛. ∆𝑚 is the

absorbed mass, C is the mass sensitivity constant (C=17.7 ng Hz -1 cm-2 for 5 MHz quartz crystal),

and n is the overtone number. All EPS samples were diluted in 10 mM NaCl buffer solution to
make sure that the total organic carbon (TOC) concentration for all samples was approximately 20
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ppm. We tested the EPS adhesion to the gold coated crystal sensors, which were further coated
with polystyrene. Before being mounted to the QCM-D E4 chambers, the crystal sensors were
soaked in 1% Deconex solution (Borer Chemie AG, Switzerland), and then rinsed with 99% MilliQ water and soaked in Milli-Q water for at least 2 hours. After, the sensors were rinsed with 99%
ethanol and dried with nitrogen gas. Liquid media were pumped through the E4 chambers
(flowrate=150 L/min) in following order: Milli-Q water, 10mM NaCl buffer solution, EPS
samples in buffer, 10 mM NaCl buffer solution, and then Milli-Q water. The pumping of each
medium lasted for around 20 minutes. The fundamental frequency was set as the default value:
4.95 MHz. The frequency and dissipation shifts of the 3rd overtone were chosen for further
analysis. To further investigate the functions of different EPS components in adsorption to solid
surface (protein and carbohydrates), bovine serum albumin (BSA) and glucose were chosen as the
surrogates for protein and carbohydrates components of EPS, respectively. Both the surrogates and
the EPS samples have negative zeta potentials in 10 mM NaCl solution (Appendix B Table B-6).
These two surrogates were also used as standards for the colorimetric methods in Section 2.2. Five
QCM-D trials were conducted using these two surrogates to reveal the functions of the components.
These trials included the following ratios: (1) Glucose only; (2) Glucose:BSA ratio of 3:1
(TOCGlucose: TOCBSA); (3) Glucose:BSA ratio of 1:1; (4) Glucose:BSA ratio of 1:3; and (5) BSA
only. The TOC concentration of all trial samples was 20 mg/L. All QCM-D data were analysed
and modelled using QTools software and EXCEL.

6.2.6. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using t-test and single factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) at
5% probability level with Microsoft Excel® software and reported as p-values. A p-value smaller
than 0.05 represents a statistically significant difference.
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6.3. Results and discussions
6.3.1. Reactor performance
The reactor performance under the various operating conditions is shown in Figure C-1 (Appendix
C). Between 75% and 90% of the feed NH 4+-N was converted to NO3--N during the 100 mg/L
NH4+-N feed condition, indicating that essentially complete nitrification was achieved. When the
NH4+-N in the feed was increased to 800 mg/L, the nitritation process became the dominant process
in the reactor. At 800 mg/L NH4+-N feed condition, 94% of the NH4+-N was converted to NO2--N,
instead of NO3--N, indicating that successful nitritation was achieved in the reactor. To simplify
our discussion in the following paragraphs, the 100 mg/L feed NH4+-N condition is described as
the “nitrification” condition, and the 800 mg/L condition is referred to as the “nitritation” condition.

6.3.2. Microbial community structure analysis
From the qPCR data, the microbial structure of suspended flocs and biofilm changed before and
after the nitritation establishment. As shown in Figure 6.1, the abundance of the AOB functional
gene (amoA) was lower under the nitrification dominant condition than under the nitritation
dominant condition, indicating that the growth of AOB was promoted under high ammonia loading
conditions. A significant decrease in abundance of NOB functional genes was also detected when
the condition changed from nitrification dominant to nitritation dominant, confirming that NOB
was inhibited under nitritation condition. Moreover, the abundance of total bacterial 16S rRNA
gene decreased when the condition changed from the nitrification to the nitritation condition (see
Appendix C Figure C-9). The detection of a higher abundance of AOB functional genes than the
total 16S RNA genes might be due to multiple copies of functional genes existing in one cell (Kim
et al., 2011).
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Figure 6.1. Abundance of functional genes in the suspended flocs and biofilm samples under
nitrification and nitritation conditions. The grid patterned blocks represent the AOB functional
genes; the slash patterned blocks represent the NOB functional genes.

6.3.3. Extracellular polymeric substance production and characteristics
6.3.3.1. Colorimetric data analyses
As shown in Figure 6.2a, when the ammonium concentration increased from nitrification condition
(100mg/L NH4+-N) to nitritation condition (800 mg/L NH4+-N), significant decreases in both TBEPS and LB-EPS production were observed in both suspended and attached biomass.

In the suspended flocs, under both nitrification and nitritation conditions, the TB-EPS was
composed of polysaccharides and protein, while the LB-EPS was composed of almost only
polysaccharides (Figure 6.2a). These results agreed with the results that reported in Liang et al.'s
study (2010), in which protein and polysaccharides were detected in TB-EPS, while no protein was
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detected in LB-EPS. In terms of composition, the relative content of polysaccharide in the TB-EPS
was more than that of protein under nitrification condition; but no significant difference was
observed under nitritation condition (P>0.05).

Similar to the results from the suspended flocs EPS analysis, under both nitritation and nitrification
conditions, the TB-EPS in the biofilm was also composed of polysaccharides and protein, and the
LB-EPS in the biofilm contained almost no protein. The content of protein and the content of
polysaccharides in TB-EPS are not significantly different (P > 0.05) under nitrification condition.
However, this lack of significance may be due to the relatively large variation in the protein
measurement results. While under nitritation conditions, a sharp decrease was observed in the
biofilm TB-EPS, with the proportion of its protein being significantly less than that of the
polysaccharides (P < 0.05).
In general, the production of total EPS in all samples was considerably higher under the nitrification
condition (total polysaccharides = 396.9±38.6 g/mg MLSS and total protein = 136.7±6.3 g/mg
MLSS) as compared to the nitritation condition (total polysaccharides = 82.5±23.8 g/mg MLSS
and total protein = 24.1±2.4 g/mg MLSS). The EPS production might be related to the microbial
community structure. Commonly found Nitrosomonas spp. (AOB) lack EPS production (Stehr et
al., 1995; Tsuneda et al., 2001). Commonly found Nitrospira spp. (NOB), on the other hand,
produce high amounts of EPS if the nitrite oxidation is not inhibited (Nowka et al., 2015). The
inhibition of NOB in this reactor might account for the decreased production of EPS when
nitritation was established.
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It was interesting that after stable nitritation was achieved, the production of all EPS components
showed no significant difference between suspended flocs and biofilm (P values > 0.05), which
can be explained by the similar microbial structure in biofilm and flocs under nitritation condition.

6.3.3.2. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data analysis
The XPS data analysis reveals differences in the characteristics of LB-EPS and TB-EPS (Figure
2b), confirming the colorimetric results (section 6.3.2.1.). For the EPS produced under nitrification
conditions, the main difference is that carboxyl, O=C-OH, containing substances were absent from
LB-EPS, but made up approximately 25% of the floc and biofilm TB-EPS. While carbohydratelike, C-C(-H), substances dominated all forms of the EPS produced under nitrification conditions,
the LB-EPS of both the floc and biofilm contained higher percentages of this material than did their
TB-EPS. The floc EPS differed from that of the biofilm in that the floc LB-EPS contained a higher
percentage of carbonyl, C=O, containing substances than did the floc TB-EPS; whereas the biofilm
LB-EPS contained a greater percentage of amide or amine-like substances, C-O(-N), than did the
biofilm TB-EPS. It is noteworthy that the composition of TB-EPS produced in the floc was quite
similar to that produced in the biofilm under the nitrification conditions.
When the condition changed from nitrification to nitritation dominant, the percentage of
hydrocarbon-like substances remained dominant in the floc and biofilm LB-EPS but dropped to
41% and 43% in the floc and biofilm TB-EPS, respectively. The percentage of the carboxyl (O=COH) substance in the TB-EPS decreased to 4 and 8% in the floc and biofilm TB-EPS, respectively,
while it became detectable (6%) in the floc LB-EPS. The percentage of amine or amide like
substances containing C-O(N) bonds increased in all EPS, except the biofilm LB-EPS, and became
the second largest component in the floc and biofilm TB-EPS. Meanwhile, the percentage of
substances containing a carbonyl, C=O, functional group also increased in all EPS other than the
floc LB-EPS %. Overall, the changes in the composition of LB-EPS were not as great as those of
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TB-EPS when the microbial community structure changed in response to the alteration of
environmental conditions from nitrification to nitritation.
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Figure 6.2. The characteristics of EPS samples collected from suspended flocs and biofilm under
nitrification-dominant and nitritation-dominant conditions. (a) the results for TB-EPS and LB-EPS
of suspended flocs and biofilm from nitrification (left) and nitritation dominant (right) conditions
Figure (b) indicates the percentages of substances containing different functional groups in the EPS
samples based on the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy results; the solid fill shows the percentage
containing C-C(-H) bonds, thick slashes pattern shows the percentage containing C-O(-N) bonds,
the thin slash pattern shows the percentage containing C=O bonds, and the light grey solid pattern
shows the percentage containing O=C-OH bonds.
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Comparing the qPCR results with XPS results, the content of amide or amine-like substance with
C-O(-N) bonds and C=O bonds in the TB-EPS increased when the abundance of AOB increased
in the microbial community. This indicates that the existence of AOB was associated with the
production of amide or amine like substance in the TB-EPS. Conversely, the dramatic decrease in
the abundance of NOB, when conditions changed from nitrification to nitritation conditions,
might be responsible for the decrease of the contents of hydrocarbon-like, C-C(-H) bond, and
carboxyl O=C-OH , group substances in the TB-EPS.

6.3.3.3. Three-dimensional excitation and emission matrix fluorescence data analysis
The 3D-EEM data (Figure 6.3) further explains the differences between TB-EPS from different
biomass aggregates under different ammonium loadings. For both suspended flocs and biofilm
collected under nitrification conditions, only two peaks were observed (Peaks A and B). While
under the nitritation dominant conditions, three peaks were observed (Peaks A, B, and C) in the
EEM plots. Peak A fell in Region V, corresponding to the humic acid-like substances. Peak B was
located between Region II and Region III, which corresponds to aromatic protein II and fulvic acidlike material, respectively. Peak C was in region IV, which indicates tryptophan protein-like
substances (Dong et al., 2017). The establishment of the nitritation process was associated with the
existence of tryptophan protein-like substances (Figure 6.3). The intensity and location information
(Ex/Em) of the peaks were listed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.3. 3D-EEM data for biofilm and flocs TB-EPS from nitritation and nitrification dominant
conditions.
A higher intensity ratio of Peak A/Peak B (Table 6.1) was observed in the nitrification dominant
condition, as compared to the nitritation dominant condition. This indicates a lower content of
humic acid-like substance (Region V) and a higher content of aromatic protein-like substances
(Region II) in the TB-EPS extracted under the nitritation dominant condition in which lower
abundance of NOB bacteria and higher abundance of AOB was observed. In addition, the
appearance of Peak C indicates the production of the tryptophan protein-like substances in the TBEPS collected under the nitritation dominant condition, which may also relate to the high AOB
abundance.
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Table 6.1. The 3D-EEM fluorescence spectrum parameters for TB-EPS samples from
nitrification and nitritation conditions.
Condition

Aggregate

Peak ID

Intensity

type
Flocs
Nitrification
Biofilm

Flocs
Nitritation
Biofilm

Ex(nm)/

Composition

A/B

Em(nm)
Peak A

460.6

320/384

Humic acid-like

Peak B

424.3

225/378

Aromatic Protein-like

Peak A

486.4

320/388

Humic acid-like

Peak B

460.4

230/382

Aromatic Protein-like

Peak A

301.9

320/385

Humic acid-like

Peak B

453.9

225/365

Aromatic Protein-like

Peak C

216.6

285/374

Tryptophan protein-like

Peak A

812.5

320/385

Humic acid-like

Peak B

989.2

225/365

Aromatic Protein-like

Peak C

702.8

285/366

Tryptophan protein-like

1.09
1.06
0.67

0.82

6.3.3.4 Adsorption of EPS components to solid surface
In this part of study, we used polystyrene coated sensors to mimic the surface of the biofilm
support carrier (Beneš and Paulenová, 1973). The adsorption characteristics of EPS components
were described based on the frequency and dissipation changes detected by QCM-D and were
analysed by the Qfind software. The change of the frequency indicated the amount of mass that
adsorbed to the sensor.
As shown in Figure 6.4, a considerably higher frequency change was observed for TB-EPS,
indicating higher adsorption of TB-EPS to the sensor surface, as compared to the LB-EPS. After
the NaCl solution wash and after water wash, a lower frequency change of TB-EPS as compared
to LB-EPS was observed, indicating that TB-EPS experienced lower EPS release during the
washing process, and thus had a stronger and more stable adsorption to the solid surface. The
greater protein content in TB-EPS might have contributed to the greater TB-EPS adsorption to
sensor surface. A similar observation has been reported previously (Chandrasekaran et al., 2013).
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Figure 6.4. the QCMD data for LB-EPS and TB-EPS sample from biofilm that collected under
nitritation dominant condition. The deviation of the frequency line (blue line) from the center line
(dashed horizontal line) demonstrated the adsorption capacity of EPS samples on to solid surface.
To further evaluate the impacts of EPS composition (especially the proteins/carbohydrates ratio)
on their adsorption capability, the adsorption capacities of different ratios of protein and
carbohydrate mixtures on solid surfaces were compared. As shown in Figure 6.5, under all
conditions, the higher protein content in the mixture, the greater adsorption capacity was found to
be. For example, Trial 1 (glucose only) resulted in the least mass adsorption to the sensor. While
Trial 5 (BSA only) showed the greatest adsorption capacity to the sensor. These results support
the interpretation of the previous EPS experiment that protein in the TB-EPS seems to be the main
contributor to the adsorption.
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Figure 6.5. The frequency changes for five trials with glucose and BSA (as EPS surrogates for
polysaccharides and proteins) at different ratios (from left to right: 1. Glucose only; 2. Glucose:
BSA=3:1; 3. Glucose: BSA=1:1; Glucose: BSA=1:3; and BSA only). The blue boxed represent
the residual attached mass after the NaCl solution wash and water wash. The dark orange parts
represent the mass released during the NaCl wash, and the light orange parts represent the mass
released during the water wash.

The stability of the attached mass was also analysed by comparing the frequency change after the
NaCl solution wash and a water wash. Surprisingly, among all the samples tested, the Trial 4
(glucose: BSA=1:3) resulted in the least amount of mass release during the NaCl solution and water
wash. Trial 5 (BSA only), which had the highest adsorption capacity, resulted in the release of most
of the mass that previously adsorbed mass during the washing. This result demonstrated that even
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though the protein seemed to be the main contributor to the adsorption, the polysaccharides played
a role in preventing protein detachment.

6.4. Conclusions
This study compared the relationship between the EPS production and microbial community
characteristics of suspended sludge and attached biofilm from both nitrification dominant and
nitritation dominant conditions. Nitritation conditions were established under high ammonium
loading conditions, which led to the elimination of NOB, and the reduction in microbial EPS
production. A higher AOB abundance was related to higher aromatic protein and tryptophan
protein like substances in TB-EPS. EPS adsorption to solid surface relied more on the TB-EPS,
rather than the LB-EPS, as the former contained more protein. Further studies are needed to
delineate the complex nature of EPS production of specific organisms in the systems.
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CHAPTER 7. DENITRITATION AND COMBINED SYSTEM OF PARTIAL NITRIFICATIONDENITRITATION WITH ALKALINITY RECOVERY

7.1. Introduction
Like ammonia, high concentration of nitrate or nitrite may also cause environmental problems. If
−
the NO−
3 − N concentration is greater than 10mg/L or the NO2 − N concentration is greater than

1mg/L in the drinking water, it may cause diseases, especially for infants, like methemoglobinemia

and blue baby. After the ammonia oxidized to nitrite by partial nitrification, high concentration of
nitrite, with a small amount of nitrate got accumulated in the wastewater. Further treatment is
required to remove the nitrite and the nitrate in the water to meet the regulated total nitrogen limit
in the effluent. The biological removal of oxidized nitrogen by denitrifiers is the most common
way for nitrite or nitrate removal. This process is termed as “denitrification” process.
Conventional denitrification refers to the conversion of nitrate to nitrite and further to nitrogen gas.
If only the nitrite is present, the conversion of nitrite to nitrogen gas would happen, and this process
is termed as “denitritation” process. Both the denitrification and denitritation processes are
mediated by heterotrophic denitrifiers under anoxic condition, with the supplements of external
organic carbon sources. The conversion of nitrite to nitrogen gas consumes 40% less of the organic
carbon, as compared to the conventional nitrification process. Together with the partial nitrification
process, the pathway for nitrogen removal over nitrite can save 25% of the oxygen and 40% of the
organic carbon requirements than the pathway over nitrate. Moreover, the denitritation process was
reported to be 1.5 to 2.0 times faster than the denitrification process (Ciudad et al., 2005), which
means that the pathway over nitrite can further speed up the overall nitrogen removal process.
The other reason to analyze the denitritation process is the alkalinity deficiency in the raw
supernatant. The nitrification and partial nitrification processes consume alkalinity. Theoretically,
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for each g of the ammonia-N been oxidized to nitrite, 7.1g of the alkalinity (as CaCO3) is required.
Our results showed a value of 7g alkalinity per g of ammonia-N oxidized. In the lagoon supernatant
collecting from the local treatment plant, the alkalinity/ammonium-N ratio was 3.4±0.4, which
indicated that the supernatant is the lack of alkalinity. However, how the alkalinity deficiency of
lagoon supernatant would affect the partial nitrification was not confirmed yet. The addition of
chemicals (alkalinity or caustic chemicals) and the proper storage of these chemicals will largely
increase the chemicals and operation cost. It was reported that the denitrification process can
recover half of the alkalinity utilized by the nitrification process with the addition of external
organic carbon. The reported alkalinity recovery from the denitritation process was 3.57g
Alkalinity/g N reduced (Savaglio and Puopolo, 2012). Further, as the cost of the organic carbon is
much lower than the cost of caustic chemicals, recovering the alkalinity from denitritation process
is more economy feasible than direct addition of caustic chemicals.
In addition, studies had revealed that nitrous oxide production would occur during the incomplete
denitritation process (Domingo-Félez et al., 2017; Gabarró et al., 2014). Nitrous oxide has 300
times GHG potential than the CO2 (IPCC, 1995&2012). The production of nitrous oxide during
the denitritation process need to be investigated.
The last but not the least, partial nitrification and denitritation process happen under different
conditions. Partial nitrification occurred under aerobic condition while the denitritation process
happened under anoxic condition (Hellinga et al., 1998). Building two separate reactors requires
more investments on reactors construction and maintenance. Integrating two processes in the same
reactor will be more beneficial and will reduce the capital cost for scale-up. A well-designed
sequence that included the aerobic and anoxic conditions was needed to accomplish the partial
nitrification and denitritation in a single reactor system.
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In order to solve the alkalinity shortage problem in the lagoon supernatant, it was important to
understand the inhibition of alkalinity deficiency on the partial nitrification processes and look for
alkalinity source which was economy feasible to support the partial nitrification process. Firstly, A
denitritation reactor using the acetate as the carbon source was operated in this part of study to 1).
verify the feasibility of alkalinity recovery from the denitritation process and to 2). calculate the
kinetics of denitritation process and the production of nitrous oxide during the process. Then, a
combined partial nitrification and denitritation reactor that operated under a well-designed
sequence batch mode was used to investigate the feasibility of combined system.

7.2. Methodology
7.2.1. Analytical methods
The pH, DO and temperature of the reactor were monitored. All the liquid samples were first
filtered through 0.45m filters before analysis. The concentrations of NH4+ − N, NO−
2 − N and

NO−
3 − N were determined using the Hach kits (Methods 8038, 8153, and 10206). Alkalinity

concentration (as CaCO3) was also determined using Hach kit (Hach Method 10239). The COD

concentration was calculated based on the TOC measurement. The calculation was included in
Appendix A-7. The TOC concentration was determined using a TOC analyzer From Shimadzu Inc.
The nitrous oxide concentrations in the gas samples were analyzed using a gas chromatography
with an electron capture detector (GC-ECD) 7890B from Agilent. Mixed liquor suspended solids
(MLSS) and mixed liquor volatile suspended solids (MLVSS) were measured weekly using
Standard Methods 2540B (APHA, 2011). The biomass attached to carriers was measured using
methods in Shao et al. (2017).

7.2.2. Alkalinity deficiency test
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A cycle test was carried out to verify the impact of the alkalinity deficiency on the partial
nitrification process. As mentioned in previous chapters, successful partial nitrification process
was achieved in an IFAS reactor. The biomass (3L including settled sludge and 900 biofilm
carriers) from the reactor was utilized for the test. At the beginning of the reaction, the reactor was
feed with 3L of raw supernatant from the thickening lagoon without of any alkalinity addition.
During the cycle test, the reactor was provided with aeration at a rate of 2.4×10-5 m3/s. Liquid
samples were collected from the reactor once per hour for about 9 hours of reaction. The alkalinity,
ammonia, nitrite and nitrate nitrogen concentrations in the liquid samples were analyzed using the
analytical methods mentioned above. The pH and DO in the reactor were also monitored on an
hourly basis during the reaction.

7.2.3. Denitritation kinetics determination
Before determining the denitritation kinetics, a 960mL reactor was set up and inoculated with the
sludge from local wastewater treatment plant and operated for more than a month until the
denitritation was successfully achieved. The influent into the reactor was the mixture of nitrite feed
and sodium acetate feed at a volume ratio of 1:1. The nitrite feed was the effluent from nitritation
reactor because the effluent contained high concentration of nitrite. The acetate feed was freshly
prepared using sodium acetate (COD concentration in acetate feed was about 2400mg/L) was
added into the reactor as carbon source. The mixture was purged with nitrogen gas to lower the
dissolved oxygen before being pumped into the reactor. Same as the nitritation reactor, the liquid
samples were collected and filtered before analysis. Same analytical methods as mentioned in
section 7.2.1 were used for the sample analysis.
After the denitritation was achieved in the reactor (unchanged effluent quality for 2 weeks), sludge
(500ml) was collected from a denitritation reactor for the batch test to investigate the denitritation
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kinetics. The collected sludge (200mL for two batch bottles) was washed three times with PBS
solution to remove residual components before being transferred to pre-autoclaved bottles. The
mixture of nitrite feed and sodium acetate feed that used for the denitritation reactor was used again
for the batch test. At the beginning of the test, the pre-washed sludge was transferred into the
bottles. Then the feed was added to duplicate bottles with sludge (total liquid volume of 100ml
each, bottle has a capacity of 170ml) (Figure 7.1). Bottles without sludge addition were also set up
as controls. The headspace of each bottle was purged with nitrogen gas to create an anoxic
condition. Then the bottles were capped with a rubber stopper and aluminum crimp sealer. The
bottles were then placed on a shaker at a speed of 150rpm. The liquid samples (1.5ml each) were
collected from each bottle every 15 minutes during the 1.5 hours of reaction. All samples were
filtered (0.45 μm pore) before analysis. Without removing the rubber stopper, the liquid samples
were collected from the reactor using a syringe and needle. The gas samples (2mL) were also
collected from the headspace of each bottle using needles and syringes for GC-ECD analysis.

Figure 7.1. the set-up of the denitritation batch test. D1 and D2 are duplicates.

7.2.4. Combined partial nitrification-denitritation cycle test
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The sequence of the partial nitrification and denitritation processes was determined based on the
partial nitrification and denitritation kinetics that determined from previous batch tests. Sludge
from a well-established partial nitrification reactor (5.2L sludge and 900 biocarriers) and biomass
from a well-established denitritation reactor (500ml) were mixed together for the cycle test. The
mixed biomass was prewashed before using. The feed water was the raw supernatant without
alkalinity addition. The concentrated COD stock (contains about 100g/L COD) was prepared using
sodium acetate. COD stock solution (15ml) was added into the reactor after the aeration stopped.
Liquid samples (10ml) were taken from the reactor every hour for 30 hours. All samples were
−
filtered (0.45 μm pore) before the pH, temperature, DO, NH4+ − N, NO−
2 − N, NO3 − N, COD, and

alkalinity analysis.

7.3. Results and discussion
7.3.1. The impact of alkalinity deficiency on the partial nitrification
The NH4+ − N concentration in the raw supernatant was around 900mg/L and the alkalinity

concentration (as CaCO3) was around 3190mg/L. The ratio of alkalinity/NH4+ − N was around 3.5.

To completely oxidation of the ammonium in the raw supernatant required 6390mg/L of alkalinity
(as CaCO3). The low alkalinity/ NH4+ − N ratio indicated the lack of alkalinity in the raw

supernatant to support the AOB to completely oxidize the ammonium to nitrite. As 3L of the raw

supernatant was feed into the 6L reactor, the NH4+ − N concentration at the beginning of the

reaction (t=0min) was 382.5mg/L. The NO−
2 − N in the settled sludge and biocarriers (bulk liquid
quality was the same as the effluent from partial nitrification reactor treating raw supernatant with
alkalinity addition) was diluted to about 344 mg/L after the raw supernatant addition. The
concentrations of NH4+ − N and NO2− − N concentrations were similar to the concentrations at the

beginning of the partial nitrification that achieved before. The only difference was that no alkalinity
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Figure 7.2. The inhibition of alkalinity shortage on the partial nitrification process. The blue
shaded area is the inhibition area and the orange shaded area indicates the complete stop of partial
nitrification. The green shaded area is the optimal pH range for AOB.

7.3.2 The denitritation kinetics
The denitritation process successfully reduced the concentrations of nitrite and nitrate (Figure 7.3
a,b,c) with the utilization of COD. Based on the kinetics analysis, the specific nitrite reduction rate
was around 37.1mg NO−
2 − N/g biomass∙hr. The specific COD reduction rate was around 144mg/g

biomass∙hr. Alkalinity was accumulated during the denitritation process (Figure 7.4d). A specific

alkalinity production rate around 228 mg/ g biomass∙hr was obtained. The ratio of alkalinity
production/ COD utilized was around 1.58. Based on this ratio, the COD dosing can be determined
based on the alkalinity requirements. More interesting, the nitrous oxide production was only
observed in the control bottle (Figure 7.3e), in which no denitritation sludge was not added. The
production of nitrous oxide was attribute by the indigenous microbes in the raw supernatant. It can
be explained by the Polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB) production in the controlled bottle (Scherson et
al., 2014). The produced PHB during the so-called “Feast” phase, in which the available COD
largely exceeded the COD that needed by the microbes. The PHB accumulated inside the microbes
reacted with the nitrite to form nitrous oxide. In another word, the formation of PHB was the key
to nitrous oxide production and it can only be produced during the “feast” phase. However, a clear
threshold to define the “feast” phase was not known. In the bottles that inoculated with the
denitritation sludge, the COD concentration was not high enough to be defined as “feast” phase.
The PHB less likely accumulated in these bottles. Thus, the nitrous oxide was not produced.
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Figure 7.3. The kinetics of denitritation. (a) demonstrated the nitrite-nitrogen concentration
changes; (b)demonstrated the nitrate-nitrogen changes; (c) and (d) demonstrated the COD
concentration changes; and (e) the nitrous oxide content in the headspace.

7.3.3. The cycle test for the combined partial nitrification and denitritation system
To test the feasibility of combined partial nitrification and denitritation system in a single reactor
treating raw supernatant without alkalinity addition, a cycle test was conducted. A mixture of
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partial nitrification sludge and denitritation sludge was utilized for the cycle test. A combined
system consisted of two aerobic-anoxic cycles (Figure 7.4). At the beginning of the reaction, 3L of
the raw supernatant without alkalinity addition was added into the reactor. The NH4+ − N

concentration was around 365 mg/L, the alkalinity concentration was 1330mg/L (Table 7.1). The
first sequence of partial nitrification was happening under the aerobic condition, the inert alkalinity
in the raw supernatant was utilized by the AOB to support the oxidation of ammonium to nitrite.

During this process, the pH decreased. When the alkalinity almost depleted, the aeration was shut
down, and the COD stock was added into the reactor. All these steps marked the beginning of the
anoxic phase in which denitritation process might happen. During the denitritation process, the
COD was utilized as electron donor to reduce the nitrite to nitrogen gas. Alkalinity was recovered
during this process and led to the increase of pH. When the nitrite was consumed completely, the
aerator was turned on again, and the second round of partial nitrification process started, followed
by the second round of denitritation process. The concentrations of the NH4+ − N, NO−
2 − N,

alkalinity and COD at the beginning of the reaction and the end of each sequences were listed in

Table 7.1. In summary, during the first partial nitrification sequence, 196 mg/L of the ammonium
was oxidized, and 170.4 mg/L of nitrite was accumulated. Alkalinity dropped from 1425 to
187mg/L and pH dropped from 8.2 to 7.25 (or 7.1). During the first round of denitritation process,
about 185 mg/L of the nitrite was reduced, 643.2 mg/L of COD was utilized, and 1153 mg/L of
alkalinity was recovered. pH increased to 10. The second round of partial nitrification oxidized
146.5 mg/L of NH4+ − N, and 110mg/L of nitrite was accumulated, and consumed 920 mg/L of
alkalinity. The second round of denitritation reactor reduced 91.3 mg/L nitrite, and produced

456mg/L alkalinity, and pH increased to 10. At the end of the second round denitritation process,
the NH4+ − N concentration dropped to 0.5 mg/L. More than 99.8% of the ammonium was

−
removed. NO−
2 − N concentration at the end of the reaction was about 21.3 mg/L, and no NO3 − N
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detected. The alkalinity concentration was around 875 mg/L (Table 7.1). For the future design of
the pilot scale reactor, pH can be used as an effective controlling parameter.

Figure 7.4. the sequences of combined nitritation denitritation system.

Table 7.1. the changes in NH4+-N, NO2--N, Alkalinity and COD concentrations during the
reaction in the combined system.
Beginning
NH4+-N (mg/L)
NO2--N (mg/L)
Alkalinity (mg/L)
COD (mg/L)

365
20
1425
110

End of 1st End of 1st End of 2nd End of 2nd
nitritation
denitritation
nitritation
denitritation
169
170
187
2 increased
to 1000

162
3
1340
300

15
130
420
24 increased
to 248

0.5
20
875
27

7.4. Conclusion
Due to the nature of the lagoon supernatant, the treatment of the supernatant was inhibited by the
alkalinity deficiency. Recovery of alkalinity from the denitritation process would be one of the
most economically feasible and environment-friendly option to solve the alkalinity shortage
problem. The recovery of alkalinity was achievable by using the combined nitritation and
denitritation in a single reactor system. The intermittent aeration created alternative aerobic and
anoxic conditions for nitritation and denitritation processes, respectively. The addition of external
carbon sources was required to support the denitritation process. More than 99% of the ammonium
in the supernatant can be removed through the combined nitritation and denitritation process with
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the addition of carbon sources. The results from this study provided guidelines for the construction
and operation of larger scale reactors in the short future.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
8.1. Thesis overview
Nitrogen removal is becoming increasingly challenging to meet the more and more stringent
standards and regulations in wastewater treatment plants. Technology improvement is one of the
options to facilitate the nitrogen removal efficiency. IFAS technology has been proved to be an
economical feasible and environment-friendly retrofit option for the mainstream treatment.
Upgrading the mainstream treatment to the IFAS system can enhance the nitrogen removal
efficiency. 30% of the nitrogen loading to the plant originated from the anaerobically digested
sludge liquor lagoon supernatant, due to the high ammonium concentration in the supernatant.
Introduction of an effective side stream treatment of the lagoon supernatant can also ease the
burden on the main stream treatment.
The capability of IFAS technology to handle the shock loading conditions was not tested in the
local treatment plant. It is essential to understand the microbial community dynamics in response
to shock loading and understand the relationship between the dynamics and the performance of the
reactor. Furthermore, the side stream partial nitrification process was often used for the treatment
of rejection water from the dewatering of the digested sludge. The rejection water was usually high
temperature wastewater. The commercially available technologies took advantage the high
temperature to achieve successful partial nitrification. Compared to the rejection water, the lagoon
supernatant has lower temperature, which make the partial nitrification more challenging to
achieve.
The research herein, tested the capability of the IFAS technology in handling the shocking loading
for the mainstream treatment, and tested the feasibility of partial nitrification and denitritation
processes for the side stream treatment using IFAS technology under room temperature. The
impacts of feed water characteristics (the ammonium concentration and lagoon supernatant %) on
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the establishment of the partial nitrification and microbial community dynamics were evaluated.
Besides, the physiochemical properties of EPS samples from conventional nitrification and partial
nitrification were also compared. The experience and results that obtained from the project
provided valuable information for the application of IFAS technology and partial nitrification and
denitritation for the high ammonium strength lagoon supernatant treatment.

8.2. Conclusions
Several conclusions were drawn through this research.
In terms of the IFAS technology, the IFAS-SBR was robust in removing COD and ammonia
nitrogen in wastewater. Around 99% ammonia nitrogen removal and 92 to 98% COD removal
were achieved during reactor operation.
The ammonium utilization by microorganisms is strongly related to the influent C/N ratio. Lower
C/N ratio (<5:1) favors the oxidation of ammonium due to (i) a reduced biofilm thickness, which
facilitated oxygen diffusion and material transfer in the biofilm, or (ii) reduced competition
pressure among bacteria. However, the denitrification might be negatively affected by the
insufficient microbial denitrification activity in the reactor when the C/N ratio was low. The q-PCR
results indicated that the biofilm was a more favorable habitat than activated sludge for nitrifying
bacteria when the C/N ratio was low.
For the side stream treatment, partial nitrification achieved greater than 97% ammonium removal
with influent NH4+-N concentration of 800 mg/L in a laboratory scale IFAS. NOB was successfully
inhibited when influent NH4+-N concentration was greater than 400mg/L. Ammonium removal
was achieved mainly by the suspended sludge (66%), as compared to the biofilm (34%), which
may be attributed to the higher AOB density in the sludge.
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The feed characteristics affected the microbial community composition in an IFAS rector. The
NH4+-N concentration in the feed was the most important factor affecting the microbial community
compositions in the flocs and biofilm. The ammonium concentration negatively affected the
diversity of the microbial community in both biofilm and flocs, while the raw supernatant
percentage positively correlated to the diversity of the microbial communities.
Besides, the microbial community structure in the suspended flocs differed from that in the biofilm.
The ammonium concentration was positively related to the specific ammonium removal rate and
the quantity of AOB functional genes/mg biomass in the reactor; while the raw supernatant
percentage was negatively related to the kinetics and quantity of AOB/mg biomass. In the IFAS
system, the flocs played a major role for the partial nitrification but was less resistant than the
biofilm when raw supernatant was introduced as the feed.
For the mainstream treatment, EPS worked as a double-edged sword in the performance of the
IFAS-SBR reactor. On one hand, more EPS produced could improve the development of nitrifying
biofilm and prevent the detachment of biofilm. On the other hand, thicker biofilm would result in
stronger diffusion resistance and lower the mass transfer of nutrients and oxygen in biofilm and led
to inefficient removal of organic compounds and ammonia nitrogen. Therefore, control of the
biofilm thickness and the EPS production was important for successful application of an IFASSBR to wastewater treatment.
Further, the physiochemical characteristics of EPS from the conventional nitrification and partial
nitrification were compared. The relationship between the EPS composition and the microbial
community composition of the suspended flocs and attached biofilm was explored. The partial
nitrification was attributed to the proliferation of AOB and the elimination of NOB. A higher AOB
abundance was related to higher aromatic protein and tryptophan protein like substances in TB-
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EPS. EPS adsorption to solid surface relied more on the TB-EPS, rather than the LB-EPS, as the
former contained more protein.
The combined single system nitritation-denitritation process was applicable by using alternative
aeration and external organic carbon addition. The combined processes can achieve 99% of the
ammonium removal with addition of external carbon sources. The alkalinity that recovered from
the denitritation can support the nitritation process when treating alkalinity deficient digested
sludge liquor lagoon supernatant.

8.3. recommendations
There are some recommendations for future studies:
1. A detailed cost evaluation of the nitritation-denitritation process on treating the high
ammonium strength lagoon supernatant in full scale is recommended.
2. Combination of nitritation and anammox processes can save up to more than 60% of the
oxygen requirements and 100% of the carbon sources. It is recommended to also test the
feasibility of nitritation anammox processes and compare the cost for the nitritationdenitritation and nitritation-anammox processes.
3. Inhibition of raw supernatant on the nitrifiers was detected in this study. The impact of
specific heavy metals and solids content on the nitritation processes is recommended for
further investigation.
4. Future studies are also recommended focusing on the comparison of different types of
carbon sources that added for the denitritation process, especially the volatile fatty acid,
due to its complexity and availability at the wastewater treatment plant.
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5. Further studies on the impacts of low temperature on the stability of nitritation-denitritation
processes and the reaction kinetics are highly recommended, which will be valuable for the
application of the processes during Canada’s cold weather.
6. Further studies are recommended to delineate the complex nature of EPS production of
specific organisms, especially nitrifying organisms, in the nitrifying flocs and biofilm.
7. The model for the combined processes and on the nitrous oxide production is also a
recommended topic of future study.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A -Experimental methodology and data analysis
A-1 Synthetic wastewater content
The volume of the 2 L of synthetic wastewater feed consisted of 100 mL of solution A and 1.9 L of
solution B. Solution A contained, per liter (adapted from Smolders et al., (1994)): 17.53 g
NaAc3∙H2O; 1 g MgSO4∙7H2O; 0.45 g CaCl2∙H2O; 3.3 g NH4Cl; and 6 mL of nutrient solution. It
was adjusted to pH 5.5 with 2 M HCl and autoclaved. Solution B contained, per liter: 28.5 mg

KH2PO4 and 32.5 mg K2HPO4, which was adjusted to pH 10 with 2 M NaOH. One liter of nutrient
solution contained (based on Smolders et al. [1994]): 1.5 g FeCl3 ∙6H2O; 0.15g H3BO3; 0.03 g

CuSO4∙5H2O; 0.18 g KI; 0.12 g MnCl2 ∙4H2O; 0.06 g Na2MoO4∙2H2O; 0.12 g ZnSO4∙7H2O; 0.15

g CoCl2 ∙ 6H2O; and 10 g ethylene-diamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA). The complete influent

contained 400 mg COD/L, 40 mg NH4-N/L, and 15 mg PO4-P/L. Stock solutions were prepared

based on the information provided above.

A-2 Nitrogen balance calculations
Under condition (a), Assume the remaining nitrogen is:
NRemaining = (𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) × (1 − 37.5%)𝑉 (Eq. 1)

Where the nitrogen species represent concentrations and V is the volume of the reactor and the
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volume exchange ratio is 37.5% per cycle. Since the influent does not include any organic nitrogen,
inorganic nitrogen is the only nitrogen source in the influent. The N in the influent is:
N in = 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑖𝑛 × 37.5% 𝑉

(Eq. 2)

Under condition (b), before the reaction started:
The nitrogen species in the reactor is：
N before reaction = NRemaining + N in
= (𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) × (1 − 37.5%)𝑉 + 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑖𝑛 ×

37.5% 𝑉 (Eq. 3)

the 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁 can be separated into three parts. One part of the 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁 remained in the reactor.

The second part of the 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁 was converted to 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁 and 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁, and oxidized nitrogen

species can be further denitrified to nitrogen gas N2. The third part of nitrogen was utilized by cell
synthesis. However, this part accounts for less than 2% of the 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁 and usually negligible

during the sequencing batch reaction cycle (reference).

Under condition (c), the settling is finished. The nitrogen remained in the system, or the N after the
reaction:
N

after

reaction=Remaining

𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔′ ) × 𝑉

(Eq. 4)

N’=

(𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔′ + 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔′ + 𝑁𝑂3− −
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The remaining nitrogen species concentrations were the same as the effluent nitrogen species, so,
N after reaction = (𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 ) × 𝑉

(Eq. 5)

And if the system is stabilized, the effluent for each cycles are the same. Which means
𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔′ = 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑒𝑓

𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔′ =𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 =𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓

(Eq. 6)
(Eq. 7)

and 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓

(Eq. 8)

Then the molecular nitrogen gas N2 released from the system is
N2= N before reaction− N after reaction

= (𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ) × (1 − 37.5%)𝑉 + 𝑁𝐻4+ −

𝑁𝑖𝑛 × 37.5% 𝑉 − (𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 ) × 𝑉
=

(𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 ) × (1 − 37.5%)𝑉 + 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑖𝑛 × 37.5% 𝑉 −

(𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 + 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 ) × 𝑉

=(𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑖𝑛 -𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 − 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 − 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 ) × 37.5%𝑉

(Eq. 9)

if 𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑖𝑛 -𝑁𝐻4+ − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 − 𝑁𝑂2− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 − 𝑁𝑂3− − 𝑁𝑒𝑓 is greater than 0, then the denitrification

happened during one cycle.
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A-3 Calculations of free ammonia (FA) and free nitrous acid (FNA)

Free ammonia (FA) and free nitrous acid (FNA) concentrations can be determined using the
following equations (Anthonisen et al., 1976):

17

FA as 𝑁𝐻3 (𝑚𝑔/𝐿) = 14 ×

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑎 𝑎𝑠 𝑁(𝑚𝑔/𝐿)×10𝑝𝐻
𝐾𝑏 ⁄𝐾𝑤 +10𝑝𝐻

(Equation S1)

Where 𝐾𝑏 ⁄𝐾𝑤 =𝑒 (6344/273+℃)
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FNA as HNO2 (mg/L) =14 ×

𝑁𝑂2− −𝑁(𝑚𝑔/𝐿)
𝐾𝑎 ×10𝑝𝐻

(Equation S2)

Where 𝐾𝑎 =𝑒 (−2300/273+℃)

A-4 Extraction and functions of EPS components

EPS contains soluble EPS (S-EPS) and bound EPS. Bound EPS can be further classified into
loosely bound-EPS (LB-EPS) and tightly bound-EPS (TB-EPS). The extraction methods for
different components of EPS were based on the methods in Liang et al. (2010) with modifications.
10 mL samples of biofilm or sludge were centrifuged at 2000 g for 15 min at 4 ℃. The supernatant
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was filtered through a 0.2 μm nylon filter and recovered as soluble EPS (S-EPS). The pellet was
re-suspended in milli-Q water to a total volume of 10 mL and 0.04 mL of 36.5% formaldehyde was

then added to each sample. Formaldehyde was used to prevent cell lysis. Samples were then stored
at 4 ℃ for 1 hr before being centrifuged again at 5000 g for 15 min at 4 ℃. After centrifugation,

the supernatant was filtered through a 0.2 μm nylon filter and recovered as loosely bound EPS.

The pellet was re-suspended in milli-Q water to a total volume of 10 mL. 4 mL of 1N NaOH was
added to each sample and the sample was stored at 4 ℃ for 3 hr. Samples were centrifuged at 6000

g for 15 min at 4 ℃. The supernatant was filtered and recovered as TB-EPS. After extraction, EPS
samples were purified in a dialysis membrane (3.4 kD) for 24 hr before further analysis.

The EPS production analysis revealed that the ammonium loading had a negative effect on EPS
production (Figure S2), which may be associated with the competition between heterotrophs and
autotrophs. The population of nitrifiers, especially AOB, became dominant when the NH 4+-N in
the feeding was above 400 mg/L. Autotrophic nitrifiers produced much less EPS than heterotrophic
bacteria. Further, a lower production of EPS contributed to a better-settled sludge. Similar results
were obtained in van den Akker et al. (2010), in which a high AOB population was positively
correlated with good settleability of suspended sludge. Some studies pointed out that the protein
and DNA content in EPS had negative effects on the sludge settleability (Droppo et al., 1998; Liao
et al., 2001; Martinez et al., 2000); and that the polysaccharide content in EPS had a positive effect
on the SVI (Kim et al., 2010; Shin et al., 2001).
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In the batch test, it was observed that biomass aggregates absorbed ammonium. EPS production
was directly related to the biosorption capacity of biomass aggregates (Sheng et al., 2010). Our
EPS results showed that with a reactor feed of 800 mg/L NH 4+-N, the attached biofilm produced
more EPS than the suspended sludge, as the biosorption capacity of the biofilm was higher than
the biosorption capacity of the sludge.

In the present study, the C/N ratios varied from 2 to 0.25. The values were considered low. The
reason we choose low C/N ratio is that we were mimicking high ammonium strength wastewater
which normally has low C/N ratio (Gustavsson, 2010; Peng and Zhu, 2006). High C/N ratio often
promotes the growth of heterotrophs that outcompete autotrophic nitrifiers for oxygen and space.
A recent study reported that the abundance of AOB functional genes is higher in attached biofilm
than in the suspended sludge when the C/N ratio is low, but is almost equivalent when the C/N
ratio is high (Shao et al., 2017).C/N ratio that favors the nitritation process is normally in the range
of ≤ 2(Wei et al., 2014).
Besides, COD in the effluent was round 20-30mg/L. Short periods of the COD peaks in the effluent
(day 230 to 250 and day 260-280) was observed due to air diffusor blockage.

The DO half saturation coefficients for AOB and NOB range from 0.2-0.4 mg/L and 1.2-1.5 mg/L,
respectively (Picioreanu et al., 1997). Previous studies reported that maintaining solution DO
below 1mg/L was critical for achieving nitrite accumulation and nitritation an. However, some
researchers also reported a DO level greater than 1mg/L for optimal nitritation. For instance,
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Ciudad et al.(2005) found that nitritation was achieved under a DO level of 1.4mg/L. Peng and Zhu
(2006) suggested an DO ranging from 0.5mg/L to 1.5mg/L was suitable for partial nitrification. Ge
et al. (2014) reported that 1.5-2.0 mg/L DO was the optimal range for their reactors. These results
underlined the importance of controlling other operation factors in addition to DO. Compared with
the published values in the literature, the DO range for our reactor is in a reasonable range.

A-5. Comparison of the microbial analysis

Molecular methods acquired more and more attention in the wastewater treatment field in recent
decades. Various methods had been applied to investigate relevant species in wastewater treatment
systems of extensive scales. Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) technology has been used to
identify the spatial distribution of microorganisms in sludge and biofilm samples (Kouba et al.,
2014; Wen et al., 2017). qPCR represents a simple and highly effective method to quantify specific
genes of interest (Loosdrecht et al., 2016). NGS identifies microbial population structure, and thus
can provide revolutionary insights into the ecology of the microbial community and help to
evaluate the relationship between the ecology of the microbial community and the functions
mediated by the community. Currently, the Illumina platform dominates the NGS market, which
was dominated by Roche 454 (pyrosequencing).
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Comparing the data obtained from qPCR and NGS, qPCR can provide more detailed information
about the absolute quantity of specific nitrogen removal related functional genes, while NGS
illuminates the structure of the entire microbial community in the system, and highlight the
community shifts under various operation conditions. In the present study, a higher absolute
quantity of AOB genes (amoA) than Nitrospira functional genes was detected using qPCR, while
the relative abundance (%) of Nitrosomonas was lower than the abundance of Nitrospira detected
using NGS. Our observation might be explained by that the presence of multiple amoA genes in
each cell (H. Kim et al., 2011). Also, other bacteria might also contain amoA genes (Imhoff, 2016).
Further studies are needed to further evaluate the microbial structure during the establishment of
nitritation community.

A-6. The preparation of the feed water

The volume of the 20L of synthetic wastewater feed consisted of 10ml of nutrient, 53.3 mL of
solution A (NaAc stock) and 20mL of solution B (KH2PO4 stock), 100mL of solution C (ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) and FeSO 4 stock), 100ml of solution D (CaCl2 stock) and 50ml
of solution E(MgSO4 stock). The nutrient solution per 0.5 liter of nutrient solution contained (based
on Smolders et al., (1994)): 1.5 g FeCl3∙6H2O; 0.15g H3BO3; 0.03 g CuSO4∙5H2O; 0.18 g KI; 0.12

g MnCl2 ∙4H2O; 0.06 g Na2MoO4∙2H2O; 0.12 g ZnSO4∙7H2O; 0.15 g CoCl2∙6H2O; solution A
contained 83g NaAc per liter; solution B contained 78.8g KH 2PO4 /L; solution C contained 4g
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EDTA and 4g of FeSO4 ∙7H2O; solution D contained 9g CaCl2/L; solution E contained 20g/L
MgSO4. For different phases, the addition of NH4Cl and NaHCO3 (as alkalinity) were different,

for phase 1 of R1, the dosage for NH4Cl and NaHCO 3 were 7.6g and 24g to 20L of feed to reach a
NH4+-N concentration of 100mg/L and an alkalinity concentration as CaCO3 of 718mg/L. For
phase 2, the dosage for NH4Cl and NaHCO3 were 15.2g and 48g; for phase 3, the dosage for them
were 30.4g and 96; for phase4, the dosage were 45.6g and 144g, and for phase 5, the dosage were
60.8g and 192g for 20L of feed.

The feed for nitritation reactor in phase 6 to 8 were prepared by mixing the synthetic wastewater
and lagoon supernatant at volumetric ratios of 3:1, 1:1, 1:3. For phase 9, we used pure lagoon
supernatant as feed. NH4Cl and NaHCO3 were added into the feed to adjust the ammonium
concentration and alkalinity concentration.

A-7. The calculation of COD based on TOC measurements

The COD/TOC ratio varied for different organic compounds. For the wastewater samples from this
study, the COD/TOC ratio varied from 2.84 to 3.12. A COD/TOC=3 was selected for COD
calculation based on TOC measurements. A samples calculation is listed below:

If TOC=17 mg/L , as COD/TOC=3, COD=3*TOC= 3*17=51mg/L.
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Appendix-B Supporting tables
Table B-1 NH4+-N concentrations during batch test and biomass inoculated into batch bottles.
Table B-1 NH4+-N concentrations during batch test and biomass inoculated into batch
bottles.
Time (min)

Suspended sludge

Attached biofilm

Suspended
sludge+attached
biomass

Control

5

320.0±2.6

332.3±12.7

257.0±33.2

409.3±33.6

40

302.3±6.4

315.0±8.7

241.3±47.5

383.3±1.2

100

276.3±6.5

316.3±6.7

181.7±23.0

395.0±46.5

220

240±4.6

336.7±5.5

156.7±26.6

412.7±45.8

400

150±2.0

315±2.6

141.3±11.2

389.7±3.8

520

105±3.5

288.7±1.5

81.8±0.9

N/A

670

34.9±2.7

236±5.6

18.3±1.4

375.0±17.1

1075

0.386666667±0.02

160.3±11.6

0.4±0.05

367.7±9.0

1435

0.081666667±0.02

123.7±13.6

0.1±0.03

363.3±4.9

Biomass
inoculated
(mg)

325.4

216

541.4

0
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Table B-2. Functional genes information and qPCR cycle information
Target
gene

AOB
amoA

Primer

amoA-1F
5’- GGG GTT TCT ACT GGT GGT-3’

References

Initial
denatura
tion

(Mincer et
al., 2007)

Cycle
Cycles

Denature

Anneal

Extension
(72C)

45

95C, 1min

54C,
1min

1min

50

95C 30s

60C
1min

30

95C 15s

58C
30s

31s

30

95C 15s

60C
30s

31s

35

95C 15s

58C
30s

31s

40

95C 5s

62C
30s

30s

95C
15min

amoA-2R-TC
5’- CCC CTC TGC AAA GCC TTC TTC-3’
NOB
Nitrospi
ra spp.
16s
rDNA

NSR 1113f

(Y. M. Kim
et al., 2011)

5’-CCT GCT TTC AGT TGC TAC CG -3’
NSR 1264r

50C
2min,
95C
10min

5’-GTT TGC AGC GCT TTG TAC CG -3’
nirK
gene

nirK 876
5′-ATYGGCGGVCAYGGCGA-3′

(Y. M. Kim
et al., 2011)
95C
30s

nirK 1040
5′-GCCTCGATCAGRTTRTGGTT-3′
nosZ
gene

nosZ 2F

(Y. M. Kim
et al., 2011)

5'-CGC RAC GGC AAS AAG GTS MSS GT3'

95C
30s

nosZ 2R
5’-CAK RTG CAK SGC RTG GCA GAA-3’
narG
gene

narG 1960m2f
5′-TAYGTSGGGCAGGARAAACTG-3′

(Y. M. Kim
et al., 2011)
95C
30s

narG 2050m2r
5′-CGTAGAAGAAGCTGGTGCTGTT-3′
Anamm
ox 16s
rRNA

Amx809f
5’- GCCGTAAACGATGGGCACT-3’

(Yin et al.,
2016)

95C
2min

Amx1066r
5’- AACGTCTCACGACACGAGCTG-3’
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Table B-3. Total reads of all samples.
Sample ID

Samples

Number of total reads.

S1

sludge -100mg/L

50190

S2

sludge-400mg/L

40415

S4

biofilm-100mg/L

15714

S5

biofilm -400mg/L

15594

S7

seed

16948
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Table B-4. Sample IDs and descriptions
Sample ID

Sample source

Sample description

S1

R1

Sludge -100mg/L synthetic

S2

R1

Sludge -400mg/L synthetic

S3

R1

Sludge -800mg/L synthetic

S4

R1

Biofilm -100mg/L synthetic

S5

R1

Biofilm -400mg/L synthetic

S6

R1

Biofilm-800mg/L synthetic

S11

R1

Sludge-800mg/L 25% Raw supernatant

S12

R1

Biofilm-800mg/L 25% Raw supernatant

S13

R1

Sludge-800mg/L 50% Raw supernatant

S14

R1

Biofilm-800mg/L 50% Raw supernatant

S15

R1

Sludge-800mg/L 75% Raw supernatant

S16

R1

Biofilm-800mg/L 75% Raw supernatant

S17

R1

Sludge-800mg/L 100% Raw supernatant

S18

R1

Biofilm-800mg/L 100% Raw supernatant
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Table B-5. Genus ID and corresponding name
Genus

Genus name

ID
1

D_0*__Bacteria;D_1__Acidobacteria;D_2__Blastocatellia;D_3__Blastocatellales;
D_4__Blastocatellaceae (Subgroup 4);D_5__11-24

2

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Acidobacteria;D_2__Blastocatellia;D_3__Blastocatellales;D
_4__Blastocatellaceae (Subgroup 4);D_5__Stenotrophobacter

3

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Acidobacteria;D_2__Blastocatellia;D_3__Blastocatellales;D
_4__Blastocatellaceae (Subgroup 4);D_5__uncultured

4

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Acidobacteria;D_2__Solibacteres;D_3__Solibacterales;D_4_
_Solibacteraceae (Subgroup 3);D_5__Bryobacter

5

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Acidobacteria;D_2__Solibacteres;D_3__Solibacterales;D_4_
_Solibacteraceae (Subgroup 3);D_5__Elev-16S-1166

6

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Actinobacteria;D_2__Acidimicrobiia;D_3__Acidimicrobiale
s;D_4__Acidimicrobiales Incertae Sedis;D_5__Candidatus Microthrix

7

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Armatimonadetes;D_2__Fimbriimonadia;D_3__Fimbriimona
dales;D_4__Fimbriimonadaceae;D_5__uncultured bacterium

8

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Bacteroidia;D_3__Bacteroidales;D_4__
Rikenellaceae;D_5__vadinBC27 wastewater-sludge group

9

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Bacteroidia;D_3__Bacteroidales;D_4__
Porphyromonadaceae;D_5__Proteiniphilum

10

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Cytophagia;D_3__Cytophagales;D_4__
Cytophagaceae;D_5__Chryseolinea

11

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Cytophagia;D_3__Cytophagales;D_4__
Cytophagaceae;D_5__Leadbetterella
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Table B-5. Genus ID and corresponding name
Genus

Genus name

ID
12

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Cytophagia;D_3__Cytophagales;D_4__
Cytophagaceae;D_5__uncultured

13

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Flavobacteriia;D_3__Flavobacteriales;D
_4__Cryomorphaceae;D_5__Fluviicola

14

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Flavobacteriia;D_3__Flavobacteriales;D
_4__Flavobacteriaceae;D_5__Lutibacter

15

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Flavobacteriia;D_3__Flavobacteriales;D
_4__Flavobacteriaceae;D_5__Flavobacterium

16

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Flavobacteriia;D_3__Flavobacteriales;D
_4__Flavobacteriaceae;D_5__Moheibacter

17

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Flavobacteriia;D_3__Flavobacteriales;D
_4__NS9 marine group;D_5__uncultured bacterium

18

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__Chitinophagaceae;D_5__Ferruginibacter

19

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__Chitinophagaceae;D_5__Filimonas

20

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__Chitinophagaceae;D_5__Terrimonas

21

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__Chitinophagaceae;D_5__uncultured

22

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__KD3-93;D_5__uncultured bacterium
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Table B-5. Genus ID and corresponding name
Genus

Genus name

ID
23

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__NS11-12 marine group;D_5__uncultured bacterium

24

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__PHOS-HE51;D_5__uncultured bacterium

25

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__S15A-MN91;D_5__uncultured bacterium

26

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__Saprospiraceae;D_5__Phaeodactylibacter

27

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__Saprospiraceae;D_5__uncultured

28

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__env.OPS 17;D_5__uncultured bacterium

29

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__Sphingobacteriaceae;D_5__Pedobacter

30

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;D_4__uncultured;D_5__uncultured bacterium

31

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Bacteroidetes;D_2__Sphingobacteriia;D_3__Sphingobacteria
les;Other;Other

32

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Chlorobi;D_2__Chlorobia;D_3__Chlorobiales;D_4__OPB56
;D_5__uncultured bacterium

33

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Chlorobi;D_2__Chlorobia;D_3__Chlorobiales;D_4__OPB56
;Other
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Table B-5. Genus ID and corresponding name
Genus

Genus name

ID
34

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Chloroflexi;D_2__Anaerolineae;D_3__Anaerolineales;D_4_
_Anaerolineaceae;D_5__uncultured

35

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Chloroflexi;D_2__TK10;Other;Other;Other

36

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__DeinococcusThermus;D_2__Deinococci;D_3__Deinococcales;D_4__Trueperaceae;D_5__Truep
era

37

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Firmicutes;D_2__Clostridia;D_3__Halanaerobiales;D_4__O
DP1230B8.23;D_5__uncultured bacterium

38

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Gemmatimonadetes;D_2__Gemmatimonadetes;D_3__Gemm
atimonadales;D_4__Gemmatimonadaceae;D_5__Gemmatimonas

39

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Ignavibacteriae;D_2__Ignavibacteria;D_3__Ignavibacteriales
;D_4__PHOS-HE36;D_5__uncultured bacterium

40

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Ignavibacteriae;D_2__Ignavibacteria;D_3__Ignavibacteriales
;D_4__PHOS-HE36;Other

41

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Nitrospirae;D_2__Nitrospira;D_3__Nitrospirales;D_4__Nitr
ospiraceae;D_5__Nitrospira

42

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Parcubacteria;Other;Other;Other;Other

43

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Parcubacteria;D_2__uncultured bacterium;D_3__uncultured
bacterium;D_4__uncultured bacterium;D_5__uncultured bacterium

44

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Planctomycetes;D_2__Planctomycetacia;D_3__Planctomycet
ales;D_4__Planctomycetaceae;D_5__Pirellula

45

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Planctomycetes;D_2__Planctomycetacia;D_3__Brocadiales;
D_4__Brocadiaceae;D_5__Candidatus Brocadia
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Table B-5. Genus ID and corresponding name
Genus

Genus name

ID
46

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Alphaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhizobiales
;D_4__Hyphomicrobiaceae;D_5__Hyphomicrobium

47

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Alphaproteobacteria;D_3__Caulobacter
ales;D_4__Caulobacteraceae;D_5__Brevundimonas

48

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Alphaproteobacteria;D_3__Parvularcul
ales;D_4__Parvularculaceae;D_5__Amphiplicatus

49

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Alphaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodobacte
rales;D_4__Rhodobacteraceae;D_5__Amaricoccus

50

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Alphaproteobacteria;D_3__Sphingomo
nadales;D_4__Sphingomonadaceae;D_5__Sphingopyxis

51

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Burkholderia
les;D_4__Comamonadaceae;D_5__Acidovorax

52

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Burkholderia
les;D_4__Burkholderiaceae;D_5__Lautropia

53

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Burkholderia
les;D_4__Burkholderiaceae;D_5__Limnobacter

54

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Burkholderia
les;D_4__Comamonadaceae;D_5__Comamonas

55

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Burkholderia
les;D_4__Comamonadaceae;D_5__Ottowia

56

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Burkholderia
les;D_4__Comamonadaceae;D_5__uncultured
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57

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Burkholderia
les;D_4__Comamonadaceae;Other

58

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Hydrogenop
hilales;D_4__Hydrogenophilaceae;D_5__Thiobacillus

59

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Hydrogenop
hilales;D_4__Hydrogenophilaceae;D_5__uncultured

60

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Nitrosomona
dales;D_4__Nitrosomonadaceae;D_5__Nitrosomonas

61

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodocyclal
es;D_4__Rhodocyclaceae;D_5__Azoarcus

62

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodocyclal
es;D_4__Rhodocyclaceae;D_5__Dechloromonas

63

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodocyclal
es;D_4__Rhodocyclaceae;D_5__Denitromonas

64

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodocyclal
es;D_4__Rhodocyclaceae;D_5__Sulfuritalea

65

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodocyclal
es;D_4__Rhodocyclaceae;D_5__Thauera

66

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodocyclal
es;D_4__Rhodocyclaceae;D_5__Zoogloea

67

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodocyclal
es;D_4__Rhodocyclaceae;D_5__uncultured
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68

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Betaproteobacteria;D_3__Rhodocyclal
es;D_4__Rhodocyclaceae;Other

69

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Deltaproteobacteria;D_3__Myxococcal
es;D_4__BIrii41;D_5__uncultured bacterium

70

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Deltaproteobacteria;D_3__Myxococcal
es;D_4__Haliangiaceae;D_5__Haliangium

71

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Deltaproteobacteria;D_3__Myxococcal
es;D_4__Nannocystaceae;D_5__Nannocystis

72

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Deltaproteobacteria;D_3__Myxococcal
es;D_4__P3OB-42;Other

73

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Deltaproteobacteria;D_3__Myxococcal
es;D_4__Phaselicystidaceae;D_5__Phaselicystis

74

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Deltaproteobacteria;D_3__Myxococcal
es;D_4__Sandaracinaceae;D_5__Sandaracinus

75

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Epsilonproteobacteria;D_3__Campylob
acterales;D_4__Campylobacteraceae;D_5__Arcobacter

76

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Cellvibrio
nales;D_4__Spongiibacteraceae;D_5__BD1-7 clade

77

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Chromati
ales;D_4__Chromatiaceae;D_5__Rheinheimera

78

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Oceanosp
irillales;D_4__Halomonadaceae;D_5__Halomonas
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79

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Pseudom
onadales;D_4__Moraxellaceae;D_5__Acinetobacter

80

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Pseudom
onadales;D_4__Moraxellaceae;D_5__[Agitococcus] lubricus group

81

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Pseudom
onadales;D_4__Pseudomonadaceae;D_5__Pseudomonas

82

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Xanthom
onadales;D_4__Xanthomonadaceae;D_5__Arenimonas

83

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Xanthom
onadales;D_4__Xanthomonadaceae;D_5__Dokdonella

84

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Xanthom
onadales;D_4__Xanthomonadales Incertae Sedis;D_5__Plasticicumulans

85

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Xanthom
onadales;D_4__uncultured;D_5__uncultured bacterium

86

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Proteobacteria;D_2__Gammaproteobacteria;D_3__Xanthom
onadales;D_4__uncultured;D_5__uncultured soil bacterium

87

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__SR1
division

SR1

(Absconditabacteria);D_2__uncultured

bacterium;D_3__uncultured

candidate

candidate

division

SR1

bacterium;D_4__uncultured candidate division SR1 bacterium;D_5__uncultured
candidate division SR1 bacterium
88

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Saccharibacteria;D_2__uncultured
bacterium;D_3__uncultured

bacterium;D_4__uncultured

bacterium;D_5__uncultured bacterium
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89

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Spirochaetae;D_2__Spirochaetes;D_3__Spirochaetales;D_4_
_Leptospiraceae;D_5__Turneriella

90

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Synergistetes;D_2__Synergistia;D_3__Synergistales;D_4__S
ynergistaceae;D_5__uncultured

91

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Thermotogae;D_2__Thermotogae;D_3__Petrotogales;D_4__
Petrotogaceae;D_5__SC103

92

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Verrucomicrobia;D_2__OPB35 soil group;D_3__uncultured
bacterium;D_4__uncultured bacterium;D_5__uncultured bacterium

93

D_0__Bacteria;D_1__Verrucomicrobia;D_2__Verrucomicrobiae;D_3__Verrucomi
crobiales;D_4__Verrucomicrobiaceae;D_5__Prosthecobacter

Note : *D_0 gives the Kingdom, D_1 gives the Phylum, D_2 gives the class, D_3 is the order,
D_4 is the Family that the genus (D_5) belongs to .
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Table B-6. Zeta potentials of EPS samples and surrogates in 10 mM NaCl

Nitritation

Nitrification

Surrogates

Sample description

Zeta-potential

Sludge LB-EPS

-6.5±2.2

Sludge TB-EPS

-16.9±1.2

Biofilm LB-EPS
Biofilm TB-EPS

-14. 0 ± 3.0

Sludge LB-EPS

-25.4±1.7

Sludge TB-EPS

-13.1±0.7

Biofilm LB-EPS

-3.8±0.5

Biofilm TB-EPS

-20.7±0.3

Glucose

-8.3±1.2

BSA

-7.3 ±0.7

-12.5±0.4
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Appendix C – Supporting figures

The qPCR results are shown in following figures:
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Figure C-1. (a) AOB (amoA gene), NOB (nitro and NSR gene), and denitrifier gene copies distributions in
biofilm and (b) AOB, NOB, and denitrifier gene copies distributions in activated sludge during three
reaction phases.

Figure C-2. The schematic diagram of complete nitrification, partial nitrification and partial
denitrification processes. The genes that encoded the enzyme for each step were displayed in italic,
and the oxygen or COD demand for each step were also included in the figure.
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Figure C-3. Comparison of EPS from biofilm and suspended sludge. The production of protein is
shown in red, and polysaccharides in the EPS are shown in blue. Dashed lines represent biofilm
data and solid lines represent suspended sludge data.

Figure C-4. Set up of the batch test bottles, each bottle was in triplicates.
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Figure C-5. The performance results of the nitritation reactor. The 100mg/L to 800mg/L on the
top of the figure give the concentration of NH 4+-N in the feeding. The solid red squares indicate
the NH4+-N concentration in the influent; the solid green triangles give the COD concentration in
the influent; the empty red squares give the NH4+-N concentration in the effluent; the empty purple
diamonds indicate the nitrite-N concentration in the effluent; the empty blue circles give the nitrateN concentration in the effluent, the empty green triangles are the COD concentration in the effluent,
and the solid blue diamonds are the DO level in the reactor during reactor.
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Figure C-6. The schematic diagram of the integrated fixed film activated sludge (IFAS) reactor
and the time sequences for one cycle of sequencing batch operation.
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Figure C-7. The performance results for the reactor shows that both reactors achieved partial
nitrification when the NH4+-N concentration in the feed was 400 mg/L.
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Figure C-8. Rarefaction plot (a) for seed sludge and samples collected during phases 1, 3, 5 from
R1. Plot (b) shows the diversity for seed sludge, raw supernatant and samples collected from stages
6-9 from R1. The curves that do not reach the right end of the plot indicating that the sequences
detected in the samples were less than 40000.
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Figure C-9. Abundance of the 16s rRNA genes of total bacteria in the suspended flocs and biofilm
samples under nitrification and nitritation conditions.
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